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One Injured As

APRIL SHOWERS-SOLIDIFIED....

Union School Bus

FOURTEEN PAGES— 14c COPY

One of six Union school chil
dren, occupants of a car being
utilized as a school bus that tipped
over on the North Union Road
Tuesday morning, was slightly in
jured.
State Trcoper Lawrence Chap
man .said Lorraine Luce, 16, was
taken to the office of Dr. Arnold
Wa'ker of Union for treatment for
a biuiscd hip.
The other five occupants of the
sedan: Ronald Luce. 15; Larry
Luce, 13. Dennis Luce, 9; Carey
Kirkpatrick, 14;
and William
Dame, 15. all of Union, were un
injured.
Driver of the vehicle, which was
owned by Frederick Peabody of
Union, was Richard E. Miller. 41,
of Union, regular school bus
driver.
The car was borrowed for the
Tuesday morning run to Union
High School when the regular
Photos by Cuilen school bus failed to start.
to stop as the wet snow packed into ice on highways.
Chapman said the car was tra
At llie left above, a ear left nearly an hour before, according to
veling up a steep hill when it
the meter, was blanketed with snow. At the right. Harold Green
"dusts” off his Cadillac with a snow brush and scraper combina
skidded off the road on a curve
tion which he had thought was in the trunk for the summer. Byin the morning snowstorm and
Wednesday morning the white stuff was disappearing and a warm
turned over.
sun and strong wind had dried things out pretty well by sunset.

ASK LOW TO STATE
BUILDING TRADESMEN AND COUNCILORS TEACHERS
PREFERENCE IN THREE BILLS
HAVE PLAIN SPOKEN SESSION OVER BUILDING HE SPONSORS FOR EDUCATION
CODE; COUNCIL DELAYS ACTION UNTIL MAY
Knox County’s Senator Seth Low
was called upoq to explain his
stand on the proposed changes in
the State Board of Education by
the Knox County Teachers’ Associ
ation in a letter Sent Wednesday
morning.
The
Association’s
legislative
committee, authors of the letter,
will follow it up with a visit to
the senator this week.
Senator Low is sponsoring three
bills in legislature that are des
cribed by local teachers as "mutually opposed to each other”.
The proposed legislation calls

Proposed changes in the city’s

L. Curtis, a contractor; Gilbert building code.
It was at this point that objec
the building inspector authority to Frank'.in Priest, owner of ren’al tions came to having an "inex
perienced” man as building in
enforce the code, met with strong housing in the city, Clinton Gif
spector.
It was suggested that
opposition at a public hearing ford. secretary of the Chamber of the city engineer be named as
conducted by the City Council Commerce, and Rhama Philbrick, inspector, he presumably being a
Monday evening.
an extensive property owner.
person with a knowledge of buildAppearing were the majority of
Fire Chief Wesley Knight, the ing construction and safety fac
contractors and carpenters of the city's building inspector, and ap tors.
I
city. As the meeting progressed, parent target of some speakers,
Counciimen Carl Stilphen and
it became evident that the exist did not speak at the session.
(Continued on Page Four)
1
ing code was not sufficiently clear
City Manager Alien made it
in its wording to allow it to be clear that the city charter direct
readily interpreted.
ed that the building inspector be CITY COUNCIL INFORMS PLANNING
Also, it was evident that con assigned from the Fire Depart
tractors wished no further restric ment and that he has no choice BOARD PARK STREET EXTENSION
tions on their activities and re except to enforce the ordinances.
LOOP TO POINT OUT FOR THIS YEAR
sented those which they believed
It was pointed out by Allen that
to have previously imposed upon the additions to the code were to
In the other motions, the board
The Rockland Planning Com
them.
establish a system whereby a'l mission,
meeting
in
regular asked that a fence with lock be
Furthermore, they objected to citizens would be used alike. He
erected at the entrance driveway
monthly session Tuesday night,
to the city’s swimming area to al
their work being subject to in mentioned a practice followed in
voted to recommend eliminating
low use only between the hours of
spection by a building inspector the past in obtaining building per- ■
the sharp left turn at the Mainsunrise to one-half hour after sun
who was not skilled in that field. mits in which the applicant placed
Rankin street intersection by
set. Rockland police would tend
Speaking from, the floor on va a value far below what the build
rounding off the corner.
the lock.
rious phases of the existing code ing would cost completed.
By
The recommendation will be
Signs would also be erected at
and the proposed additions were: this act, the applicant gained a
sent to the City Council along with
the swimming area to aid in a
Samuel Collins, an attorney who few dollars, as the charge for ,
recommendations to erect a fence
sanitation program there.
spoke in behalf of some trades the permits is based on the esti
at the entrance to the ChickawauIn other discussions held at the
men in the building field; Ervin mated value of the structure for
kie Lake swimming area and in
which the permit is sought. Oo stall signs in that area prohibiting meeting, the board discussed the
possibility of demolishing the old
the other hand, the honest person the depositing of refuse.
wooden structure at the swimming
who stated the actual value of the
RUMMAGE SALE
The two motions were voted by
intended structure, and paid on the board following discussion by area and its removal. The build
Friday, April 12 — 9 a. m.
ing, moved there several seasons
that figure, was penalized.
the five members. Attending the
G. A. R. HALL
One of the provisions of the meeting were City Council Chair- ago by the highway department
Spon. by Rockland Lady I.Ions
amendments to the building code : man Henry Marsh and city Mana. for use as a bathing house has
fallen into dangerous disrepair.
was to permit the building inspec ger Lloyd K. Alien.
Manager Allen and Chairman
tor to assess an added permit fee
The Rankin-Main street junction
in instances where the finished ; change was considered advisable Marsh reported to the board that
— WANTED —
building, or alteration project, ex by the board to eliminate the the proposed roadway between
ceeded in value the sum stated on sharp left turn now necessary for Park street extension and Winter
Antiqne Bureaus, Commodes,
street, taken under study by the
the permit.
and Wash Stands in piue, maple
motorists driving north on the ,
(Continued on Page Three)
or marble top; also Lamps,
Another provision was to give one way Main street.
Dishes and Picture Frames.
the inspector the authority to halt
The board asks that the corner '
work on a project which was pro of the sidewalk in front of Carr’s
BUD JORDAN
Introductory Promotion
1 BROAD ST. PLACE
ceeding in a manner not in keep Wall Paper and Paint shop be
TEL. 434
ing with the permit specifications, rounded off and that parking on
FREE SAMPLE
4OT-tf
or within the regulations of the Main street’s south side there be j
prohibited for a short distance
BEAU BRUMMEL
running from Rankin street.
Double Edge Hollow Ground
The commission recommended
RAZOR BLADES
that the city engineer make a
UZZELL
Send Your Name and Address to
study of this proposal and submit
DISTRIBI’TOR
his report to the Council. The
PHOTOGRAPHIC STUDIO
538 Main Street
[ junction now contains two traffic
South Portland, Maine
For a Portrait of Distinction
! islands, the smaller and most
(Supply Limited)
southerly of these on Rankin street
On Mother's Day
44'It
tpnds
to
slow
up
the
motorists
ASK ABOUT OUR "AUNT MARY'S BIRTHDAY
turn, the board contended.
CLUB" PLAN FOR CHILDREN
The wheels of many cars pass
U Z Z E L L — 572 Main St„ Rockland, Phone 1456-W
| over the smaller island, one board
RUMMAGE SALE
44*40
| member stated. Rankin street is
one way at this point with north
UNIVERSALIST CHURCH
erly and southerly Main street
traffic entering it.

building code, designed to give

Barker, building supplies dealer;

VESTRY

NEED MORE INCOME?
May we tell you how Mutual Funds can help

9.30 A. M.

for changes in the appointment of
the state commissioner of educa
tion and the make up of the board
of education, both recommenda
tions of last year’s Public Admini
stration Survey.
At a meeting of the Knox County
Teachers' Association legislative
committee Tuesday
night at
North School, the group voted to
send the letter to Low for clarifi
cation of his position. They have
asked him to explain which of the
bills he favors.
One bill calls for the abolish
ment of the state board and the
organization of our hoards; an
advisory board, a three member
committee for re-districting super
visory school unions in the state,
a
vocational-educational board
and a state teachers college and
normal school board.
Another provision of this first
bill would allow the state commis
sioner to be appointed by the gov
ernor.
(Continued on Page Two)

Boiling Water

From Spilled

Kettle Burns Tot
A 17-months-old baby, Georgia
Mae Curtis, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. George Curtis of 67 Park
street, was hospitalized late Tues
day afternoon suffering burns
after a water kettle fell at home,
spilling boiling water over her.
The infant suffered second de
gree burns of the chest, Knox
County General Hospital attaches
reported.
Ronald Stone, 21. of Port Clyde,
employed aboard the fishing
trawler Tide, suffered a deep lac
eration of the light thumb Thurs
day afternoon while at work. He
was treated at Knox Hospital's
accident ward and released.

Harjula Leads

Discussion Panel
In Washington
Albert Harjula, president of the
Maine Teachers Association, is
presently in Washington. P. C„
attending the Northeastern Re
gional Conference of the Depart
ment of the ciassrooom teachers.
The conference will run today,
Friday and Saturday.
Harjula will lead a discussion
group composed of 300 on the
proposed expansion program of
the National Education Associa
tion. He left Wednesday evening

’Keag Questioned In Stormy Session

HQoUj

South Thomaston residents are
However, Robinson was elected
still vague this week as to who at that time for only one year, allegally represents them as the re though a three year office was
open as decreed by the town’s sys
sult of contested balloting at a
tem of staggered elections for the
special town meeting Monday selectmen.
night when Willard Brown was
The special election was called
named to the first selectman’s after selectmen obtained a ruling
from the Maine Municipal Assooffice by a slim dozen votes.
ciation's legal counsel that the
The legality of the margin was
election procedure was illegal.
the object of accusations that
The article at that time called
ranged from "illegal” to “ballot for voters "to choose the neces
box stuffing.”
sary selectmen, assessors, over
Brown was elected to the post seers of the poor and town agents
89 to 77 over William Robinson for the ensuing year, or J-ears.”
who has served as selectman since
Robinson announced at the
his election at the regular town March 5 meeting that he would
meeting March 5. He beat out serve only one year and was eleetBrown then by a vote of 71 to 61. | ed by the voters for that term.

YOUNG MEN WANTED

SCHEMER

SPruce 2-2855

ATHERTON

Waterbury, Conn.

& CO.

Between the ages 20 and 30 to learn a trade. Mast be
high school graduates and have completed military training.
Ideal year ’round working conditions with paid holidays, paid
vacations and liberal insurance benefits.

- OREN SHOP -

LAWRENCE C. PERRY

CONTACT MR. RUSH - PERSONNEL OFFICE
BONNAR VAWTER INCORPORATED
NEW COUNTY ROAD, ROCKLAND

Rockland, Maine—Telephone 1710

City Manager Lloyd K. Allen were passed.
said Wednesday he would visit
This is tne first session in which
Augusta during the afternoon to coastal waters have been con
take issue with the present tide sidered.
water classification bill, the sub
Rockland’s manager feels that
ject of public hearing by a slate all tidewaters must be classified
legislature committee this week. at once, or not at all.
Allen objected to the bill that
One result of such legislation
would classify all coastal waters
would be a required extension of
from Boothbay Harbor at the
the Lermond Cove sewerage sys
Edgecomb line north to the Wash
tem.
Outlets there would have
ington County coast.
to be extended out beyond the
Under the survey provisions of
Algin Company plant to reach
the bill, Rockland Harbor would
sufficient water flewage according
fall under "Class C” which pro
to provisions of the proposed law,
hibits any entry into the water of
substance that would add slick, Allen explained. This would run
floating solids, scum or objection into costs reaching $20,000 which
would be money wasted if the
able odors.
Passage of the bill would hurt city's long range sewer system
local sardine firms considerably, planning toward eventual purifica
Allen said, as provisions for a fil tion plans follows through, he
tration system to combat such re argued. The extended outlets
would he of no use in that event,
fuse bear a heavy cost.
He pointed out that the point of he said.
He allowed that the city’s duty
his objections were found in the
limitation this year of the classi was evident in that the present
fication to coastal waters above sewer outlets must be repaired
Boothbay Harbor. Waters south and extended beyond the low
of this were not scheduled for water mark but purification plants
classification consideration until that would eliminate ohjectionai
the next legislative session two properties of industrial and city
years from now. This wou’d p'sec refuse was the goal of present
two years restriction on central planning in the city and the basis
and northern waterfront firms that of everything done in sewerage in
those in the Portland area and recent years.
other southerly areas will not ex
The classification of waters is
perience.
largely based on Water Improve
The bill which would classify all
surface waters in Maine has been
considered by the state legisla
ture since 1953 when the first
classifications of inland waters
were allowed. In the 1955 session,
more inland water restrictions
to

the ballot box had been stuffed
(Continued on Page Four)

ment Commission recommenda
tions and tidewater provisions ara
the result of a survey by the com
mission lasl August.
Reports from the Grand Banks

have it that the first of the 40
Fathom trawlers to sail this year
has encountered bad weather and
has been able to get in only a
minimum of fishing in the nearly
two weeks it has been at sea. Fil
let plant workers are hoping for
a fare next week which will start
off the packing season.

BAKED BEAN

SUPPER
Benefit

St. George Vol. Fire Dept.
Ambulance Fund

MARTINSViLLE
GRANGE HALL

April 13th
5-7 P. M.
Adults 65c
Children 35c

44-491

RUMMAGE SALE
Saturday, April 13 - 9 a. nt.
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Sponsored by Woman's Assn.

tri

y«i Ate Coiduiffy

FOR EASTER DAY DINNER
AT THE THORNDIKE HOTEL
Choice of Appetizer
Relishes
Baked Virginia Ham, Pineapple or
Raisin Sauce
Roast lxmg Island Darkling
Orange Glare
Vegetables
Potatoes
Thorndike Salad
Choice of Desserts
Coffee
Ten
Milk
Colored Eggs - Mints - Easter Baskets

OTHER ENTREES AVAILABLE
42-44

<l-Th-47

Brown was seeking re-election for
three years,
At the Monday night meeting,
Mrs. Worth Kaufman questioned
the vote immediately following
the announcement of results on
the basis that several of those who
voted were not registered before
7 p. m.
Selectman Herbert Elwell ar
gued that this involved only one
vote and would not change the re
sults.
Former selectman Alfred Erick
son contested the ballot on the
basis that more votes were counted. 166 in all, than voters who had
registered, 143. He contended that

WATER IMPROVEMENT COMMISSION BILL
WOULD DISCRIMINATE AGAINST COAST
EAST OF BOOTHBAY HARBOR

Make Your Reservations Now!
Spon. by Scout Troop 15
44‘lt

Mi

Willard Brown, standing erect at right, looks up abruptly toward the crowd to catch a question dur
ing the hectic Monday night special town meeting. Leaning over the balloting desk Is Third Selectman
Herbert Elwell perusing the law hooks for a ruling oi the disputed vote. Seated is Bill Kohinson whoso
first selectman post was or was not at stake. At left Is Second Selectman Bob Waterman.

— .MENU —

Members
Session and New York Sleek Exchanges

Local RepresenUtiee

THOMASTON

44*45

tion call or write

Boston. Mss*.
Northampton, Mass.
Hartford, Conn.
Manchester, N. II.

Saturday, April 13

Will Be Closed April 18
Through May 1

increase your income? For further informa

S34 Congress Street, Portland

The Office of
D. R. MOSS, D.0.

Volume 112, Number 44

Legality Of Monday Special Election At

Skids In Storm

Springtime in Maine or April Showers—solidified. Whatever
one may call it, it was unwelcome Tuesday and resulted in a frantic
rush to put snowplow blades hack on trucks and trai tors. The con
fusion in homes having small fry cun hi' imagined as mother
searched out galoshes put away for the summer weeks ago. Motor
ists who had changed to summer tires wished for the old snowtreads as they spun wheels to start and slid helplessly in an effort

•7.30 per year
13 76 six months

Thursday
Issue

ADULTS $2.50 PER PERSON
CHILD'S PLATE $1.75
See Hostess or CaU 1485
Served from 12 Noon 'Ul 3.30 P. M.
44 & 47

dmiited

an

OPEN HOUSE
IN OUR NEWLY DECORATED

BANKING ROOMS

9 a. m. to 5 p. m.
TUESDAY, APRIL 16th

Knox County Trust Co.
19 Elm Street

Camden
44-45
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Teachers Ask

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Sportsmen Give To Home For Aged Women

Editor and Publisher, John M. Richardson
Three Times a Week
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Limerock Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette in 1882. The Free Press was established in 1855,
and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions $7.50 per year, payable in advance. Single
copies 10c. Circulation 5273.

EDITORIAL
WE REJOICE THAT IT WAS NOT WORSE
All Maine rejoices that Senator Frederick G. Payne will
apparently emerge from his recent heart seizure without
permanent impairment or ill-effects. Presently he is in a
hospital and under oxygen, but happily is free from the
treatment for increasingly long periods.
Senator Payne has always been a man of extreme
vigor, working indefatigably on any project he undertook
and his duties in the Senate he has pursued with this same
endless effort.
We join our thousands of readers in rejoicing in the
Senator’s swift rnlly from this attack and add the, in his
case, certain-to-be-ignored advice, “Take it easy Senator”.

A MEASURE OF DESTINY

Mrs. John II. McLoon, second (rom left, president of the board of directors for the Rockland Home
For Aged Women accepts a $50. check from Charles Rowling, rliairman of the fund commitee of the
Knox County Fish and Game Association. The money was raised by the association through pro ects the
past year and is an unsolicited gift to the home. Al.a officially receiving the check is Miss Katherine
Veazie, board treasurer. At the right is Association president Linwood Hilt of Cnion. The money, which
will go into the general treasury, was presented preceding a meeting of the directors at Mrs. McLoon's
home Wednesday.
Photo by McKeon

Union to its total of $3!9.83.
Several communities have yet
SOME TOWNS, LAGGING IN OTHERS to report the results of their cam
paigns which will be eventually
Laurence S.
Haynes.
Knox country again highlights the seri entered in the county quota of
County Red Cross Fund Drive ousness of the Red Cross financial $13,456.
chairman, announced the total problem and makes it all the

RED CROSS DRIVE OVER TOP IN

collected as of April 9 in the cur more urgent that every possible
rent campaign is $7,666.25.
step be taken to insure success in
Mr. Haynes urges all town the fund campaign, he observes.
Members of the Zonta Club
chairmen and solicitors to make
soliciting the business district for
an extra effort to see that every
the Red Cross are: Regina Chis
one has an opportunity to con holm, Natalie Perry, Mary Bunk
tribute to the campaign. The dis er, Ethel Perry, Ida Clark. Vivian
aster relief job which confronts Wh ttier, Mildred Rittcnburg. Bar
the Red Cross in the wake of the bara Morse and Leo'.a Robinson.
tornadoes in many sections of the
Omitted from the list of work
ers from the Business and Pro
fessional Women’s solicitors was
the name of Esther Wolfe.
STOP AT THZ A-l SIGN
Several communities have al
FOR YOUR
ready exceeded their quotas. In
eluded
are:
Camden,
$2,908
BEST BUY
against a quota of $2,725.98;
IN A
Cushing $142.75 with a quota of
$134.55.
USED CAR
Also, Owls Head, $358.41 with a
quota of $215.28; Rockport. $770
p950 Ford Convertible
to top a quota of $652.27; and
[1952 Ford Fordor
Vinalhaven which has contributed
Fordomatic
$474.35 against a quota of $355.21.
Ford Fordor
Campaigns in other communi
Std. Transmission
ties are underway in an effort to
Ford Fordor
meet the quota.
Rockland has
Std. Transmission
collected $1,743.42 and has a
Ford Tudor
quota of $6,095.11 to meet. North
Std. TranKmission
Haven is within four dollars of
^1954 Chevrolet Sta. Wagon its quota of $228.73.
St. George is some $130 short of
11953 G. M. C. Truck
its
needed $403.65 and Thomaston !
2 Speed Rear Axle
$441 short of its assigned fund of
>2 Ford Truck
$941.85.
Another $80 will bring
2 Speed Rear Axle

il Oldsmobile 4 Dr. Sedan

Waldoboro

Garage Co.
NEW COUNTY ROAD
THOMASTON, MAINE

TEL. ROCKLAND 474

§

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
WANTED
TARA SHOP is seeking a cap
able saleslady, experience pre
ferred. Apply in person, 15 LIME
ROCK STREET
44-46
CHILD’S Pedal Drive Car in
very good cond. for sale. MRS.
JOSEPH SOFFAYER, Tel. 1083.
44‘46

I

ERVICE Q HOE OTORE
397 MAIN ST.

TEL 1090

ROCKLAND, ME.

Egg Producers

Invite Public To
Integration Talk
Joseph H. Fletcher, Wentworth,
N. H., poultry-man, will explain
his now famous plan to stop inte
gration in the poultry industry !n
a talk to Maine poultrymen at
Waldoboro Thursday night, April
18. The meetng will be held at
the Waldoboro High School As
sembly Hall at "7.30 p. m.
Al! persons, both men and wo
men, who arc
interested in
Maine’s poultry industry are in
vited to attend. The meeting is
sponsored by the Independent
Egg Producers Association, a
Maine group organized to pro
mote the interests of independent
poultry-men everywhere.
Mr. Fletcher's plan was en
dorsed by a group of 600 poultrymen meeting in Durham, N. H.,
on April 3.
Hi.-- plan, in brief,
calls for a merger of the 150 co
operatives dealing wholly in poul
try products which now do a total
business of nearly 350 million
dollars annually. With this as a
start, he believes a super cooperative can be organized that
will put control of all poultry
products in the hands of the poul
try farmers. He is also certain
that such a plan would work
equally well for other farm prod
ucts.
The talk by Mr. Fletcher is the
first of a series of serviees which
the Independent Egg Producers
Association plans to render to the
poultrymen of Maine. A general
invitation to Maine poultrymen to
join this group will be extended
at the meeting. Carl Erickson of
Warren is president and Fred
Hynd of Thomaston, secretary.

Hough Announces
Desire To Head

FASHIONS'
BY "DELMAR'
WOMEN'S SMART LOOKING

Sweater Pumps
$4.99

The president of the Greater
Portland Young Republican Club,
Edward G. Hough, announced to
day that he will seek the office of
state chairman of the State YGOP
organization.
Hough, an attorney, 19 the first
Young Republican to announce an
interest in the state chairmanship
currently held by Herbert T. Silsby, II. of Ellsworth, who has announced he will not be a candidate
for re-election to the post this
year.
Active in mhny greater Portland
and state political and civic
groups, Hough said. "I will cam-

LEGAI. NOTICE

VALUE S5.99

4’/i - 9
AA-B

Black Patent - Black Leather - Pink, Blue, White Bark, Tan

We Stock the Largest Variety of Women's

High Grade - High Style Shoes
In Rockland.

at $4.99 - $5.99 - $6.95
MANY STYLES TO CHOOSE FROM.
MOST STYLES IN AA WIDTH
BUY NOW FOR BEST SELECTION
A Small Deposit Will Hold Yonr Purchase Until Wanted
as888gji
sessssagac

April 9, 1957
To whom it may concern:
The Selectmen. Town of Friend
ship. County of Knox. State of
Maine, hereby give notice that
Myron Simmons has petitioned
-aid Town for a permit to build
a wharf, twenty (20) feet wide
and seventy (70) feet long extend
ing in a southwesterly direction
from his property on the east side
of Bradford Point on the Meduncook River.
Hearing on such petition will
take place at the wharf location
stated above, at 8.30 A. M. on
the thirtei nth day ol April, in the
year of our Lord, one thousand
nine
hundred and fifty-seven
il937i at which time all persons
having interest in said petition
will appear.
This notice in accordance with
Sec. 7, Chap. 98. R. S. 1954.
TAUNO HENDRI KSON.
MA'JRICE T. HALL.
BERNARD S. BROW,
Selectmen

of

Rockland is intensely proud of its adopted son Senator
Seth Low who is presently recognized as one of the best
minds and strongest leaders in the Maine Senate.
A chairman of the powerful Taxation Committee, Sen
ator Low has gained universal respect. As Floor Leader
of the Republicans he has proven himself a natural as a
political leader. He played a major role in this year’s
vital education legislation and it must be remembered that
Senator Low fathered the vastly important Maine School
Building Authority, which has made it possible over the past
few years for literally scores of towns to adequately and
safely house their boys and girls.
Now comes a piece of legislation, Senator Low’s brain
child, the Maine Industrial Building Authority, which may
be the means of bringing Maine forever from its industrial
mediocrity and doldrums.
Under the terms of the Authority a community or area
having an established industrial development corporation
could borrow through normal agencies the credit of the
State being pledged to cover 90 per cent of the bonds.
It will be necessary that a constitutional amendment be
adopted probably in September.
The proposal embodied in No. 640 would start with a
local community industrial development to be approved by
the Maine Industrial Building Authority with insured pay
ments with a ceiling of $500,0C0 for any one project.
It is designed primarily to benefit small communities
now unable to finance new industrial buildings.
The measure could well be one of top importance in
Maine’s all-time industrial development.

THIS IS GOOD NEWS INDEED
The information that in the immediate future three
physicians will enter active practice in the Rockland area
is good news indeed. The continued hard work which
brought this about must be credited to the Knox County
Medical Association whose members have been taxed be
yond physical endurance by the shortage of medical men
in this area.
The Association is continuing its efforts to secure much
needed specialists in certain lines so that all fields may be
adequately covered in this area and our people not be
forced to travel considerable distances to secure needed
treatment and surgical attention.

ROUTE ONE'S PLEDGED IMPROVEMENTS
There can be no question but we stand on a whole new
era of highway construction in Maine. All indications point
to the immediate approval of the 24 millions of matching
funds for Federal Highway construction with another
2.100,000 dollars each year for the next four years to be used
for the repair and construction of Maine’s own roads, this
in addition to Federal funds.
This huge bond issue of 24,000,000 dollars will be paid
through many proposed methods such as increased registra
tion and license fees and plates, passenger vehicles and
trucks a3 well, with the payment of the principal planned
for completion at the end of twenty years. As is inevitably
true, the paying must be done in the end by the people, but
the interest burden is greatly lightened through the issuing
of the bonds only as needed, which will relieve the interest
expense.
'Route I has been pledged major improvement under
this program which will be most welcome to coastal resi
dents w’ho, unless Route I is modernized, must be severely
penalized through competition with the Maine Turnpike. A
large percentage of present traffic bound for points south
and west is already utilizing the Turnpike.

(Continued from Page One)

Friendship.
44-lt
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Had the day Street Place home fire of recent date hap

paign actively for the post in the the Maine Maritime Academy
hopes it will arouse interest in our Alumni Association, and currently
YGOP groups within the state.” is the Executive Secretary to the
Hough said he intends to contact Board of Trustees of the Maine
each section of the state to evalu Maritime Academy. He is a lieu
ate his strength for the balloting tenant in the U. S. Naval Reserve.

He hat served as President of

HORIZONTAL
1-Being in health
4-Perceive
7-Let fall

11- Anqer
12- Reddish orange
14- Time period
15- Captain
16- Precious metal
17- To happen again
19-Mar,-v
21-To pet tion
22- Large truck
24-Foundations
26-Small valleys
28- Within
29- Metal fire-guard*
30- Armv Order (abbr.
31-Seatter
33-Lonn for
35- A title
36-The (Fr.)
38-Streets (abbr.)

People who practice it find
economy is a hard road to travel,
hut it leads to the land of oppor
tunity.

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
40-Aesignmente
43-An account
45-To iodize
47-The whole
48- A time period (pi.)
50- Studv with care
51- lmpelled by the
wind
E2-A rodent
53-Pleded out
VERTICAL
1- Uninhabited

2- Rather than
3- Renta
4- Wlthers
5- Half an em
6-To follow
8- To diacloae
9- Crude metal
10-Segment
12—Pronoun

VERTICAL (Cont.)
13-Atmosohere
18- Nestles
19-Wishes
20- Pet off
22- Ornamental vessels
23- Approaehes
24- Twice (Lat.)
25- Uae needle and
thread
28-Witho"t mo’sture
27-Male descendant
32-w/rink!e
34- Resiege
35-Tardier
37-o0’-d“r
39- Seize suddenly
40- Attemot
41- Mar'time signal
48-Twist
44-Old English measure
46-Part of the foot
49- A degree (abbr.)

appointed by the governor and
the remaining five of the 10 per
son board recommended by edu
cational groups of the state.
The proposal to allow the gov
ernor to appoint the commissioner
gives the future behavior of that
officer a political uncertainty, the
county committee pointed out.
The committee, in their dis
cussion, found no real objection to
the present set up of the board
and method of appointment of the
commissioner.

SOCIAL ITEMS
APPRECIATED

Write or
Telephone 770
THE COURIER -GAZETTE
66-nw

SALE NOTICE
CITY OF ROCKLAND, MAINE
April 9, 1957
The City of Rockland has for sale — 8 old fashioned settees

They may be seen in the City

in various states of repair.

Council room on the 3rd floor of City Hall.
Sealed bids to purchase same will be received until 11
a. m., Thursday, the 18th of April.

The City reserves the right to reject any and all bids.
LLOYD K. AI.I.EN,
Purchasing Agent.

JORDAN and GRANT
$

Where You SAVE 7 DAYS Every Week
BIG Enough To SERVE You - SMALL Enough To KNOW You

Just a few of our Big

FREE!

pened a thousand miles from here Rockland citizens would
have been singing paeans of praise and talking about Car
negie medals for the heroism of the mother who was largely
responsible for saving the lives of her seven sleeping child
ren when the home was involved in a swiftly spreading oil
blaze.
As is all too often the case, we accepted the heroic
action ot Mrs. Glennis Smith in the explosive midnight oilfed blaze as routine because we lived so handy by to what
could have been a dreadful tragedy. It was the alertness
oi Mrs. Smith which led to the early discovery of the blaze,
and she took the lead in removing the seven children aged
two to ten years from the blazing home to the care of hos
pitable neighbors.
A tew minutes of delay, possibly even seconds, of the
frantic mother springing into action could have cost the
children and even the mother their lives. The blaze was
intensely hot and gave the firemen an hour and a half
battle.
We offer Mrs. Smith our sincere congratulations.

that will take place when the
Maine Council of Young Republi
cans meets May 24 and 25.
Hough is a native of Portland,
a graduate of Deering High
School. Maine Maritime Academy.
University of Maine, and Portland
University Law School. He is a
member of the Bar of the State ot
Maine, the Portland Kiwanis
Club. Greater Portland Junior
Chamber of Commerce, Portland
Propeller Club, Odd Fellow®,
Knights of Pythias, and has been
active in many civic drives.

Courier-Gazette Crossword Puzzle

The second bill leaves the pres
ent 10 member state board as is
I but provides for the governor to
appoint the commissioner. This
bill has been criticized by the
Maine Teachers' Association whose
president is Albert Harjula of
Thomaston, a Rockland teacher, as
a throwback to politics in educa
tion and as forcing the will of the
people to be felt through a politi' cal medium instead of through
their own educational groups.
The third bill calls for the com
missioner to be appointed by the
board but for all members to be
appointed by the governor.
The board at present is com
posed of five executive-appointed
members and five selected by
groups
including
the
ParentTeacher Association, the Maine
Teachers’ Association, liberal arts
colleges, the State Superintendents
Association and the Maine Muni
cipal Association.
The letter to Low indicates his
purpose in sponsoring all three
bills is a little confusing to their
thinking. It was voted at the
Tuesday night meeting that a
committee would follow up the let
ter with a visit to the Senator.
The committee described the
proposed legislation as of vital im
portance to the public who are in
terested in education and should
i be studied by the citizens.
The committee was shown fig
ures at the meeting which indi
cated that the national trend since
1940 shows that states whose edu
cational commissioner is appoint
ed by his board of education have
increased from eight to 18. The
figures also revealed that states
whose commissioner is governorappointed have decreased from
eight to four and where commis
sioners are elected by the people,
from 32 to 28.
Should Maine adopt one of two
of these bills, they would be tak
ing a step backward and going
against the modern trend, the
county association po’ntcr' out.
Rockland High Principal. A.
Hamilton Boothby, Knox County
member of the MTA legislative
committee, said Wednesday that
the present trend in states is to
pull the education administration
heads out of politics. The bills, if
they pass, would put Maine in the
position where they would be the
only state since 1940 to go against
this trend, he pointed out.
The MTA has gone on record
as opposing two of the bills, but
announced that they would be
willing to go along with the th’rd
biil which continues the state
board, and provides that thp com
missioner be appointed by the
board members.
In this bill, the board members
are appointed from the state at
, large by the governor, as opposed
to the current system of five being

A PROPHET IS NOT WITHOUT HONOR

Young Republicans

, "FOOTWEAR

TuMday*Thureday-Saturday

1

With Purchase of 2 Pounds
At Regular Price

Money Savers

12 ORANGES

1 LB. FRANKS

FLORIDA—LGE. SIZE 176

FARMER KERN'S

With Purchase of 2 Dozen
At Regular Price

With Purchase of 2 Pounds
At Regular Price
YELLOW’ EYE

SIRLOIN ROAST
HEAVY WESTERN BEEF

JOHNSON BEANS

Only 59c lb.

2 lbs. 49c

LIBBY'S

i mwv’u

SPAGHETTI & MEATBALLS

LUNCHEON MEAT

large 24 oz. tin - 39c

12 oz. tin - 39c

LOBSTERS—swimming in sea water

HOME MADE

FRESH CRABMEAT - CLAMS - SCALLOPS - WARREN SMELTS

SAUSAGE

FRESH
WAXED TURNIP
lb. 5c

VEGETABLES
TENDER

GREEN ASPARAGUS
lb. 19c

FRESH STRING BEANS - NEW CABBAGE - TEXAS ONIONS - FANCY CUKES - SPINACH
COLE SLAW - CHICKCRY - DANDELION GREENS - GREEN PEPPERS - SOLID HEAD LETTUCE
FANCY HOT HOUSE TOMATOES - BEET GREENS - EGG PLANT - SALAD BOWL
YELLOW SKIN — YOU SAVE

CARROTS
{

MILLER'S

♦

GARAGE

♦

The Rest Place To

[

Buy a

♦ GOOD
♦
♦

USED

CAR

25-31 Rankin Street
34-ThAS-tL

cello bag - 10c

I

FREE!

FREE!

LB. HAMBURG

§

NEW YORK ONIONS
3 lbs. 13c

ALL LOW EVERYDAY PRICES

ITALIAN SANDWICHES Made FRESH DAILY

!

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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TALK OF THE TOWN

^ep Growers
Meeting Tonight
In Waldoboro

Chicoine Recital

Municipal Court

MAINE FIRE CHIEFS PROTEST

Frank Seave/s

Well Received By

Ralph Ludwick of Thomaston ap
peared on a charge of having no
plumbing permit at Rockland Mu
nicipal Court Tuesday morning
and the case was taken under ad
visement by Judge Alfred M.
Strout.
Ludwick, a homeowner in Thom
aston. was charged with installing
a section of plumbing in his home
as of March 29 without first obtaining a permit from the town
plumbing
inspector,
Herbert
Lewis, or the alternate inspector,
Forrest Grafton.
The complaint, to which a plea
of not guilty was entered, was
made by William E. Gower of the
Department of Health and Weifare.
Ludwick told the court he had
asked Lewis to make out a per
mit and he would pick it up but
because of a busy period of moving into the home he had not
done so.
Lewis denied that Ludwick had
ever made the request.
Thc respondent was released under $25 personal recognizance
bond and the case was continued
for 10 days.

BAY STATE DOMINATION OF

Quick Thinking

Warren Audience

A Boston wool broker, Francis

Leiand, Jr., of the firm of Adams
and Leland, will be thc principal

Coming Events
[Social and community events
are solicited for this calendar. All
are free and space here cannot be
purchased. Strictly commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances,
cannot be accepted. The decision
of the editor is final.]
April 11—Library Advisory Board
Meeting at 8 p. m. at the Li
brary with Mrs. Margaret Pat
tershall, speaker.
April 11—Cooking school at the
Pratt Memorial
Methodist
Church at 7.30.
April 12—WCTU Institute meets
at the First Baptist Church ves
try. Morning and afternoon
sessions.
April 12 — Golden Rod Chapter.
OES, meets at the Masonic
Temple at 7.30 p. m.
April 19—Good Friday.
April 21—Easter.
April 23—Easter Ball and Style
Show at Community Building.
April 26—Educational Club meets
at the Farnsworth Museum at
3 p. m.
April 28—Daylight Saving Time
starts.
Set clocks ahead one
hour.
May 1—Symphony Players Con
cert at Thomaston Federated
Church. 8 p. m.
May 11—Vinalhaven Fishhawks IJ
Reunion, Portland YMCA.
Aug. 2. 3. 4—Rockland Sea Foods
Festival.

Two Rockport residents weie
treated for minor injuries Wednes
day at Knox Hospital and both
were released following treatment.
Malcolm Phillips, 36, of Rockport
suffered contusions and lacera
tions of the left little finger while
working on the yacht of Mrs.
Pauline Biggs.
Mrs. Margaret
Butler, 41, of Glen Cove received
first and second degree burns of
the left hand and neck when
package of matches flamed sud-,
denly in her hand.
The Subordinate Lodge, IOOF.
in Appleton will hold a District
Meeting Friday, April 12, with !
work in the second degree. Sup ' j
per sv.11 be served at 6 .,9 p. m. ,
Mt. Horeb Encampment in
Union will meet Saturday, April
13, with supper at 6.30 p. m. The
Grand Officers1 will work the
Royal Purple Degree on 11 candi
dates.
All Patriarchs are wel
come.

MARRIED
Blaine-Walsh — At Wast Hart
ford, Conn., March 31, Curtis E.
Blaine of Charlestown, N. H., and
Roberta M. Walsh of Rockland,
by Rev. Rov L. Minich of the
Congregational Church.
DIED
Whalen—At Ash Point, April 8.
Mrs. Ethel Whalen, age 73 years.
Interment in North Bend Ceme
tery, Surry, Thursday.
Grant — At Danvers, Mass.,
April 7, Walter L. Grant, Jr., of
Etna, age 42 years. Funeral
services today at 2 p. m. from the
Gilbert C. Laitp Funeral Home in
Camden with Rev. Laura Austin
officiating. Interment in Oak Hill
Cemetery, Camden.
MeGraph—At Rockland. April 9,
John R. MeGraph, age 60 years.
Funeral services today at 2 p. m.
from the Davis Funeral Home in
Rockland with Rev. Charles R.
Monteith officiating. Interment in
Oak Hill Memorial Cemetery,
Camden.
luuie—At Vinalhaven,” April 9,
Muriel Hester Lane, age 64 years.
Funeral services Friday at 2
p. m. from the Headley Funeral
Home in Vinalhaven with Rev.
W. S. Stackhouse of Vinalhaven
and Rev. Douglas Auld of Brewer
officiating. Interment in Ocean
View Cemetery, Vinalhaven.

growers at the Municipal Building
in Waldoboro at 8 o’clock this eve
ning.
To be discussed by members of
the Knox-Lincoln Sheepgrowers’
Association will be thc possibility
of a slight change in marketing
procedures for lambs.
Also to be studied will be the
possibility of purchasing ewes
from thc midwest this summer to
jmprove local flocks.

I that foul weather had held the
rest of the fleet in Gloucester, but
that he was heading back for the
dredge and other equipment as
soon as the weather cleared. A
second dredge is also to be sent
here as the one now overdue is
too large to wo-rk in Lermond
Cove proper.

Wendell Hadlock, director of
the Farnsworth Art Museum, will j
leave tomorrow on a six weeks’ :
information trip to the West '
Coast. The trip is sponsored by
the museum and will allow the |
director professional visits to |
large and small museums in
California, Washington and Ore
gon. Information from museums i
in communities of comparable
size to Rockland will be gathered
by Hadlock who will be accom- I
panied by Mrs. Hadlock and :
daughter, Jean.

The Rockland Lions Club is
sponsoring the 57 piece U. S. Air
Force Band which will play here
on May 3 at the Community
Building, both afternoon and eve
ning performances.
The after
noon performance is for high
school students and all adults who
wish to attend. They are a nonsubsidized group bringing one of
the finest bands to people all over
The Junior Rifle and Pistol Club
the country.
will hold a record hop Saturday
night at the Community Building
BORN
gym floor. The dance will allow
Wentworth—At Knox Hospital, the club members an opportunity
April 9, to Mr. and Mrs. Albert
to raise funds for equipment need
Went*worthy a son.
Brooks—At Knox Hospital, April ed in the group’s program. Head
9, to Mr. and Mrs. Gn»’n’d Brooks ing the arrangements which are
of East Union, a daughter.
made through the City Recreation
Chapman—At Knox Hospital. Department is club president
April 10, to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
R. Chapman of Warren, a daugh Dick Trask. The dance will be
gin about 8 p. m. with all area
ter.
Ulmer—At Merced, Calif., April teen-agers invited to attend.
8, to Mr. and Mis. David E.
Ulmer, formerly of Rockland, a
Slow Down and Live!
son—David Elliott, Jr.

speaker at the meeting of sheep

A tug of the Perini Constriiction Ccmpany of Boston, which is
to do the Rockland harbor dredging work, brought one scow into
port Tuesday along with the
storm -py,,, tug’s master observed

In court a man swears' to t^ll
the truth-—and every time he tries
to do it some lawyer objects.
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Olga Sol
berg, who passed away April 13,
1954.
God saw the road was getting
rough
The hills were hard to climb
He closed your eyes in loving
sleep
And whispered, “Peace
Be
Thine”.
Daughters, Helen Thomas and
Marie Nuppulla.
45-lt

THE COFFEE POT

Miss Fay Chicoine

At the Second Congregational
Church in Warren Sunday after
noon, Mrs. Marion Lermond pre
sented Miss Fay Chicoine in a
song recital. She was assisted by
Miss Gail Chicoine. A large and
appreciative audience of invited
guests and friends from Rockland,
Thomaston, Warren and Searsport
attended.
Miss Chicoine graduates from
Warren High School in June as
class salutatorian and plans to en
ter the New England Conserva
tory of Music in September.
The program included 13 num
bers hy the talented high school
student who is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Aurel Chicoine of Warten. Also a duet by Mrs. Lermond
and Miss Gail Chicoine.
She gave for encores "Shubert’s
Serenade"
and
"Nothing But
Love."
She is completing three seasons
of study with Mrs. Lermond.

Bruised Steer Short Ribs au
jus. Potato, Vegetable,
Dessert, Coffee
$1.25
Fresh Shrimp Creole,
Steamed Iliee, Vegetable,
Rolls, Coffee
95c
~TEATUIUNG^fPMGlFnNew England Boiled Dinner
(Corned Brisket and Vegetables)

THIS SPRING

MAKE TRAVELING

A PLEASURE WITH

Streamlite

city last year, has been tabled for
this coming budget year.
Allen reported that the "loop,”
lathough a natural solution to the
Main street truck and car traffic guilty. was brought by Thomas
problem, was delayed because of ton police who stopped thc Friend
the difficulty of tracing deeds to
ship man on Route 1 In Thomas
properties in the area. To buy up
ton April 2.
land this way would be impossible.
The loop would allow trucks to
move from Limerock street to Obituary
Park street which would be then
WALTER I.. GRANT, JR.
two-way.
Waiter L. Grant, Jr., 42, of
In their discussion of the Chickawaukie Lake swimming area, the Etna, died Sunday, April 7, after
board agreed to invite a commun being struck by an automobile in
ity recreation committee of pri Danvers, Mass. Mr. Grant was
vate citizens, organized last year born at Jonesboro, September 7,
to work with former City Recrea- I 1914, the son of Walter and Eliza
tion Director Edw-ard Ericson, to
Grant.
He was formerly employed by
their next regular meeting, to dis
cuss possible civic aid in the the Great Northern Paper Com
Chickawaukie Lake recreational pany, and had seen service in
facilities. The committee has not the U. S. Army. He was a memi ber of the Methodist Church at
been active since last year.
' Columbia Falls.
I

Samsonite

,
1

YOUR SIGNS
OFUFE

•
•

Surviving are his father, Walter
Grant, Sr., of Etna; a daughter,
Frances C. Grant of California;
two sisters, Mrs. Edgar Hartford
of Camden; Mrs. Phillip Alley cf
Belfast and two nieces and two
nephews.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday (today) at 2 p. m. from
the Gilbert C. Laite Funeral
Home in Camden with Rev. Laura
Austin officiating. Interment will
be in Oak Hill Cemetery, Cam
den.

SO MANY FOLKS

ARE SWITCHING TO

•AFtTY

COUNCIL

To rig for diving in a modern
submarine, the crew must conduct
225 individual operational and
equipment checks.

about Perry's is the fact that you buy
brands you know at saving prices!

PERRY’S

Big Variety Selection I
—Meal planners everywhere get tired
of the "same old thing" — But at
Perry's you find a tremendous selec
tion of menu-voriety foods!

Where You Get
S. & H. GREEN STAMPS I

BRANDS YOU KNOW ... SAVINGS YOU’LL LIKE
• SWIFT'S PREM

Luncheon Meat

* GLORIETTA PEACHES

Freestone in
Z’/i
Extra Heavy Syrup
TIN
PATSY ANN

39c

12 0Z. TIN

* CREME SANDWICH COOKIES

2 LB. BOX

* GREEN GIANT PEAS

BIG, TENDER

• LIBBY'S BEEF STEW

GIANT
TIN

STEAKS

CUT FROM HEAVY PORTERHOUSE

CLUB

WESTERN BEEF

CALVES
SLICED-POUND

69c

49c

39c
Ib. 25c

Ib. 59c

FRANKFORTS
MINCED

39c

21c

17 OZ. TIN

• SUNSHINE KRISPY CRACKERS

LIVER
NATIONAL,

It’s the little things In life that

sometimes are overlooked or the

NO WONDER

City Council

Luggage

NEW ENGLAND ASSOCIATION

A three man committee of Maine Station and Chief Galen Redman
kind deeds that are performed by
fire chiefs, including Rockland’s of Bucksport.
a person which are seldom men
About
50
towns
were
represent

Chief We.sley Knight, was appoint
ed to contact other states on pro ed Tuesday with nearly 60 chiefs, tioned.
Such is the case of John Moon,
posed changes in the New England assistant chiefs and fire wards at
Fire Chief’s Association bylaws tending.
71. of 204 Main street, who last
The meeting was opened with a
Tuesday in Thomaston because of
welcome
by Thomaston Town Saturday fell at the corner of
what was termed by the Maine
Manager
Leon
Fitts, followed by Pleasant and Main street, receiv
chiefs as "control of the associaing a nose fracture and face
tion by a Massachusetts clique." , the response by Chief Knight.
Talks were given during the bruises. In the act of falling,
The action came at the quarterly meeting of the Maine State morning session by John Pom- Moon fell head first, landing under
Association of Fire Chiefs meet- eroy’ v*ce president and plant the rear wheels ot the parked car
ing all day Tuesday at Watts mana8er of the Dragon Cement of a local man, who was about
I Company, and Allan Robbins, war to pull away from the curb, una
Hall in Thomaston,
Several of the chiefs, including den of the Maine State Prison at ware that a man had fallen under
his car.
Knight, criticized the N< w Eng- Thomaston.
Dinner was served the chiefs at
A few seconds later and the rear
land Association because of its
control by Massachusetts fire the Thomaston Masonic Hall by wheels would have passed over the
chiefs, This was possible by the the Thomaston Fire Department head of Moon, if It hadn’t been for
the quick action and thinking of
overwhelming number of Massa Ladies’ Auxiliary.
Tours to the cement plant and Frank Seavey, a local mason who
chusetts towns represented in the
to thc prison were arranged dur was standing on the corner at the
association.
time. He screamed to the man
The bylaw changes would eliml- ing the afternoon.
not to start his car ahead; and
nate the popular vote and substimeantime pulled the injured man
tute a board of directors, one from Radio Hams Test
from under the car. He then
each state, with the power of one
| vote each.
called police who took Moon to the
C-D Lanterns
hospital.
One example of the results of
Members of the Knox County
Ernest M. Perry, 45, of Rock- the popular vote. Knight said, was
port, driver of a car that swerved that the conferences of thc New Radio Club meeting on Tues gas lantern in the Civil Defense
off Route 105 in Camden Monday England Association, were contin day evening in the basement of stock of equipment. The gas lan
evening and jumped a six foot ually held in the spot favored by the Knox County Court House, tern was put into service and the
wide ditch, pleaded guilty to a the Bay State representation, held their meeting by lantern meeting went on without a hitch.
charge of driving to endanger.
Wentwoi th-By-The-Si a
in
New light.
The fellow who tries to sail
He paid a fine of $50 and $6 Hampshire.
As the radio Hams got their ses
costs.
This conference location was de- sion going in the Civil Defense through on a soft pedal sets him
Camden police were complain- scribed as financially impractical headquarters where they work as self up for some hard knocks.
ants against Berry and reported by Knight and several others at the communications arm of C-D.
that the car had gone off the road the Thomaston meeting. It was the lights flickered and went out.
- AUCTION about three and one-half miles reported that New Hampshire A transformer had blown out on
above Camden village and jumped was considering the change in by a pole near the Community BuildSaturday, April 13 — 7 p. m.
I ing and the whole area went dark.
a ditch six feet wide and six feet laws also.
LEGION HALL — UNION
deep without damage to the car or
Serving on the committee with
Being trained for emergencies.
Harvey Gurney, Auctioneer
Injury to Berry.
Chief Knight are Chief Tony Dulac they scrouged around C-D head44*lt
of the Brunswick Naval Training quarters and found a Bernzomatlc
Ralph It. Simmons. 52, of 1
Friendship was fined $100 and $6
costs after being found guilty of
Money Saving Prices I
driving under the influence of
—Perry's Savings represent big money
liquor at a Municipal Court hear
ing held Wednesday morning.
savings to your food budget! Try
The case had been continued
them once—you're sold for life!
from last week pending the results
of a blood test.
National Brands Too 1
The charge against Simmons,
who „ad entcred a p,ea q( not
—One of the many things you'll like

(Continued From Page One)
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HAM

YOUR CHOICE-POUND

29c
Ib 37c

COD TONGUES—Strictly Fresh

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS

Mixed group meets Sunday, 8
p. m., GAR Hall, Limerock Street,
P. O. Square. Address P. O. Box
711, Rockland, Maine.
152-Th-tf

BUDGET BUYS! I
BANQUET

SMALL 'S
■

PUBUC PARTY

UPPER PARK ST.

EVERY FRIDAY AT 7.30 P. M.

ROCKLAND, ME.

HAMBURG—Lean, All Beef

Tower Room - Community Bldg.
Auspices Knights of Columbus
47-TATh-tf

YELLOW SKIN

4 for 89c

ONIONS

Turkey - Chicken - Beef

DINNERS

each 59c

“FRESH GROUND MANY TIMES DAILY”

Ib. 19c

ASPARAGUS

PIES

BANQUET

Ib. 25c

FRESH CRISP

6 lbs. 29c

SWEET

2 lbs. 9c

RED ONIONS
RED RIPE

each 99c

WATERMELONS

Chicken - Turkey

WORLD'S MOST POPULAR LUGGAGE . . .

FRESH

VEAL CHOPS

BECAUSE IT'S STRONGEST AND SMARTEST

BURPEE
Funeral Home
JBARRETT M. JORDAN, rrop.|

Men's Cases

Ladies' Cases

Quick-Tripper .. .. . $19.50

Hat Box.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $15.00
Train Case .. .. .. .. .. . $19.50

Established 1830

Two-Suiter .. .. .. .. . $25.00

AMBULANCE SERVICE

Journeyer .. .. .. .. .. . $27.50

TEL. 390
11* LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

(3-Suiter)

*

*

STEAK

Ib. 69c

Brief Cases

RUSSE LL

VEAL

CUTLETS

Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT

OFF/NS

21 HOI R AMBULANCE
SERVICE

PHONE 701
9 CLAREMONT STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

MENS
7?

1-tf I

•w-1

BOYS

AND

FURNISHINGS

maisj

SHOES

ST

AND

CLOTHING
UNIFORMS.

16 oz. pkg - 39c

CHEESE

"While It Lasts" - Ib. 35c
VEAL

STRAWBERRIES

AMERK AN SPREAD

LEAN BONELESS BRISKET

O'Nite Case .. .. .. .. .. $17.50
Wardrobe .. .. .. .. .. .. . $25.00

Canvas Bags

lb. 25c

CORNED BEEF

Personal

MANY OTHER TYPES OF LUGGAGE AVAILABLE

Leathers

PORK LIVER

Ib. 45c

SLICED FROZEN

2 Ib. box - 69c
MORRELL GOLDEN

VEAL LEGS
Ib. 29c
WE WILL PROCESS
ANY WAY YOU LIKE

* Coffee

Ib. 37c

Snow's

2 tins 49c

* Chicken for Pie

One
Pie

tin 39c

* Pineapple Preserve
* Creamed Tuna

15oz.tin 27c

* Corned Beef

12 oz. tin 39c

• Wax Paper, Cut-Rite 2

SOMETHING NEW 11

• Spaghetti

LEMON CUSTARD CHIPS
BUTTERSCOTCH CHIPS

pkg. 29c
44*lt

jar 21c

LARD
3 Ib. tin - 69c

Mf

OPEN EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT UNTIL NINE

Ib. 67c

* Clam Chowder

• Zippy Starch

— DELICIOUS —

CHICKEN LEGS

Drip or
Regular

•Tea

125 FOOT
ROLLS

49c

1 gal. jug 39c
FraneoAmeriean

2 tins 29c

Pekoe and
Orange Pekoe

i Ib. 43c

• Pigs' Feet
• Peanut Butter

i gal jug 89c
Big Ton

Refrigerator Jar

39c

I

ftp Mr

X
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Muskie Designates

THOMASTON

April As Cancer

New* end Social Item*, Notice* end Advertisement* may be sent

or telephoned to
1£RS

5

GEORGE NEWBERT

Mre. Frederick Dennison, Thom
aston chairman of the Cancer
Crusade, has announced that Miss
Ethel Upham has been named as
treasurer for the Cancer Crustarte
and that Byron Hahn will solicit
the business district.
A cooked
food saie for the Cancer Crusade
will be held Saturday afternoon
at the Knox Hotel beginning at 1
o'clock with Mrs. Zenas Melvin
and Mrs. Albert Elliot serving on
the committee.
Mr. and Mrs. William R Sharpe
have returned to their home in
East Hartford Conn., after spend
ing several days as guests of Mrs.
Sharpe's brother and sister-in-law,
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Lermond.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Spear
and Mra. Bowdoin Grafton have
returned after spending a few
days with Mr. and Mrs. William
Tessin in Hyde Park, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew’ Cullen
have returned to Chelsea. Mass.,
after spending the past week with
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Spear.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Moulton
and children, Paulette and Nor
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man. Jr. are visiting her mother,
Mrs. Faustina Carney.
Mr. and Mrs. Lyle Townserd
have
returned to Westbrook.
Conn., after spending the week
end with Mr. and Mrs. Maynard
Shaw in Warren. Miss Jerry
Townsend spent the weekend as
!
guest of Miss Virgilyn Burns.
The musical concert held Tues
day evening at the Federated
Church
featuring
Mrs.
Bess
Battey Gowdy of Rockland as
pianist and Carl Webster of Pleas
ant Point as cellist was well ati tended. Welcoming gupsts at the
door were Mrs. Norman Connon
; and Mrs. John N. Morrison. Serv
ing as ushera were Mra. Karl
Stetson, Mrs. E. R. Moss, Mrs.
Lester Adams. Mrs. Forest Stone,
Mrs. Charles Stenger and Miss
Nora Seaver. A reception for the
artists and their friends was held
following the concert at the home
of John Egerton who was assist
ed by Mrs. Richard Woodcock and
Mrs. Forrest Grafton. Mrs. Karl
Stetson and Mrs. Frank Elliot
poured.

,

TOWN HALL—RESENT SLURS
seeing someone has a vivid imagi
nation or perhaps thinking the 500
or more years old, it must be in
that condition.
The inspectors
seem to have found it in very good
condition needing only some extra
fire escapes.
Mrs. E. Spear,
Rockport, Maine, April 10, '57.

St George Sets
Clinics Ahead
The health clinic scheduled for
April 9 at St. George was post
poned to Monday, April 15, it was .
announced Wednesday.
I
The pre-school conference sched
uled for Wednesday. April 17, at
St. George will be postponed to
April 29.
Both these clinics will be held
at the Elementary School in St.

USE SEARS
EASY PAYMENT PLAN
BUY
By the Aair

AVOID
• UNEVEN WEAR

• DANGER

trol Month in a proclamation is
sued Wednesday which formally

opened the 1957 Cancer Crusade.
official fund-raising

activity of the Maine Cancer
Society, which maintains its state
headquarters in Brunswick.
The text of Governor Muakie's
proclamation follows:
WHEREAS, the President of the
United States has by direction of
an act of Congress set aside April
for a special time to consider how
best to combat cancer, and
WHEREAS, this disease, termed
man's crudest enemy, affects
every segment of our people,
spares neither young nor old, men
nor women and strikes with equal
impartiality regardless of race
color or creed, and
WHEREAS, after many years of
concerted effort this monstrous
disease 1s beginning to give ground
before the combined strength of
science, public education and the
devoted service of thousands, and
WHEREAS, the American Can
cer Society now reports that one
third of all those who get cancel
are now being saved comparec
with only one-fourth a few years
ago, and.
WHEREAS, it will be possible
to improve further this figure
through education that informs
people that early detection and
prompt treatment can save their
lives, and
WHEREAS, the American Can
cer Society and its divisions will
conduct the annual Crusade dur
ing April to emphasize this edu
cational effort and raise funds to
support its entire program of edu
cation, research and service,
THEREFORE: I do proclaim
April as Cancer Control Month
and furthermore request that
every citizen of this state partici
pate in the observance of this Im
portant occasion.

Ohntn bv C’ullftD
The City of Rockland shed itself of $131,500 worth of paid off municipal bonds Monday evening.
Councllmcn Osgood Gilbert, Carl Stilphen, Frederick Tripp and Henry Marsh are pictured engaged in
the task of reducing the securities to ashes. The bonds had been retired over the past 10 years and were
refunding bonds of refunding bonds issued as far back as the days when cities and towns along the roast
helped finance the Knox-Lincoln Railroad nearly 90 years ago. Interest paid ovrr the years Is stagger
ing. City Manager Lloyd Allen commented that such bonds may no longer be issued by the city.

Building Code
(Continued from Page One)

Osgood Gilbert suggested that the
building trades people of the city
select a committee from their
own ranks which could and would
go over the building code with the
When making out yonr will rc Council, inspector and city mana
member yonr ehnrch and yooger. They said that they believed
hospital.
that a pattern could be established
which would be fair to all con
MRS. ETHEL WHALEN
Mrs. Ethel Whalen, 73, died cerned.
William Glover observed that
Monday afternoon at her home in
Ash Point after an illness of sev-; the existing code was a stiff one,
George and will be conducted by eral months. She was born at >
Dr. Harry G. Tounge, Jr., of Cam South Thomaston, Sept. 26, 1883, residence was at 9 Willow street.
den.
the daughter of Edgar and Ida Mr. McGraph was born at St.
Cloud. Minn., Jan. 11, 1897.
Farr Foster.
Surviving are his widow, Mrs.
Mrs. Whalen was a member of
Owls Head Grange; Forget-Me- Beatrice Grant McGraph of Rock
Not Chapter OES of South Thom land; one son Walter McLeod of
aston and of the former Ash Point Wiscasset and a sister, Mrs. Grace
Thurston of Concord, N. H.
Baptist Church.
Funeral services will be held
Surviving are a daughter, Mrs.
Evelyn Stone of Rockland; two Thursday (today) at 2 p. m.from
sons, Augustus Stor.e and Charles the Davis Funeral Home, Rock
Stone, both of Ash Point; two step land. with Rev. Charles R. Mon
sons, Edw’in Whalen of Portland teith of the Congregational Church
and Murray Whalen of Rockland; officiating. Interment will be at
two sisters. Mrs. Stephen Willis of Oak Hill Memorial Cemetery,
Rockland and Mrs. Lou Myrick of Camden.
Baltimore. Md; a brother, Me^vyn
Foster of Rockport; seven grand SOUTH WALDOBORO
children and five great grand
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Winchen
children,
several
nieces
and bach were in Bath Tuesday.
nephews.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Andrews of
Funeral services were held Wed Winslow Mills. Mrs. Lillian Heino
nesday at 3 p. m. from the Burpee and son George and daughter
Funeral Home, with Rev. J. Margaret of Rockland called on
Charles MacDonald, interim pas Mr. and Mrs. Forest Willey at
tor of the First Baptist Church, the Cove Tuesday.
officiating. Interment will be ln
Mrs. Lester Burns of the Cove,
North Bend Cemetery at Surry, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Morse, Mrs,
Thursday (today),
Virgne Wallace and Mrs. Earl
Benner of the village attended the
JOHN R. McGRAFH
funeral services of their aunt,
John R. McGraph, 60, died sud Mrs. Carrie Wallace, in Brenaan
denly Tuesday at Rockland. His Thursday.

GUARANTEED
FOR A FULL

20

MONTHS
BLACKWALLS
___ ________

\

Dress Him Well
This Easter

but that the building trades had
lived with it; judgment having
been used in its application in
the past. He and others strongly
recommended discarding the pro
posed amendments entirely and
continuing with the code as it is
at present.
Council Chairman Henry Marsh
expressed the pleasure of the
Council over the attendance of
nearly 70 persons at the hearing.
It was evident during the session
that the city officials welcomed
the expression of the building
tradesmen by their willingness to
discuss thc issues at hand and to
table action for one month to
meet with a committee from the
trade.

When it all boiled dosvn, it was
apparent that the building code
was not specific enough in some
of its terms to clearly define con
struction or repair projects which
come under the permit require
ments.
One point concerned alterations
to an existing structure. Interior
work or replacement of windows,
doors and exterior repairs was not
considered by carpenters to be
jobs which required a permit.
Some observed that they had been
required to obtain permits for
such work. One man noted that
he had never obtained a permit
for repairs to his property.
In closing. Allen observed that
the building code and the required
permits were not necessarily
established to gain income for
the city. He said that the income
to the city from such permits was
small.
The intent of the code is, he
pointed out, to protect the public,
from the angles of safety and
health, and not to impose upon
them, or carpenters or contrac
tors whom they employ, a finan
cial burden or an unwelcome
supervision.

TUBE-TYPE CUSHIONS

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■mi
TUBELESS CUSHIONS

ALLSTATE Silent CUSHIONS

>10." to >13."

Sizes 13-20

>14." to >16."

NYLON TUBE-TYPE WHITEWALLS
TUBELESS WHITEWALLS
Regular
Regular
Trade-In
Trade-In
No
No
Down
Priee
Size
Price
Trade-In
Down
Trade-In
Each,
Price, Each
Payment Priee, Each Each, Payment
Plus Tax Plus Tax per Pair Plan Tax Plus Tax per Pair
$30.45
6.79x15
833.45
927.45
$36.45
$3.00
93.60
$4.00
7.10x15
928.95
$36.45
$3.00
$32.75
$39.75
7.60x13
$34.95
$34.45
$4.00
M2.95
S4.00
$42.45
1 8.69x15
$4.00
$37.95
$44.95
$35.95
$4 00
$46.95
TUBELESS BLACKWALLS
NYLON TUBE-TYPE BI.At K WALLS
Regular
Regular
Trade-Ii
Trade-In
No
No
Down
Down
Trade-In
Price
Priee
Size
Tra<le-In
Price, Each Each, Payment Priee, Each Each, Payment
Plus Tax Plus Tax per Pair Plus Tax Plus Tax per Pair
$25 25
83.00
6.76x15
$22.23
$31.25
$28.25
92.56
$3.00
$26 95
7.10x15
$22.75
933.95
929.75
92.50
$3.00
$28.45
7.60x15
$36.45
$25.45
93 00
$33.45
939.95
$30.95
93.00
6.00x15
$36.95
927.96
$3.00

SEARS ROBUCK & CO.

6.76x15
Tube-Type
Riarkwall
Each
Pins Tax

And 1 Retreadable Tire
Full 20-Month Service Guar
antee honored at all Sean
stores.
Tread gives snre-footed road
grip for less chance of dan
gerous skids.
THE EXTRA BENEFITS OF
NYLON CONSTRUCTION

PHONE 1770
Stor* Honn: t to 5.30 Mon.-Thnr*
* to 6 Friday, Saturday 9 to 5.96

>4." to >8."

FREDDIE CARLTON
s
Comedy M. C.
|
SOPHIE PARKER
& Rock and Roll Blues Singer

Featuring

$
\
<
\
\

FRIDAY - SATURDAY
Friday—7 P. M Only

Saturday—1.30 - 7 P. M.

TONY
PERKINS..
motion
picture's
most
MM-about
inciting
neer start

Paramount
Presents

Shown Friday at 8.30

Saturday—2.50 - 8.30

THE CLAUDE NOEL TRIO §
For Dancing
|

|
<

Plus 2nd Hit

THORNDIKE

«

2 SHOWS NIGHTLY

$

SPORT COATS

>24." to >37.w>

I

SLACKS

>10." to >17."

5 NEW SHOW EVERY WEEK §
?
43-44,

ANTHONY PERKINS
KARL MAIDEN

>47.50 to >59.50

SUITS

>32.50 up

Visit Our Footwear Department for Shoes for the

Entire Family

Camden Theatre
SUNDAY AT 3.06-7.15 PM.

CAROL BAKER

Dial CEdar 6-1284

Camden, Maine

lWWBWWM»»M»»»«HaOtMOaS3WOT3naH«BBn

BASED

FRIDAY: 1 SHOW AT 7.15 P.M.
SATURDAY AT 2.60-6.30-8.30

Tennessee Williams Bold
Story That Introdnees

Haskell & Corthell

FEAR
STRIKES

HOTEL

§

(Spring Patterns and Colors)

Main Streot

THE PICTURE EVERYONE
IS TALKING ABOUT

i

Also Featuring

(

MEN'S CLOTHING by Curiee

PREP

KnoX

FLOOR SHOW
<

SUITS Flannels, Worsteds

;

<

GALA

>3.95 to >5.95

>4." to >6."

Resists damage of cord body
by moisture.

Gives greater resistance to
impact breaks.
Resists over-heating on ovenhot pavements.
285 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

|

>2." to >4."

Lined

THURS - FRI - SAT
Matinee 2.00 - Evening 6.30-8.30

DOUG VINAL'S ORCHESTRA
_______
38-Th-tf

JACKETS
Unlined

|

—DANCE—

SLACKS by Kaynee

Sizes 13-20

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

At South Hope Grange Hall

Sizes 6-12

Sizes 6-12

M. Hahn; Mrs. Alice Wotton and
daughter Lois of Warren, Mr.
and Mrs. Edwin Robinson of Ten
ants Harbor and Mr. and Mrs.
Ward Bickford of Camden.

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT

SPORT COATS
WHITEWALLS

, and demanded in a motion that
was immediately seconded that
the ballots and check list be im
pounded until proper authorites
The Camden Junior Extension . rule on the issue.
met at the home of Mrs. Mar
Third Selectman Elwell, handling
jorie Hoffses Wednesday evening. the check list of registered voters,
The subject of the evening was i explained that the first few voters
"Swedish Weaving” with Mrs. i through the line had been checked
Mattie Campbell of Warren as the through recognition by him rather
leader. The next meeting will be than by notation cn the list, until
held at the home of Mrs. Hallie he was reminded of this technical
Leonard on May 8th.
Refresh ity, at which time he started
ments were served hy Mrs. Ruth checking off names. He added that
Goodridge. Mrs. Ruby Moody and all those not checked on the list,
Mrs. Hoffses.
but who had cast ballots were
At the public whist party held definitely recognized as registered
at the Megunticook Grange Hall voters by him. This was verified
Saturday evening, the flrst prize by several observers. Several of
was awarded to John Poland, | those not checked returned to El
There was a tie for the second well to be checked, he said.
Selectmen raced for lawbooks
prize between Mrs. Myrtle Landell of Rockport and Walter Bar- to find some ruling on the proced
tholmy. The consolation prize ure but failed to turn up any per
was awarded to Miss Concha tinent information.
A motion for a new vote was
Breton.
considered unfair because many
Amity Lodge, AF&AM. will
voters had left the building after
meet Friday evening at 7.30 p. m.
the results were announced.
at the Masonic Hall.
Moderator of the meeting, Rev.
The Auxiliary to the Sons of James Wilson of Spruce Head,
Union Veterans will meet Friday warned the gathering of the imnight at the Megunticook Grange practicality of delaying the elec
Hall W’ith a supper being served tion of a selectman until a future
at 6 o’clock.
special meeting, as his services
The C of C Sheep Club met at would be needed.
the home of their leader, Mrs.
Erickson’s motion to impound
Lucy Whittier, Monday following the votes and check list was
school. A rehearsal of the demon turned down by voice vote and a
strations which were on at the motion by David Pollock, town
Megunticook Grange Wednesday postmaster, to authorize the mod
were held.
Refreshments were erator to declare the vote valid
served at the close of the meet or not was carried by the gather
ing. Those present were: Melvin ing.
The moderator immediately de
H. Dorr, HI. Jeffrey Weymouth,
Brian Powers, Howard Hunt. Lin clared the vote valid and the
da Nash, Richard Heal and Bobby meeting adjourned.
Earlier, the third article on the
Whittier.
There will be a meeting of the special warrant, "to See if the
Roll Call Committee of the Chest town would raise funds for the
nut Street Baptist Church tonight purchase of a fire truck,” was al
at 7 p. m. in the pastor’s study. most unanimously turned down.
A tank truck with a 500 gallon
Camden is to have a Summer
Theater this year and final ar pumper, was sought by the fire
department. The article was sup
rangements are being made this
ported by a petition having 11 sig
week. There are two groups who
natures.
are interested, one an adult group
Robinson, following the meeting,
and the other a school theater'
said he planned no further action
group.
on the vote.
Birthday Party
The question being voted upon
Mrs. Daniel R. Yates, who ob Monday night was "to elect the
served her birthday April 4th. was necessary selectmen, assessors,
the recipient of many gifts, cards overseers of poor and other town
and letters from friends and rela agents to serve until the annual
tives. Among the many’ gifts was town meeting of l£60.” The other
a birthday cake decorated with town offices were designated at
pink roses and green leaves with the regular town meeting.
the inscription, “Happy Birthday! Supi>orters of Robinson contend
to Sadie — 1957”, made by Mrs. i ed that the issue was only to elect
Edwin Robinson and given her by Robinson for a three year term to
the Robinson family of Tenants rectify the town’s mistake in vot
ing him in for a one year term at
Harbor.
The Finnish - American Sunday the March 5 meeting.
They contended that Robinson
program on WRKD played Mrs.
Yates’ favorite hymn, “The Old is still legally a selectman al
though any further action on the
Rugged Cross”.
Guests
were:
her brother, vote by supporters was not men
Maurice S. Hahn; her sister, Susie tioned.
Correspondent
Telephone CEdar 6-2197

Governor Edmund S. Muskie
designated April as Cancer Con

This is the

(Continued from Page One)

MRS. KENNETH HERRICK

Control Month

158-8

ROCKPORTERS ARE LOYAL TO THEIR
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I, and many others, object to
the word “ancient” being used in
description of our Town Hall. My
husband remembers when it was
built and I am sure he would be
insulted to be called ancient. It
was erected in 1892 which makes
it 65 years old. I believe ancient
would have to De at least 100 or
probably a thousand years. In
addition to its being as young as
65 years, in 1908, at the age of 15
years, it was practically rebuilt
into a Y.M.C-A., one of fhe finest
in the State. Then around 1920 it
was given back to the town and
rebuilt as it is today, and nearly
exactly, as it was in the firet
place. That would give our "an
cient" building a new lease of life.
As for the “rotting walls” "creak
ing stage” and “shaky balcony” It

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

On Tbe Life

Shown Friday at 7 P. M.

Saturday—1.30 - 7 P. M.
SUr

"BABYDOU."

Ends Thursday—6.30 - 8.30

Saturday Matinee Only
THE REAL STORY OF

"LUST FOR UFI"

"THE LONE RANGER"

Kirk Douglas

44-46

Outfielder
COMLNG
SUNDAY
“THE THUE
JESSE JAMES”

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, April 11, 1957
REAL ESTATE

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HEBE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines inserted
onee for 50 eents. three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 eents
for each line, half price each additional time nsed. Five small
words to a line.
Special Notice! All "blind ads" so called. 1. e., advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office
for handling, cost 25 eents additional.
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best results.
Those with phone or street numbers only are not advised.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classifies «ds will be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOB
as received except from firms or Individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
Line.

FOR SALE

- LARGEST -

79 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND
48-Th-tf

FOR SALE

Nice living room with fireplace,
four sleeping rooms.
modern
kitchen, hot water heat, full bail
ment, central location.
All in
good repair. $12,000. ,
Stately 10 room home on nine
acres of land. Double living
room with fireplace. Music room
with fireplace.
Manor-like lawn
w‘ith tree shaded drive.
Lovely
views. $11,600.
Cute little five rooms and bath
on nice lot in Owls Head village.
Two bathrooms and arranged
for two families with six rooms
FOR SALE
each. Hot water heat. BarnTV Sets for sale, 21”. 17” and garage. Large lot. South End lo
14"; also, sewing machine, space cation. $6200.
See F. H. WOOD, Court House
heater, amateur transmitter and
receiver, 144 ft. maple flooring.
330 sq. ft. masonite, radiato!
kitchen cabinet. 30 gal. coppei
tank, book case, end table, library
Cousens' Realty
book case. buffet and chairs
(oak), twin beds, crib, highchair
Business Opportunities
stuffed chair, chaise lounge, auto
washer and dryer, freezer.
Al' ' Cottages,, Lots and Dwellings
21 LIMEROCK ST.
reasonable. CALL CEdar 6-3020.
44*45

GAS Refrigerator for sale, good
cond.
Tel. TENANTS HARTUP
17-2.
43*45
WHITE Kitchen Cabinet fcr
sale, aiso. small oak rol’too desk
and drop head Singer sewing ma
chine. WILBi’R CRASS, 82 Limerock Street, Tel. 1335.
44-46
BOY'S Grey Flannel Spring
Coat and Hat for sale, size 3.
New. TEL. 1085.
44-46
1956“ CUSTOMLINE Fo: d for
sale, low mileage and new tires.
One <wner. A real bargain for a '
quick sale.
Terms can be ar- 1
ranged if necessary. 157 TALBCT
AVENUE or Tel 418.
44*46
EASTER Lilies. Hydrangeas,
Rose Bushes. Azaleas. Gloxinias, I
W. H. GLOVER CO.
Easter Corsages and Cut Flowers I
453 Main Street
Rockland
of al! kinds for sale. DEANE'S i _______________
44-Th-53
NURSERY. 325 Old County Road. 1 *
1949 PLYMOUTH for sale. Nmv
Tel. 918.
44-48
LARoF. Chain-drive Trlcvcle ; battery. R&H. Excellent rubber
for sale. $10. MRS. F. W. STONE. New muffler and pipe. All new
Thomaston. Tel. 82.
43-45 pluhs. Recent tune up job. Days-TEL. 866. Nights after 5 p. m —
ELECTRIC S’cve for sale. Good TEL. 296-J.
43-45
condition. ROBERT HALL. Kos
FIVE
Range
Shelters
for
sale
suth Street, Thomaston, Tel. 98-12.
condition.
HAROIJ")
__
________ 43*45 in good
SAVE. Let us install now be BOGGS. Wagren, Tel. CRestwood
44-46
fore rush season. Many leading 3-2325.
makes forced air oi! heating sys
tems. Nothing down, 36 mos. j LOST AND FOUND
terms. Service. Also cast Iron
furnaces.
Free mixer, toaster,
KEY Ring with several keys
skillet, or steam iron. Write to lost possibly on Main Street.
day, SUPERIOR HEATING CO., Rockland, or in South Thomaston
351 Sherwood Street, Portland.
If found, call ROCKLAND 1512
__ _______
_______ 43*56 W3.
43-45
MEAT Display Case for sale. 8
ft. with compressor. New cond.
EGGS & CHICKS
TEL. 165.
41-tf
GAS Chamber Special. Why
2,000 RHODE Island Red Pul
flirt with death” Be safe. Have lets 5 weeks old for sale. Widcw
LEINONEN,
Tel.
your exhaust system checked now. must sell.
43-t!
Mufflers installed $8.88. others TEmple 2-9158 or 2-9157 .
$9.88 and $10.99.
SEARS. ROE
CLEMENTS
WHITE
LEG
BUCK & CO.
41-49 HOP.NS — pullet chicks gro\
—ALUJllXUM-COMBINATION
quickly, economically into healthy
Product
WINDOWS & DOORS I OR SALE high' producing layers.
Top quality (NEWCO Mark V) more eggs per bag of feed. Priced
reasonably.
Maine-U.
8.
Approver
triple track. The window with s
reputation, sold and installed Pullorum Clean. Also Red-Rockfactory to you by Kenniston Bros (Black Pullets), Reds, Goldei
Exclusive Knox County Distribu Crosses for eggs. White Rocks foi
tors. HOWARD M. KENNISTON meat. Write CLEMENT CHICKS
23 Gay Street, Rockland Tel INC., Route 33. Winterport, Me.
1430-W. Warren CRestwood 4-2686
(Ci
Camden CEdar 6 3066
129-i
GIRL’S Clothing for sale, size
SERVICES
12; also, boy's clothing, size 10
All in excellent cond. TEL. 833
LAWN Mowers Sharpened, also
_
42*44 scissors.
knives.
chisels and
STROLLER for sale; also, high planer blades; and welding and
chair, steam iron, boy’s sport brazing. BERT'S MACHINE
coats, sizes 14 and 18. GAMAGE SHOP, 11 Bayview Square, Tel
40-t'
Tel. 565-M.
42*44 1383-W.
WILL GO ANYWHERE!
OVAL and Square Shadow Box
For inside or outside painting
Frames for sale. $1 up; also, cane
seat chairs. $3; drop leaf tables. also paper hanging. Call FRANK
$12; numerous other articles BRIDGES. JR. The best of work
ully guaranteed.
Tel. Rockland
Open daily until 5 p. m. QUARR’
39-tf
VIEW TRADING POST, 36 Old 1624-R.
County Road. Tel. 1894 .
42-47
FREE INSPECTION
SEPTIC Tank and Cesspoo'
-1953 PLYMOUTH Motor con
pletc with trans, for sale; also, 5 ■leaned and repaired, reasonable
600-16 tires and tubes on wheels Free estimate. 24 hour service
33-tl
car radio, heater, sun visor, plus Tel. ROCKLAND 8680.
other Plymouth parts. Also. 6'x8
CHANEY H. RIPLEY, Rug Up
utility trailer, like new. Call 1723. holstery and Auto Seat Cleaning
M. 17 LAWRENCE STREET.
Service. All work guarantee.
42*44 Tek ROCKLAND 940-K.
32 t
ALI .-STATE Rebuilt Engines for
CARPENTER AND BUILDER
aa'e. Get new power pe fo
an
and economy with a guaranteed
ARVO G. SALO
rebuilt engine. All makes avai. Experienced Carpenter and Builder
able.
Before you decide see
TEL. ROCKLAND 141-R
SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO.
41-49
Open For Any Type of Work
CUT your car and boat ex
ESTIMATES FREE
penses at SEARS.
Heavy duty
43-45-S-tf
45c qt. motor oi! now $39.88 for 55
PAINTING and Paperhauging
gai. drum. Buy In bulk and save
nside and outside work. All work
SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO. 41-4f
guaranteed. Will furnish material
GOOD USED CABS
Work accepted any place. AL
We finance our own cars. No BERT BROWN. Tel. 451-R.
finance or interest charge. MUN
Have your chimneys cleaned.
SEY AUTO SALES, 131 North
17-tf
Main Street.__ ______________ 16-tf
LITTLE & HOFFSES
PIGS and Shoats for sale.
Building Contractors
GREENLAW FARMS,
Lincoln
Tel. 178-11
ville Avenue, Belfast, Maine.
50 High Street, Thomaston. Maine
154-tf Kitchen-Bathroom Tile & Linoleum
USED Oil Ranges for sale, white
Foundations - Chimneys
porcelain oil and elec comb., gas
Remodeling & House-Builders
and oil comb. A. C. McLOON CO.,
Free Estimates
Tel 1510.
ltt-tf
119-ti
9x12 LINOLEUMS for sale, reg
WE repair and service al!
ular $10 95 for $6.95
NORTH makes of sewing machines and
EASTLAND
TRADING
POST, vacuum cleanera. SINGER SEW
Thomaston.
1-tf ING MACHINE CO..
395 Main
PIPE“iFOR SALE
Street, Rockland. Tel. 1724.
8-tl
Black and galvanized. All sizes
Twenty-four Hoar Photo Serv
low prices. BICKNELL MFG. CO.,
Lime Street.
1-tf ice. Ask for It at yoar local store
or at GIFFORD’S, Rockland, Me.
BABY Parakeets for sale, full
Uf
line of parakeet foods and mineral
health grit. GRACE'S GARDENS,
Mrs. Charles A. Swift, 9 Booker MISCELLANEOUS
Street, Thomaston, Tel. 374
1-tf
WELL! WELL! HELI,!
NEW and Used Furniture and
If it is water you need, write
Appliances for sale. Thc country
store with country prices. Open R. W. DRINKWATER. Well Drill
dally until 8 p. m. and Sunday ing Contractor, P. O. Box 135.
afternoons. Free gifts to newly Camden. Tel. 2768. Installment
weds from Knox and Lincoln i plan also available, nu down pay
ment necessary. Member of New
Counties.
England and National Association.
THE YANKEE TRADER
We are able to book more work
Wilmot Dow. Proprietor
1-tf
U. S. Route 1. WaldoDoro, Maine i now.
37-44 ! SAW Filing and Tool Grinding

Linoleum Selection in Town
6 Fl. - 9 Fl. - 12 Ft. Widths
Expert Mechanics For
Installation If Desired.
Tel. 939 For Ftpc Estimates
UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO.
Where Willow and Rankin
Streets Meet

INCOME PROPERTY FOR SALE
9 room house, central location,
good repair, bath and extra toilet,
automatic heat and hot water,
with income $150 monthly.
For
further information write BOX
775, Roekland.
41-tf

promptly done. All work guaran
teed. R. F and D. R. EATON. Tel.
361-W. Rockland.
106-tf

Fly Northeast Airlines, Conner
tions
made
for
all
GIFFORDS. Roekland. Me

lines.
86-tf

CESSPOOLS AND SEPTIC TANKS
Cleaned, repaired and Installed
Automatic
cleaning
equipment.
Free inspection and estimates.
SANI SEPTIC SERVICE, locally
owned and operated. Tel. Camden
CEdar 6-3667.
Ut!

TEL 1538

Across from Post Office

152-tf
FOR SALE
Roekland Central;
2 apartments: 1st floor, 5 rooms,
full bath, sunporch; 2nd floor, 4
rooms with full bath. Steam heat
oil fired. Garage. $11,500. Will
GI or FHA.
6 rooms, full bath, cement
cellar, forced h»t air heat oil
fired. Garage. Will GI or FHA.
$11,000.
8 room house. 14 baths. 2 car
garage.
New hot water heating
plant, baseboard heat. Fireplace
in living room. Electric dish
washer. Will GI or FHA. $13,700.
8 room house, full bath, newly
painted, combination windows and
ioors. Excellent condition. $9,500.
Wil! GI or FHA.
8 room house. 4 bedrooms, 14
baths, slate roof.
$8,500.
Will
GI or FHA.
10 room house, 24 baths, living
rooms on first and second floors
with fireplace. Hot water heat,
oil fired, all copper tubing. Ex
cellent location, large extra lot.
Will GI or FHA. $12,000.
Excellent location. 7 room house
with full bath. Will GI or FHA.
$7000.
2 apartment house; 4 rooms
with full bath u,p and down. Hot
air heat oil fired. Large lot of
land. Excellent income property.
Will GI or FHA. $10,000.
7 room house with full bath.
Wall to wall carpet, fireplace.
Tile bath, hot water heat oil fired.
Newly painted, with garage. Will
GI or FHA.
10 room house, full bath, elec
tric hot water heater, hot water
heat oil fired. Large lot, street,
heat oil fired. Large lot, street to
street. 2 car garage.
Excellent
neighborhood. $12,500. Will GI or
FHA.
7 room house with new double
garage.
Newly
shingled.
All
new windows, new sunporch.
Completely modern in every re
spect. New hot water heating sys
tem oil fin d. baseboard radiation.
Excellent neighborhood. $13,500.
Kockland Outskirts;
8 room house, full bath, hot air
heat oil fired. Garage. Double
lot, near Owls Head line. GI or
FHA. $6500.
2 apartment house: 4 rooms and
flush up, 4 rooms and flush down.
Complete
basement.
Barn.
I
acre, more or less. $4500. With
$1500 down, owner will take $3000
mortgage.
Duplex; 1 side 6 rooms, 14
baths; other side 3 rooms and
flush. $6825.
90 acre farm with land border
ing lake. House has small apart
ment of 4 rooms, as well as 6
rooms with full bath in main
house. Full cellar. Gas hot wa
ter heater. Artesian well 15 gals,
per minute. $14,000.
7 room house. 14 baths, new
hot water heating system oil
fired, house to be newly painted,
all new- plumbing, asphalt
shingles. Garage. Beautiful lo
cation on large lot overlcoklng
water with option to buy a lot extend'ng to water. Will GI or FHA.
$13,500.
Rockport:
5 room house, full bath, garage.
About 1/3 acre lot. Owner anxious
to sell. Reasonable offer accept
ed.
7 room house, modern bath,
barn-garage, approx. 1 acre. Hot
water heat oil filed, electric hut
water heater. GI or FHA. $10,500.
Warren Special:
2 apartment house: On first
floor 4 rooms, completely mod
ern kitchen done In pine paneling,
inlaid linoleum, living room, 2
bedrooms, newly laid hardwood
floors, beautiful modern tile bath
with shower. Second floor, com
pletely modern kitchen, living
room, 2 bedrooms, newly laid
hardwood floors, also beautiful
modern tile bath with shower.
New reilings throughout both
apartments.
all
new
wiring,
plumbing all new copper tubing,
new’ hot water heating system
(Crane) with automatic hot wa
ter for both apartments. Newly
shingled with asphalt shingles,
house now being painted.
Lot
80x300 or more. This offers an
excellent opportunity for a young
couple to buy a completely mod
ern home under either GI or FHA
with one apartment to help defray
the cost, insurance, taxes, etc.
$11,600.
COUSENS REALTY
James 8. Consent
Licensed Real Estate Broker
21 Limerock Street
Acroaa from Pont Office
TeL UM
44-lt

NORTH WALDOBORO
Miss Lynne Bagley of Albion
has been visiting Miss E. Beulah
Mank and Harold Shuman. She
returned to her home in Albion
Sunday.

Francis Wiener of Winchester, and sons Eddie and Teddy.
Mass., was a weekend guest of
Victor Bumheimer, Sr., re
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Ghighi.
turned home Saturday where he
Mr. and Mre. Lexton Mank had been a patient at the Deawere callers Sunday afternoon of conness Hospital in Boston.
Mrs. Ira Teague in Warren.

WANTED
Callers last week of Mr. and
Mrs. Lavander Newbert were
DON’T Discard Your Old or
Orrin Robinson, Mr. and Mrs. Antique Furniture. Call H. JOHN
COUNTRY STORE for sale. Merlin Eugley. Mr. and Mrs. Joe NEWMAN for restoring and reIdeal for couple.
Year 'round
fimshing. 48 Masonic Street, Tel
business, incl. gas pumps. Sale Jameson. Mts. Wendall Genthner 1106-M.
1-tf
incl. building and 5 rm. home
WE BUY Scrap Iron, Metals,
with all modern conveniences.
WANTED
Bars and Batteries.
SECURITY* REAL ESTATE CO..
MORRIS GORDON and SON
Dorothy Dietz. Office across from
MAN wanted for service station
Rockland
Village Green. Camden. Phone work, installing seat covers, tires, la-land Street
150tf
CEdar 6-2117 or 6-3977 .
44-lt batteries.
Experience
helpful,
AVON wants to contact women
SIX Room House for sale, with good job for right man who is
Apply SEARS. without previous business experi
full bath, sunporch and shed, near willing to work.
43-45 ence but willing to work and
North Schcol.
Full cellar, oil ROEBUCK A CO.
learn.
Pleasant, profitable partfurn., hot water, and garage. A-l
BRICK and Block Work wanted. time work. Contact MRS. E
cond. $8,150. TEL 78-M.
43*45 Specialize in fin places and chim
LEBRUN, Mgr., Hampden High
FOR SALE
neys. Call WEST APPLETON lands, Telephone Bangor 3258 or
Xo. 1. North End loeation. 6 9-23.
43-45 Hampden 102. collect after 6 p m.
room house, full bath, oil fired
43-45
TWO High School Girls wanted
furnace heat. This is a nice little
for summer work in Coffee Shop
GOOD man wanted to work in 1
home. Should be easily financed.
near Roekland. We will train you. ire plant.
Must be serious and
The price, $6,000.
TEL. 65.
44*46 | steady. Phone ROCKLAND 1878.
No. 2. Is a duplex 2 family
HELP
wanted.
male.
neat,
43-45
house. Easy walking distance to
stores. The price only $7530. Can clean, high school graduate pre
EXPERIENCED
Mechanic
be easily rented for $40 (forty ferred. Apply in person. SAMP wanted. Write P. O. BOX 387.
SON'S.
44-45
dollars) per month.
Rockport,
stating
experience.
BABY' Sitter with car wanted | References.
Thanks for reading.
42-47
dally except weekends.
Contact
FREEMAN S YOUNG
DRESSMAKING
and
A
dera

P. O BOX 546. Rockland.
44-46
Telephone 730
163 Main Street
EXPERIENCED Lobster Ham tions done at 102 Union Street.
Roekland, Maine
d’.er and Packer wanted.
Year Grove Street entrance. Tel. 1680
42*47
44-lt 'round job for reliable man. Apply EVA AMES.
REGAL LOBSTER CO., Rockland.
HOUSEKEEPER wanted, full
C0T.T4GFS
HO/WFS
43-45 time, to live in or out.
Write
> Ty ■ •* .
/.«.
R. D.. c/o THE COURIER- GA
”r lyHdiHiajarararararerarerajzA
ZETTE.
42-44

REAL ESTATE

. * .' < ‘i

* V

CROSS
PHARMACY

»
-

Rodtland, Maine
,

■ 1647-W

.

F4RMS

COMMERCIAL

PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
DRUGS - SUNDRIES
TEL 1204

FARMS

HOMES

Betty F. McIntosh

373 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE

92-Th-tf

Church St., Rockport
Tel. CEdar 6 3368
If Xo Answer, 6-3582

38-tf
LOTS for s;ile.
Two 100’x450’
Samoset Road. Rockland. CALI
1730.
34-t4 5 * 7
FOR SALK
Thomaston:
Six room house. Chicken house
309 capacity.
One and one-ha
acres. Asking $2,400.
Owls Head:
Five room cottage. Well. Elcc
tricitv. Gas range
Elec, refrig
eratar
Other furniture
Askin,
$1,700.
Warren:
Cape Cod. seven rooms, nin
acres cleared field. Corner Rout
131 and 90
Asking $6,000.
Bungalow:
Four rooms, tile bath, two be
rooms, double lot, nicely located
Pen Bay:
See us about these line buildin
lots.
AUSTIN D. NELSON Jt UO.
63 Park Street
Telephone 928
Rockland, .Maine
42-4-

TO LET
FOR Rent at 81 Union Street
modern furn. 2 room apt., com
plete with kitchen and bath. CAIJ.
893 days, 233 evenings.
43-tf
FIVE Room Apt. to let. all mod
ern improvements. Inquire 6 TAL
BOT AVENUE, Tel. 1285.
43-43
FIRST Floor Apt. to let, 5 rms
and bath, heated, elec, refrig. and
range, cent, location. TEL. 153CM.

44-46

FURNISHED Apt. to let, three
rooms and bath, heated. Call at
100 UNION STREET C ty. 43 43

TWO Rm. Furn. Apt. to let
elec, refrig., comb, gaa and ol!
stove, h. w.. semi-priv. bath. $5.5
per week. MARION ROBINSON
Warren, Tel. CRestwood 3-25.52.
43-45
FIVE Room Unfurn. Apt. with
bath to let. Central heat. TEL
798.
42-tf
THREE Rm. Furn. Apartment1
to let. hot and cold water, flush j
CALI. 694-W.
42-14 I
FURN. Apt. to let on first floor ■
Apply to MRS. MILLS. 11 Masonic J
Street.
3S-t! ;
UPSTAIRS Unfurn. Rent to let. ;
Five rooms and bath. Newly I
decorated. No objection to chil-1
dren. CHARLES L. CHASE, 172
Camilla Street. Tel. 758-J. 42 44
TWO Room Apt. to let heat,
water and elec., complete kitchen
ette. AU new. TEL. 492 or 1755.
36-tf
ONE 2 rm. unheated and un
furn. apt. to let, gas range and
H&C water. Call 677 between 8
a. m. to 5.30 p. m. or COUSENS
REALTY, Tel. 1538.
32-tf
UNFURN. Three Rm. Apt. with
bath to let. Elec, stove and re
frig., thermostatic heat and hot
water. TEL. 1616.
40-tf
TWO 3-rm. Unfurn. Apts, to let.
Oil heat.
Second floor.
Adult?
only. Ref. required. 45 TALBOT
AVENUE.
29*31-tf
FURNISHED Heated and Un
heated Apts, to let. V. F. Studley
Broadway. Tel. 1234. or 77 Park
Street. Tel. 8060.
29-tf
THREE Room Apartment on
Main Street to let, unfurnished,
heated. TEL. 1870.
11-tf
FIVE Room Unfurnished Up
stairs Apt. to rent. TEL 541 2-tf
FfVE-Room Lntuimau lU Ap,.
ment to let. hot and cold wate;
supplied. Located
ln
Bicknefi'
Block Not heated CHARLES E
BICKNELL, II, Realtor, Phone
1647-W.
32-tl
FURN. and Unfurn Apte to let. I
Adults Inquire in person at 11
JAMES STREET.____________ 108-tf
THREE rms. plus new full bath
and new Youngstown sink to let.
furn. or unfurn. Adults pref. R«f
required.
Inquire la person at
11 JAMES ST.
13Stf

the Methodist Church. Supper
will be served at 7 o'clock.
Mrs. Carrie Winchenbach was
in Gardiner Tuesday.

WALDOBORO
MRS. RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
Telephone TEmple 2-9261

All schools will close Friday for
a week's vacation.
Mrs. Bruno Rissinan is a pa
tient at the Augusta General Hos
pital.

Mre. Marion Kaler has returned
from Belfast where she has been
visiting her sister and brother-inlaw. Mr ar.d Mrs. Herbert Dyer.
The Homemakers Society will
meet Thursday in thc vestry of

WANTED
SMALL Boy's Bicycle wanted
TEL. 1495-M3.
43-43

Clayt Bitler
Wants To See You About

Goodyear Tires
135-ti

PAINTING and Paperhanging
nside and out, all work posltivel
guaranteed. Will furnish material
Work accepted Warren to Camden
Estimates free.
VAN E RUS
SELL. Phone 676-M. Post Offici
Am

MASON work wanted, chimneys
fireplaces. cellar floors, block
foundations, also asphalt roofs
and general carpentering. AL
FRED NICKLES. Mason, Tel.
969-M. P. O. Box 493 .
23-tf
ALL kinds of old painted com
modes wanted.
I will pay $10
each for the lift top variety. Will
also pay top prices for all kinds
of old pine and maple furniture
In any quantity. Write or phone
W J. FRENCH, 10 High Street.
Camden, Maine, Tel. CEdar 6
3759.
15 tf

T8-tf

Pnrlrlanri

701

Picture Framing

CROSS
Tel.
1139

Up 1 Flight Left
406 MAIN ST.

Tel.
1335

25-Th-tf

Mr. and Mre. Harold Gross
were given a surprise party Sat
urday evening at the home of
Dr. and Mrs. Franklin Randolph
to observe the 25th annivernary of
their marriage.
Invited guests
were Mr. and Mrs. Roger Miller,
Mr and Mrs. A. A. Weeks. Mr.
and Mrs. F T. Richardson, Mr.
and Mrs. Hadley Miller. Dr. and
Mrs. Stanley Lenfast. Mr. and
Mrs. Wilmot Dow, Mr. and Mrs.
William Tower, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Drew. Mr. and Mrs
Theodore Wooster. Mr. and Mrs.
Max Forbes. Mias Carol Gross.
Miss Margaret Ann Randoph.
Charles Celeski. and the host and
hostess. Dr. and Mre. Franklin
Randolph.
Mr. and Mre. Gross
were presented with a gift.

OUTH WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Clemer Burns
and Mre. Edna Dyer were in
Waterville recently calling on Mr.
ar.d Mrs. Dan Giroux and Mrs.
Ernest Burns.
Mrs. Burns re
turned with them for a visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Matthews
if Oxford are guests of Mrs. Edna
Dyer.
Morton Smith of Massachusetts
was call.ng on old neighbors and
friends last week.
Mrs. Lester Burns, Mrs. Forest
Willey, Mrs. Sidney Geyer and
Mrs. Earl Wallace were in Rockand Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. William Main
arrived home Saturday from Fort
Pierce. Florida, where they spent
the winter. On their way home
they visited Mrs. Main’s brotherin-law at the Park Avenue Hotel
for one week.

PLENTY
OF FREE
PARKING
STOCK UP ON YOUR CANNED GOODS DURING OUR

MONEY - SAVING SALE!

WHITE HOUSE
""89cib/*

Soup

Tom.

Gr. Beans
Coffee
CORN
JIFFY
10c
CAKE MIX
TOMATOES
PEACHES
25c
PEAS
13c can
SIZE
303

CREAM
STYLE

SIZE

303

SIZE

303

OUR
VALUE
2’/2 CAN

RED & WHITE

6 for 75c

OUR VALUE
SWEET, TENDER
SIZE 303

MILK

2 Ib. loaf 69c | ASST. CHOCOLATES

CHEE SPREAD

I2 Ib. box 89c

1-4 lbs. 39c

3 Ib. tin 79c | EASTER EGGS

BAKE-RITE

STRAWBERRY PRESERVE

4 for 99c | CRACKERS—Nabisco

Ib. 29c

■ Il w°^ Ql9ccan
HONOR WHOLE CH ICKICM
CHICKEN

CARROTS

3 for 29c | GRAPEFRUIT

■’•“'"J"*-

4 for 29c

ORANGE!J 29c <doz.
Of] clb.
78? 39c lb. CHUG1K HOCK £3
ROAS
FLORID!
SWEET
JUICY

Sausage Mea tI
ASSORTED

COLD
CUTS

Chicken
OUve

PURE PORK

1 IB. PKG.

fcifCZ' c lb.

??cI STEAKS.”’.59clb,
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Mrs. Robert Brewer has re
turned to Knox Hospital (or fur
ther surgical treatment.

National Crippled

Children's Day

Marguerite Chapter OES Seats New Officers

Club '53 will meet at the home April 13
of Mrs. Alfreda Lank, Lisle street, i
Tuesday evening at 7.30.
| National
Crippled
Children's
ifc.
7^
-------j
Day
will
be
observed
throughout
r
Due to the third Friday falling the country on Saturday, April 13
on Patriot s Cay. the 19th, the when some 1655 affiliates of the
Mrs.
Lena
Richardson
enter

Warrant
Officer
Henry
R.
Educational Club will meet F>i- National Society for Clipped Chil
Jamieson of Roekland and Fal tained thc past presidents of Ruth day, April 26th.
dren and Adults will sponsor
mouth. Mass., has been detached Mayhew Tent. DL’V. Monday night
events to raise funds for continu
from his post as executive officer
Mrs. Alice Hedrich was elected ing and expanding crippled chil
at her home on Union street for an
of the Coast Guard Base at Woods
president of the Rockland Junior dren’s services.
Hole and deputy group commande Easter supper. Decorations were Women’s Club Tuesday night at
In many Maine communities,
rs He is now at his home on Lt. in keeping with the Easter season their monthly meeting held at the
volunteer workers for the Pine
Hauser Lane in Falmouth, where with a large yellow cake flanked home of Mrs. Florence Leo, Jef
Tree Society for Crippled Chil
he is recuperating from an illness with matching tapers centering ferson street. Other officers pres
dren and Adults, Maine’s Easter
that kept him confined at the U. S. the attractively appointed table. ented by Mrs. Edith Levenseler,
Seal agency, will conduct Lily Pa
Mrs.
Catherine
Libby
presided
at
Public Health Service Hospital in
chairman of the nominating com rades. The little Easter lilies,
Brighton from Feb. 1 to March 8. the short business meeting fol mittee were Mrs. Mary Duff, vice
lowed by a social hour. High president; Mrs. Shirley Lombardo, which will be offered to all who
would like to share in thc giving
At the Rubinstein entertainment scorers for the evening were Mrs. corresponding secretary;
Mrs. of care and treatment to a
last
Thursday
the
Methodist Annie Aylward and Mrs. Ada Pay- Lorraine Aziz, secretary; and
cripped child, are made by handi
Junior Choir was (and is, at all son. Others attending were Mr. Mrs. Alice Robinson, treasurer.
capped workers and are symbolic
and
Mrs.
Jesse
Carroll,
Mrs.
times) directed by the church
The newly elected officers w-ill be of the rehabilitation work carried
organist, Mrs. Austin Davis, and Lizzie Frepch. Andrew Richard installed at the annual banquet
on by the Pine Tree Society at its
not by Mrs. Lina Mountfort, who son, Mrs. Berniece Jackson. Mrs. which will be held at Beach Inn
Rehabilitation
Jennie Pietroski, Mra. Catherine on May 14. President Mrs. Vera Hyde Memorial
is Choir Mother.
Libby. The may meeting will be Miller announced members would Hospital at Bath and at Pine Tree
camp at Rome, Maine.
Mrs. Helen Hcffses, President, held at the home of Mrs. Aylward be contacted for their second polio
Mrs. Vivian Whittier. Past Presi on Clarendon street.
shots as soon as the vaccine w-as
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will
dent. Mrs. Alice Kaler, Mrs. Jan
available. Donations were made
Golden Rod Chapter, OES. will to Good Will Home. Easter Seals meet tonight at the G.A.R. Hall
et Lane and Mrs. Betty Kaler all
for a supper meeting at 6 o’cock.
of Rockland Emblem Club were meet Friday at 7.30 p. m. at the and a check to Knox Hospital to
in Portland Saturday to attend the Masonic Temple for a regular be used to purchase a youth bed
Mrs. Richard Wagner was the
installation of officers of Portland business meeting with the new completely equipped. Mrs. Ruth
surprised guest of honor at a
officers
filling
the
chairs.
At
the
Emblem Club.
Mrs. Whittier
Russell and Mrs. Gloria Hodgkins
stork shower Wednesday evening
acted as Supreme Vice President. close of the meeting Donald Ham were welcomed into the group as
mer will show- Navy movies and new members and presented cor at the home of Mrs. C. Leroy
The Junior Choir of the Metho following, Mrs. Golden Munro sages. Guest speaker for the eve Brann on Camden street. Mrs.
dist Church gave a concert for the will serve refreshments in the ning was Theodore Andrus, who Ernest Jones was assisting hos
Rubinstein Club at the recent banquet hall. Officers svill please gave a most informative talk on tess. The many dainty gifts were
placed in a large basket attrac
meeting in the Farnsworth Mu wear white.
flowers and the art of making at
tively decorated in pink and blue.
seum. The choir was directed by
tractive corsages and center
refreshments
were
Mrs. Austin Davis. Miss Deborah
Knox County Hospital Alumnae pieces. Refreshments were served Delicious
Huber, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Association met at the home of by Mrs. Leo assisted by Mrs. served buffet style. Invited guests
Paul Huber and a pupil of Mrs. Mrs. Sherman Ames in Camden Madelyn Drlnkwater, Miss Mary were Mrs. Barbara Busalacki.
Faith Berry, was guest and gave Tuesday evening for their regular Egan and Mrs. Shirley Lom Mrs. Laura McLain, Mrs. Patricia
Goodridge, Mrs. Harriet Bentley,
a group of piano selections. Mrs. monthly meeting.
Following a bardo.
Mrs. Janice Lanyshee, Mrs. Bev
Vesta Orr of Waldoboro, who is a brief business session during
new member, presented several which it was voted to have a doll
Miss Lenda-Mae Jackson and erly McGraw, Mrs. Jeanne Morse.
Maxine
Bartlett,
Mre.
modern classical piano solos. Mrs. booth at the annual Hospital Aux Miss Kathy Kunesh were hostesses Mrs.
Mary Garrett and Mrs. Betty iliary Fair. Mrs. Ames was given Saturday night at a dancing party Marie Brewer, Mr9. Celia Young,
Shesler sang several selections a surprise housewarming and pre and scavenger hunt held in the Mrs. Helen Cross, Mrs. Lois Bry
and were joined in a trio by Mrs. sented a gift for her new home. Community Building Tower Room. ant, Mrs. Josephine Deshon, Mrs.
Carleton Rice. They were accom A social evening with refresh Following the scavenger hunt, won Jessie Hiller and Mrs. Addie
panied by Mrs. Elsa Constantine. ments were enjoyed.
Among by Sandy Ames, Vellta Thornton Wentworth of Rockport.
Mrs. Nathalie Snow and Miss N. those attending were Mrs. Jose and Joey Gallant, refreshments
The Rockland Girl Scout Coun
Lucille Nason served refreshments phine Sulin, Captain Mary S. were served by Mrs. Virginia
at the close of the meeting. The Emery, Mrs. Lucinda Huntley, Kunesh and Mrs. Madlene Jack- cil will hold a box lunch supper
club's annual banquet will be held Mrs. Madelyn Hanley, Mrs. Edith son. Winners in the spot dance at the Universalist Church at 6 30
at the Thorndike Hotel on May 9 Fales, Mrs. Gaynel Hocking, Mrs. were Pamela Harrington and Thursday evening. Coffee will be
Mrs.
with Miss Dorothy Lawry and Mildred Calder and Mrs. Joan Henry Bird, n. Charles Little and served by the Council.
Mrs. Snow as chairmen.
| Melvin.
Debbie Hanna took the honors in Leona Whitehill will be in charge
Mrs. Frances
the game of musical chairs. Other of the program.
invited guests were Gloria O’Sul Low is making arrangements for
livan, Sheila Vinai, Pamela Gay, the supper.
MISS OR MRS., THIS MAY
Margaret Boothby, Jeanne Withem, Carole Bishop, Sandra Tripp,
INTEREST YOU
Patricia
Stevens,
Dorothy
Newman,
Alice
Cole,
Joy
There is a position soon to be open in Rockland which re
Mazzeo,
Paulette
Barton,
quires a girl nr woman who has a liking for photography and
who is willing to apply herself to learning and carrying out
Pamela Johnson, Brenda Hill, Pa
technical work.
tricia Mahoney, Janet Kaler, RaeThe person who fills this job may be a girl just out of
lene Stockwell, Jean Hadlock,
college or a high school graduate who has a knowledge of
DINING ROOM O/idt
Lucille Allen, Jeanne Call, Brenda
basic chemistry, an Interest of things mechanical and a bent
COCKTAIL LOUN&E
Lewis,
Anna
Raye,
Dianne
Phil’
for detail.
lips, Harriet Richardson, Marilyn
Also, she may be an older woman with the same qualifi
Wilbur, Joan Gherardi, Gloria
cations. She may be a widow, once employed, who now wishes
SHORE
DINNERS
to return to active employment. Or, a married woman whose
Esancy, Judy Segal, Joan Sulli-1
children are in high school or college and who wants to work
van, Keela McLaughlin, Ruth
to help meet their expenses, or add to the family income for
Rowling, John Stratton, Robert i
other reasons.
Ober,
Tommy
Miller,
Gary1
The work week is five days of eight hours each with occa
Winchenbaugh,
John
Melquist,
sional overtime. Vacation time und sick leave is granted.
Richard
Miller, Albert Gard
Please direct requests for interview to
ner,
Robert
Murgita,
Brian
BOX 10, THE COURIER-GAZETTE
MdMahon.
Alan
Post,
DonAll inquiries will be held confidential.
; nie
Pendleton,
Craig
Bor
44*46
gerson,
Pat
Powell,
Charles
soaoooaeeooaooooooQOQOOooaoooooooooeoooooooooeoop. I Wasgatt, David Graves. Ronnie
Vose, Robert Brewer, Robert An
derson, John Dailey, Peter Mon
son, Steven Craig, Sandy Delano,
Robert Ripley, Charles Smith,
George always wins our
George Poland. Jon Call, Billy
arguments
when he says,
Black, and Bert Witham. Billy
"let's settle this over a din
Barbour, Jimmie Annis and Larry
Jackson of Glen Cove; Beverly ner at the Bay View Hotel."
Clough and Debbie Hanna of Rock
On one thing
port and Debbie Hary of Owls
they both agree
Head.
Where to dine
occasionally.
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette.

*?Cjk,niGiIl ,
Wed In Hartford

LiJ

J^ooelij
ladies
love (Ite
"look of
fine silk”

sooooooooooooo°ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo*i

BOYS' CLOTHES ...

IN

SILCOONA

For Easter

Miss Roberta Walsh of Rock
land and Curtis E. Blaine ot
North Charlestown, N. H., were
married March 31 in ceremonies
conducted in the chapel of the
West Hartford, Conn., Congrega
tional Church by Rev. Roy L.
Minich.
They were attended by Doris
and Nickoias Giordana, both of
West Hartford.
The bride is the daughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Sidney R.
Walsh of Rockland and is em
ployed in West Hartford.
The
bridegroom is an excavating con
tractor in West Hartford.

Rockport Tops
Red Cross Quota

Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Maddox, seated In the front row at the left, became patron and matron of Marguerite ( hapter OES and observed their 34th wedding anniversary the same day. Seated with them are
Alice Wittingtnn. associate matron, and George Lawry. associate patron. Other officers of the Chapter
Photo by Patricia Duncan)
are pictured with them.
Phyllis and Edwin Maddox were ter a« installing marshal. Also.
Eleanor Gregory as installing
chaplain, and Louise Anderson as
organist.
Lillian Simonton of
Harbor Light Chapter and Douglas
Durkee of Union were guests.
Other officers installed were:
Alice Whittington, associate ma
tron; George Lawry, associate pa
tron; Hilma Webster, treasurer
Isabelle Calderwood, secretary; I
Erma
Holbrook,
conductress; !
Mrs. Carolyn Reichel, chairman
of the poppy committee announced Edith Poole, associate conducat the supper meeting of the tress.
Beulah Drew, marshal; Cora
American Legion Auxiliary Tues
day night that ‘‘Poppy Day” Peterson, chaplain; Louise Ander
Patricia Duncan,
would be Saturday, May 18. Dur son, Adah;
ing the business meeting presided Ruth; Doris R. Arey, Esther;
over by president, Mrs. Peggy Doris S. Arey, Martha; Marion
Kenniston, it was voted to sponsor Martin, Electa; Cleo Shields,
a local girl to Girls’ State at Colby warder; and Clyde Poole, sentinel.
The new matron was escorted
College.
A donation was also
made to "Save the Children Foun to the East under an arch of
dation” in Philadelphia. Plans lighted candles and was presented
were completed for an open meet with a bouquet of roses from her
ing on April 23 at which time Mrs. officers. She also received a bou
Rena Howe of Bryant Pond, De quet of flowers from her daughter
partment President, and Mrs. and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Ar
Martha Setter of Wiscasset, de thur Crossman, and an orchid
partment vice president, will corsage from her husband.

installed as matron and patron of
Marguerite Chapter of Eastern
Star at Vinalhavcn in a semi-pub
lic installation at thc Masonic Hall
Monday evening.
District Deputy Constance Dur
kee of Union acted as installing
officer and was assisted by Alyce
Simonton of Harbor Light Chap-

NO-MOTH
COMPLETE

REFILLS

95/ 89/Mth

$3.95
$4.95

$13.95
$17.95

With Matching Cap

Protects your clothes and other
woolens. Pungent vapor KILLS
all moth and carpet beetle life:
eggs worms, moths, also pre
vents mildew; follow simple
directions. Leaves no clinging
odor.

Sizes 6 to 12..........................

$12.95
$14.95

PttT HATS .................................

$ 2.25

DRESS SHIRTS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
SHOES .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

$ 1.95
$8.95

Underwear • Sport Shirts - Sweaters
nf1’1’
'

THE WOMAN'S SHOP

416

MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

CAMDEN, MAINE

Mflinf

CEdar 6-3284

I

Evening ...Dress...or Walking Sheers
t"

Full-Fashioned $|35

$j©5

SLA
"SLAY")
CEDARIZED
SPRAY

___ ■

ture, rugs, carpets, arapes, DianLets. Stainless, easy-to-use spray
with pleasant cedar aroma.
KILLS moths and carpet beetle*
iu all stages.

Pint Size....89$
Half-Gal...3.S*

Quart....l.3»
GallonA.J*

SLA Continuous Sprayer...Mj

NoMend has incorporated some brand new features
in their fine stockings...finer gauge...higher twist
for flattering dullness...as well as every new

element developed in hosiery construction for a

REEFER-GALLER’S

CAR COATS.................................

...ill11

HASKELL & CORTHELL

I

3 tor 2.55

Protects your upholstered furni

TOPCOATS

Sizes 8-18

new, improved nylons by

WITH REEFER-GALLER’S

$13.95
$15.95

Sizes 6 to 12........................
Sizes 13 to 20......................

$

Featuring Baked Ham — Plus Other Delicious Entrees
Serving from 12 noon to 3 P. M.
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL THOMASTON 54

Ai

KILL MOTHS

$10.95

SUITS

fresh, lovely colors.

THOMASTON

(pronounced

Sizes 6 to 12........................
Sizes 13 to 20......................

Sacks - Ties

KNOX HOTEL

JUST HATCHED!

Plain

SLACKS

Look your loveliest this season in o charming SILCOONA dress by
lampl. SILCOONA is an all Viscose fabric that hos the look and
feel of fine silk, ond il's Tebilized for tested crease-resistance,
completely washable, prettiness that's practical, too Choose from

PLAN TO EAT AT THE

REEFER-GALLER’S

Sizes 6 to 12 ...
Sizes 13 to 20......................
Preps .....................................

$10.95 to $19.9£

To Truly Enjoy Easter Dinner

Moth

SPORT COATS
Tweeds - Stripes

The retiring matron, Elizabeth $22.90; Simonton's Comer, $11.35;
Webster, was presented with a Rockport village, $374.
Appreciation to the solicitors
gift from her officers in a most
and contributors was expressed
impressive candlelight ceremony
by the chairman.
before the installation, at which
time Doris R. Arey and Harry the Uast Matrons’ Jewel.
Coombs sang a duet “Now Is The
A vocal solo was given by Harry
Hour.”
Coombs who sang "Galway Bay.”
The retiring matron also preRefreshments were served after
sente<i £ifts to lhe installi«g
1 the ceremony with Mrs. Eleanor
cer3, district Deputy Constance Conway and Mrs. Jennie Webster
Durkee and Mrs. Alyce Simonton. on the refreshment committee.
Matron Phyllis Maddox present- Dancing followed with Arey’s Ored Past Matron Elizabeth Webster chestra providing the music.

| make their official visitation.
| Mrs. Clara Miller was appointed
as hospitality chairman for this
j meeting
Mrs. Carolyn Reichel
was awarded the door prize at the
close of the meeting.

DRESS HIM RIGHT ... You Can't Afford Not To !

st‘-

Rockport Red Cross Fund Drive
Chairman Mrs. Thalia May an
nounced Wednesday that the town
had gone over its quota by over
$100.
Collected to date by volunteer
workers was $778.99 which more
than met the quota of $352.50.
Town collection figures included; clubs, $13.50; summer resldents, $278; West Rockport, $39.90;
Glen Cove
m25.

CLOSED WEDNESDAYS AFTER 12.38 P. M.

more beautiful, longer wearing stocking.

PARA.PURE
NUGGET CRYSTALS
KILLS all moth life
and carpet beetles
— proteas clothe*
and other woolens
you pack away and
prevents mildew
when simple direc
tions arc followed. Also sprin
kle in dresser drawers ana use
in vacuum cleaner.

1V4 lba-...1.19

SEE THEM...in NoMend’s new “Lady of Fashion”

colours for Spring. Then be fitted in the NoMend
“Famous 5” Proportioned Stocking type that is

“exactly yuurs.”

FREE GIFT WRAPPING

3 lba.....1.M

5 lb*.....2.88

MAIL $ PHONE OKDEZS PROMPTLY FILLED

SENTER-CRANE'S
STORE HOURS:

9 to 5 - FRIDAYS ’TH 9

SeKtevC’im'ft
STORE HOUBS: 9 to 5. FRIDAYS ’TIL 9.
38444

. i
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KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS
Meet The Seniors Who Become Rockport Graduates June 12

Seniors Of RHS
Pick Perry For

Class Marshal
Rockland seniors have chosen

Paul Perry for their class mar
shal.

a

Carroll Fan-.vcather is chairman

z

..........

Gail F. Ale^a* der
College Course
Daughter ol' Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Alexander of Simonton’s Corner

John H. Annls, Jr.
College Course
Son of Mr. and Mrs. J( hn Annis
of Simonton’s Corner

»

Mary E. Demmons
General Course
Daughter of Mrs.
Ernest Demmons of Rockport

Wayne S. Farley
General Course
Son of Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Farley of Rockport

Stuart B. Farnham, Jr.
College Course
Son of Mr. and Mrs.
Stuart Farnham of Rockport

Timothy D. Jones
General Course
Son of Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Jones of Rockport

Shirlene M. Heath
College Course
Daughter of
Mrs. George Heath of Rockport

of the graduation ball which will .
eb held Friday evening, June 7 at
the Community Building from 9
to 12. Carroll's assistants are:
Betty Williamson. Don Robishaw,
Ann Savitt, William Atwood.
The class motto is "Today we
follow; to orrow we lead". The
graduation march wll be "Pomp
and Circumstance”.
Armand Plourde and Robert
Say-ward are co-chairmen of Class
Night. Their assistants are: San
dra Hardy, Frank Merrill, Charles
Jordan and Helen Doherty.
The Baccalaureate Committee
includes; Rose Flanagan, Ann
Savitt. Madonna Fogg, Richa-d
Trask, Dorothy Naum, Mabel
Foster and Jean Jackson, Bill
Small, Franklin Merrill.

Two Grade Pupils

On High Honor

List At Union

M,

A i;

*«✓
Helen M. Leland
General Course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Leland of Rockport

Donna L. Leonard
General Course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Maurice Leonard of Lnion

CAREER CONFERENCES UNDERWAY
AT ROCKLAND WITH COMMUNITY
LEADERS AIDING PROGRAMS
Career Week Conferences start there is a diversity of choice of
ed at Rockland High School Tues jobs for those who wish to stay in
day morning when an assembly Maine, and even in Rockland. In
Rockland there is the new print
was held at 8.15. A panel discus
ing plant, the fishing industry,
sion was conducted with the mod public utilities, opportunities in
erator being Paul Huber of station state and municipal government.
WRKD, who was introduced by Statewise there is a crying need
David Dean, student chairman of for civil engineers in the state
highway department, for teachers,
career *week.
Mr. Huber introduced panel for government workers, book
members: Clinton Gifford, presi keepers, secretaries, etc.
dent of Rockland Chamber of
Mr. Hudson told students “Your
Commerce;
Richard
Parshall, future is what you make it”, ns
Augusta, New England Telephone told in a book by that title which
Company traff c manager; John he recommended to them. Educa
Pomeroy, president of the Maine tion beyond high school is nec
Chamber ci Commerce and vice essary for two reason: 1. Trend
president of the Dragon Cement in automation creates a need for
Company ; Robert Hudson, division less brawn and more brains. 2.
manager of Central Maine Power Competition for jobs. Maine is
Comjpany and Lloyd Alien. City 46 in the nation in educating be
Manager.
yond high school.
Mr. Hudson
Students sitting on tha platform pointed out that students may
in addition to Mr. Dean were: Ann work and also go to school. In
Savitt, student secretary of career the Boston area alone there are
week, Judy Pease, RHS Student 6C0 schools '.vhich have night ses
Council president and Carroll sion. The schools include schools
Fairweather, assistant chairman. of accounting, nursing, electronics
Mr. Allen told students that besides professional schools and
colleges.
*
-tU
Mr. Parshall stressed excellent
-to NUtw Bcfc

Mary E. Lovejoy
General Course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Theodore Lovejoy of Rockport

Carole L. Lunden
College Course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Harvey Lunden <;f West Rockport

pension and savings plans, music, i
coffee breaks, etc. He also said Warren Seniors
that industry will pay a good wage
Leave Sunday
for a good job but the most im
portant requirement is that you For Washington
get along with people, accept '
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Butler
correction and give the job a little
more than is required. By doing will chaperone the seven seniors
this personal satisfaction will' be of Warren High School on their
trip to the nation’s capital which
obtained.
starts on Sunday.
Mr. Gifford listed the employ- ;
The group will leave Warren
ment opportunities in Rockland '
and suggested that perhaps there by train Sunday afternoon and
are more available jobs per high take the State of Maine Exiprea*
school senior than there are in at Portland for New York that
New York City. He said we have evening.
Tuesday, morning, they will
opportunities now and can readily
leave by bus for Washington. * En
anticipate more in the future.
route, they *vill visit Ph ladelphia
Mr. Pomeroy told students that
and Valley Forge and stay Tuesthose who do not study beyond
day night in Yoik, Penna.
high school will stay where they I
Wednesday will see them visit
are. Those who succeed will not
ing Gettysburg and continuing on
stop studying.
Technicians are
to Washington where they will
needed in chemical research and
stay at the Raleigh Hotel for
physical research. These jobs re
three nights. Visits to all places
quire passing in fundamentals,
of interest in Washington have
not necessarily a college educa
been scheduled.
tion. Employees in the cement
They will start the return tr p
company
take
eorres; ondence
on Saturday morning, April 20.
courses and are promoted through
with two nights in New York City.
this media.
Life is what you
On Monday, thej- will have an all
make it. He told the students that
day train ride which will return
the acceleration in the next 25
them home about 5 p. m.
years w 11 surpass anything the
Members of the class are: Fav
world has ever seen, and that
Chicoine, Leroy Cousens, Law
those who take part in it will be
those who study.
Mr. Gifford summed up the dis
cussion which followed the talks
SETS
by panelists.

! working conditions today such as
the e ght hour day, time and onehalf pay for overtime work, seven
to 15 holidays per year (with pay), Subsft-ibe to The Courier-Gazette.

RAMBLER

Itai liara A. Wood
General Course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Maurice Wood of Rockport

John C. Robinson, Jr.

Sara I. Simonton
General Course
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Howard
John Robinson of West Rockport Simonton of Simonton’s Corner
General Course
Son of Mr. and Mrs.

rence Davies, James R. Kinney,
Tobey Messer, Carolyn Overlock,
and Everett Waters.

Ping-Pong Title
Sought By 24
In April Tourney
The City Recreation Department
sponsored

ping-pong

tournament

is underway at the Community

feuilding with 24 youngsters taking

part in the best of three matches

preliminary.

Winners of the preliminaries
will fare each other in six. best
of three, contests and these win
ners will play off.
The event
•will be completed by April 20.
Contests in the preliminary
rounds include: Gerald LaCrosse
vs. Eugene Kaler, Glen Clay vs.
Joe Paulin. Leslie Rave vs. Larry
Perrigo, Robert Achorn vs. Craig
Borgerson, Leland McCluskey vs.
Ted Talbot.
James Barnes vs. Peter Corev,
Floyd Young vs. Dick Ridgewell,
George Black vs. Ronald Smith,
Robert Hunt vs. David Jackson.
Paul Waltz vs. Dick Potter, Dick
Ames vs. Rocky Taylor, and
Ronnie Flood vs. Randy Achorn.

ECONOMY MARK

Principal William Rochon of
Union High School has posted the
honor roil of the high school and
junior high school for the third
ranking period.
But one more
ranking period remains before the
close of school in June.
Of the three earning all A's in
their classes, one is Kenneth
Noyes of the junior class -while
Sandra Calderwood and Carolyn
Spear arc eighth and seventh
glade students respectively.
The remainder of the honor roll
follows:
Five A's and one B; Maxine
Tolman, grade 11.

One Student

Seventeen On
Honor Roil At

Earning Ail A's

Warren High

Principal Carroll Wallace of
Thomaston High School lists one
student, Pauline Butler, as earn
ing all A’s in her classes for the
third ranking period of the school
year. To be ranked as an A stu !
dent one must have grades r>o
lower than 95.
A total of 17 earned ranks be
tween 85 and 100 in their subjects
to be included in the listing of
all B’s or above. They are:
■
Cornelia Keyes, Donna Mitchell,
Allan Niles, Emily Fitts, Peter
Gay, Blake Donaldson, Mariana
Kiskila, Verleigh Miller.
John Morrison. William Flint.
Smith,
Joan
Kangas,
Edwin
Betty
Vosp,
Jeanette
Spear,
Elizabeth
Abraham sen.
Linda
Brooks, and George Newbej-t, Jr.

Principal Edgar Lemke of War
ren High School announces honors
for the third ranking period. In
cluded arc.
Seniors: Tobey Messer, Fay
Chicoine.
four
A s;
Everett
Waters, two A's and two B’s.
Juniors: Gail Chicoine. five A's;
Robert Payson, four A’s; George
Lehto, two A's and two B's; Jan ‘
ice Kinney, four B’s.
Sophomores:
Nancy Starrett,
Dorcas Jones, five A’s; Nancy Upham, grade 11.
Norwood, two A's and two B’s.
One A and four B’s: Lyle
Freshmen: Judy Dillaway, five Cramer, grade 8.
A’s; Louise Lord. Howard Wiley,
Five B’s; Annette Austin, grade
four A’s and 1 B; D.ana Smith. 10; Fred Collins, grade 9.
3rd., four A’s; Sonja Waisanen,
three A’s and two B’s; Sandra
Leina, three A’s and 1 B; Paul
Dillaway, Jr., two A’s and two
B’s.

Thomaston Has

Four A’s and three B's: Milton
Hilt, grade 9.

Four A's and one B: Howard
Butler, Roy Gould. Judith Payson,
all of grade 9; Stephen Knight and
Loina Messer, grade 8; Patricia
Farrow, Judith Howard and Re
becca Trask, of grade 7.
Three A's and two B’s; Con
stance Knight, grade 10; John
Gould. Catherine Guyette, Ann
Marie Hart, and Mary Barker,
grade 7.
Two As and three B’s: Diane
Messer and Sara Wentworth,
grade 7.
One A and five B's: Rebecca

Classified
brings action

A cure for the indigestion
caused by eating your own words
Give some men a little authority
has never been found.
and it gets away with them.

C/I/

A

\

P.fjo
W’

f

ARE EXCELLENT ALWAYS!

For girls and teens
... low, light and lovely!

New York—Less than a penny a mile for fuel is the all-limecoast-tocoast economy record set by Rambler 6 with overdrive. The Rambler
Cross Country traveled 2,961 miles from Iars Angeles to New York
on 92.27 gallons of gasoline, averaging 40.35 miles per hour.

pJo QAzuqc-fiv

WINS 2 DAYTONA CONTESTS

1

for Easter

The friendly Manger Holel is just
a hop, skip and jump from
BUNKER HILL • OLD NORTH CHURCH
THE WARSHIP CONSTITUTION
AT THE NAVY YARD
Welcome Io Boston's newest, most
convenient holel. Direct entrance
from North Station, adjacent park
ing. Every one of the 500 light,
airy rooms has its own hath and

radio.

skimmers
Dip your toes in our gay new skimmers! Blissfully
lightweight, newly lean and slim, cut sweet and low.
Trimmed with a whiff of stitching and toe-tip eyelets.
What will you need for Easter . . .
black patent, red, blue, white?
12’/j to 3.

HOM

^9n2RC9

Little-girl-skimmer . . . with an instep
strap and embroidery on your toes. Sizes
8’/j to 3 in shining black or snowy white.
Sizes 8’/i to 12 in red or blue.
Just

♦5.50 Single • $8.00 Double

Daytona Beach—Only car to win two classes in the NASCAR one-

mile standing-start acceleration contests here was the Rambler—a
“6” won Class 3 and the 190 H.P. Rambler V-8 won Class 4. See
the only car that combines big car |>erfonnance and room with com
pact car handling ease and economy. Drive a Rambler today.
AMERICAN MOTORS MEANS^g^MORE FOR AMERICANS
NORTH STATION BOSTON

Rmg‘ tniMStfl to Show SOtod

1st IN PERFORMANCE AND ECONOMY

RAMBLER 6 or V-8

FOR USCRVATIONS
Telephone Capital 7-2600
or write or wire
Frank J. Hanley, Gen. Mgr.

STANLEY'S GARAGE, 245 Main Street, Rockland 511

DREWETT'S GARAGE, Route 1, Warren, Me., CRestwood 3-2332
44*56.

ENDICOTT JOHNSON ©
346 MAIN STREET

Rockland, Me.

I
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Rockport

School News
Sab-Prinuir)—Mrs. Farmer

In the recent Rockport School
Carnival the sub-primary pupils
presented a program of songs and
dances entitled "Dance Party.”
appreciated the help of Kimball
Larsen of the first grade and
Debbie Brown, pre-school, in tak
ing part and making our sets com
plete.
The installation of a new electric
clock in the sub-primary loom has
led to a new interest in learning
to tell time. The arrival of the
school pictures was greeted with
great excitement by the sub
primary pupils.
Jeffrey Barrows and David
Turner still hold perfect attend
ance records for the school year
to date. Paulette London. Chris
Dodge, and Sandra Thurston have
had perfect attendance for the
past term.
Grade 1—Mrs. Andrews

Robert Allen Donald Frye, and
Kimball Larson celebrated March
birthdays.
Pupils not absent from school
during the second term are: Fred
Erickson and Donna Eaton.
Our class gained two new- pupils
April 1, Henry Severance from
Camden and Cynthia Wooster
from Rockland. We now have 26
members.
We have a box of seeds planted
in our room. The children are go
ing to water the box and watch
the seeds sprout and grow.
Much interest is being shown in
the return of the robin. Also in
the first spring snowdrop.
In our music period we are
learning Easter songs that we en
joy very much.

We are also making our bulletin
board gay with Easter hats, eggs,
baskets, and Easter bunnies of all
descriptions.

settle down again to our daily rou
tine.
Recently the class held a hobby
show in our room to which we in
vited several of the lower grades.
A number of exhibits were
brought by Sharon Freeman
Joyce Crockett. Bruce McIntosh.
Vicki
Boetsch.
Dawn Hoche,
Wanda Gregory Timothy Thomp
son
Stephen Beveridge, Carol
Simonton, and Elizabeth Grant.
The mineral, button shell and old
silver spoon collections were un
usually good.
We arc glad to welcome a new
pupil, Cheryl Hutchins, who comes
to us from Florida.
The pictures from the Alston
Studios were very good this year
and nearly all the pupils bought
them.
The class have learned a spring
poem.
We are busy making Easter pic
tures for the bulletin board.
The room housekeepers this
week were Patricia Wellman.
Sharon
Freeman.
and
Dawn
Hoche.
Vicki Boetsch is celebrating an
April birthday.
Grades 3 and 1—Mrs. Hamilton
The past month we were busy
preparing for the carnival.
Katherin Phillips was out this
past month with the chickenpox.
We were happy to have her back
last week to participate in our
carnival program.
Brenda Hall observed her ninth
birthday. March 23.
Catherine Dodge has had per
fect attendance for this year of
school.
The third and fourth grades are
doing a scrap book on w’ild ani
mals. The fourth grade started
long division this week.
Nancy
Wheeler
brought us
pussywillows for our room.
Our room is very cheerful with
the colorful spring posters the chil
dren have made.

ELMER OF CAMDEN TAKES STATE

Appleton Seniors

BEVERLY GRIFFIN, MURIEL WING

All Seniors At

SCIENCE FAIR DIVISION PRIZE

Leave On New
York Trip 16th

WIN APPLETON HONOR PARTS

Rockport Join

: i"

V.

Those
a’l As a*
Appleton High School for the third
qua.ter w re: Beverly G. .ff n
Vanessa Moody, Muriel Ratten,
Muriel Wing, and Judith Esancy.
The following received four A’s
and one B: Elizabeth Sprow!
Marilyn Meservey and Beulah
Wadsworth.
The entire senior class of 11
‘.are planning their class trip to
New York. Accompanied by Mr.
Ratten and Mrs. Linnabnl Sprowl
? chaperones, they expect to
leave by bus April 16 and return
Saturday of that we^k.
The Burkettville Grange served
a supper April 3 to raise funds
for the class trip.

■

W

-:'r-

Beverly Griffin

EAST WALDOBORO

Hhotf

by

Kt oi,

Morgan Elmer, Jr., a Camden High sophomore, displays the plaque
he won for the school along with the molecular demonstration chart
that won him the first place choice in the Science Fair at Bates College.
A Camden High School sopho Physics and its Applications’’ re
more, Morgan Elmer, Jr., 16 year ceived an individual pin an a
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Morgan plaque for his s-chcol. He reached
second place in the same contest
Elmer of Camden, was named
last year.
first place winner in the fresh
The sophomore will journey to
man-sophomore division of the Boston to the New England.
State Science Fair at Bates Col Science Fair on May 14 to enter
lege Saturday.
his exhibition.
Elmer, who won out over 20
His exhibition explained graphi
others in his division with an ex cally the properties of atomic
hibition of charts on “Nuclear particles.

Grade I—Mrs. Gnimnnd

Grade 2—Miss Kinney

The fourth grade students com
pleted another successful carnival.
We were dressed as "Cotton Pick
ers” and various southern songs
were sung. A square dance ended
the program.
We have Robert Bridges and
Marie Bachelor back with us.
They enjoyed the winter months
vacationing in sunny Florida. Both
children told the class of the
school they attended in Florida
and how it differed in some ways
from the school they previously at
tended.
Long division has been the topic
for discussion this week. There
were many puzzled and worried
faces at the beginning of the week
but now there are a lot of smiles
and a look of satisfaction on most
of the students' faces.

During a study of plants. Lee
Andrews, Harry Watson. Warren
Roberts, and Jennifer Van Fleet
brought specimens of green and
beggar plants.
We started a study of machines
when the children started bringing
their toy trucks, tractors, cranes,
cars, and airplanes to demonstrate
the lessons.
We made and sent get-well cards
to Randy Witkinson. who has been
ill for a long time.
We were invited by the third
grade to see their very interesting
hobby show. As a result we were
interested in talking and writing
about our own hobbies.
We certainly appreciated having
so many mothers meet at the
school one evening to make cos
tumes for the carnival. Special
Grade 3—Mrs. Peabody
thanks to Mrs. Edgar Barrows
We have had several absent
and Mrs. Harry Watson for bring
lately on account of bad colds.
ing their sewing machines and to
Robert Kimball has re-entered
all the mothers who made or
our grade from Hope.
helped with extra costumes,
We have one new student..
tirade 3—Mrs. Achorn
George Wooster, from Rockland.
While we enjoyed the carnival, Our present enrollment is 30.
we are very glad “that we can
Pupils of Reading Group 1 are

<•

<»

ii

new

crisp straws and airy felts

SPRING MILLINERY

|

Washington Trip

BANDSMEN OF ST. GEORGE SCHOOLS

TO SHOW PUBLIC RESULTS OF LONG

MONTHS OF PRACTICE IN CONCERT
The St. George senior and junior
band is presenting a concert April
15 at the Odd Fellows Hall in Ten
ants Harbor, with several band
selections and individual, and
duet numbers planned.
The evening will be highlighted
by the presentation of band sweat
er awards to those seniors who
— , . .. ---- ------,

working on book reports.
Arnold Johnston of Searsmont
visited school Friday.
Grade five is enjoying several of
the Junior Classics provided by
the teacher.
Six of our boys and girls have 1
already been trout fishing. Her-,
bert Kontio is the only lucky fish-;
erman so far. .
Grade 6—Mr. Parks

Many pupils have been absent
with colds, but the worst is ap
parently over.
Gym classes are being held out
of doors with the fifth and sixth
grades combining to play softball.
Carol Goodridge from our room
is the spelling champion of Rock
port. We anticipate her going to
Washington for the national con
test.
Ranks close this week for the
ending of the third term of school.

PRICED FROM
YOUR GAME CERTAINLY
HAS IMPROVED, 606/
TAKING

LESSONS

have been
years.

members

The junior band program in
cludes the following numbers:

America, The Beautiful, a trum
pet solo by Deborah Simmons.

Ernest Ratten. principal of
Mrs. Saima Pietila called on Appleton High School, announced I
Mrs. Florence Flanders recently.
Tuesday that Beverly Griffin and
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Miller,
Muriel Wing were chosen for the
children Linda and Gary were Fri
!
top
two graduation honor parts.
day supper guests of Mr. and Mrs.
|
Miss Griffin, with an average
Arthur Melvin, honoring Gary’s
third birthday. They also called of 93.86. is class valedictorian
'
at Fred Cotta’s.
while Miss Wing, who attained a
Miss Judy Bennett of Back
93.1 average, will be class s-alutaCove was a weekend guest of Miss
torian.
Gladys Miller.
Other graduation parts an-*
Edwin Mank. Mrs. Margaret
Matson and son Edward called on nounced included: Muriel Ratten,
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Flanders in with a 92.7 average, class h storv.
and Elizabeth S,prowl with a 99.7
Newcastle Thursday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Moody, average, choice of class gifts, will
children. Dean and Madelyn, and or prophecy.
Miss Griffin is the daughter of
Mrs. Moody of Jefferson. Mrs.
Burleigh Mank. Sr. of North Wal Mr. and Mrs. Charles Griffin of
doboro. Mrs. Annie Mank and Appleton and is enrolled in the
Robert Jones were Saturday call college course. She is vice presi
ers of Mrs. Annie Miller and fam dent of the senior class and editor
of the “Evergreen’’, the school
ilyShe has been active in
Mrs. Clarence Tolman of North annual.
Warren. Mrs. Myrtle Castner. sports as co-manager of the bas
Miss Grace Castner and Eugene ketball team and a fonvard on
Castner of Waldoboro were Sun the squad for the past two years
day callers at Mrs. Annie Mank’s. while also a volleyball and softMr. and Mrs. Ernest Poland and ball squad participant.
She has been active also in glee
children of Bremen. Allen Cream
er and Mr s. Marion Clark of Rock club programs and in church work
land. Henry Orff. Mrs. Della Ed as well as a member of the
wards and Mrs. Arnold Orff were school’s spelling team in the
Sunday guests of Mrs. Dora Whit Medomak Valley League contest.
ney.
She was this year’s school PAR
Miss Dorothy Orff and Miss candidate.
Jean Campbell of Warren were
Miss Griffin is enrolled at the
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Bible College at Beverly
Fred Munroe.
Farms, Mass., where she plans
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Flanders of to attend, following graduation.
Newcastle called on Mrs. Flor
Miss Wing is the daughter of
ence Flanders recently and were Mr. and Mrs. Herold Wing of
supper guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ed Searsmont and a college course
win Mank.
student. She was captain of the
Mr. and Mrs. F. Munroe were
recent guests in Round Pond of Nancy and Mary Ellen Piteila.
Mrs. Eva Masters and Mrs. Ethel Robert received some lovely gifts,
Hanna.
i Refreshments incuded a birthday
The Social Club met with Mrs. cake made by Mrs. Matson.
Hazel Bowers Thursday afternoon.
Mrs. Edna White was lecturer.
Mrs. Mildred Gammon, household
hints. scrambled dog contest.
Prizes were awarded Mrs. Alcy
Achorn and Mrs. Ada Prescott.
Mrs. Hattie Rines and Mrs.
Bernys Jameson served refresh
ments.
Robert Pietila was guest of
honor Thursday evening at a
birthday party given by his par
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Sulo Pietila.
Guests were Mrs. Robert Maxey,
children Marc, Marcia, Deborah.
Chester Burns. Mrs. Margaret
Matson and son Edward. Mosses

A clarinet duet by Eugerv
Bracy and Sharon Cushman.
Vankee Doodle, a trumpet solo
by David Columbia.
Abide With Me, trumpet solo by
Steven Lowell.
Marine's Hymn trumpet solo by
William Hickey.
Tryout Number Ten. the entire
band.
Andantino, a saxophone duet by
Janice Bryant and Dale Hupperr.
Cindy. Oh Cindy, a clarinet duet
by Joyce Stanley and Judy Denni
son.
It Is No Secret, clarinet solo by
Colby McLain.
Church Hymn, trombone solo by
Paul Cushman with band.
Twinkle. Twinkle, Little Star,
trombone duet by Deborah Cush
man and Douglas Anderson with
band.
Going Home, clarinet solo by the following numbers: Our Direc
Catherine Field.
tor. SIBA March, Pacific Gran
Love Me Tender, saxophone deur, The Thunderer, Rusticon.
solo by Dale Hupper.
Stars and Stripes and Star
Beautiful Dreamer, saxophone Spangled Banner.
solo by Janice Bryant.
Musical director is Antonio PalThe high school band will play leria.

PHARMACISTS

girls basketball squad the past
two years and was also a mem
her of the volleyball squad.
She has been active in drama
tics and is girl* spoils editor of
the school annual.

Upon graduation, she plans to
attend the Maine Medical Center
for a career in nursing.
Miss Ratten is the daughter of
Appleton High Principal and Mrs.
Ernest Ratten of Searsmont. She
is enrolled in the college course
and plans to attend Gorham
State Teachers College in the fall.
She is senior class secretary^
and a basketball and volleyball
team member as well as a mem
ber of the spelling team in the
MVL contest.
i
Active in dramatics for the past
two years, she is presently liter
ary editor of the yearbeok.
Miss Sprowl is a commercial
course student and the daughter
of Walter Sprowl of Hope and
Mrs. Carolyn Byers of New York.
A transfer from Camden High 1
School this year, she was a mem
ber of the Student Council and is
the senior class treasurer.
She
has also participated in volleyball
and has been active in Appleton
4-H Club work.

Scouts To Tell

North P. T. A. of

Philmont Ranch
Rockland Boy Scouts who at
tended Philmont Ranch Camp in
New Mexico 1 ast July will be
guests at the North School PTA
meeting to be held at 7.30 p. m.
Monday.
The four Scouts will
tell of their experiences and show
color slides taken during their two
weeks’ camping trip on the east
ern slope of the Rocky Moun
tains.
During the business sessior.
which will be conducted bv Presi
dent Mrs. Arthur Schofield, the
report of the nominating commit
tee will be given.
Refreshments will be served by
second grade mothers with Mrs.
George Bisbee and Mrs. Joseph
Kmet in chaigc.

COMPLETE PERSONAL AND COMMERCIAL CHECKING
ACCOUNT SERVICES IN ANY GF OUR OFFICES

KNOX COUNTY
TRUST COMPANY
ROCKLAND - CAMDEN - UNION - VINALHAVEN
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
8-Th-47

on a gallon of
the washable wall paint that goes on easily... dries fast
"Flow Kote” Rubber-Base wall paint is easy to apply
with brush or roller . . . dries in just 30 minutes ... no
"painty” odor . . . washable—durable—beautiful . . .
hundreds of beauty-planned colors (matching shades in
"Duco” Semi-Gloss Enamel for woodwork, too).

C OMPLETE LINE OF

FLOORS and FLOOR COVERING

FROM

LLOYD'S

*2*8

four

The Monday evening concert
will feature about 35 beginner
musicians.

NO, BUT IM TAKING
VITAMINS

for

Muriel Wing

The entire Rockport senior class
of 14 students will make the an
nual pilgrimage to the nation’s
capita! this year, accompanied by
school instructor and Mrs. Rich
ard Knight. The group will leave
by bus tomorrow.
The trip includes an over
night stay in New York City
where tours of the Radio City
NBC television studios and the
United Nations building are part
of the program. They will then
proceed to Washington. D. C. for a
busy tour of the historic sites.
The group will be taken on a
side trip to the Shenandoah Valley
in Virginia. The journey back will
include visits at the Gettysburg
battlefield. Philadelphia and Val
ley Forge. They will return on
April 20.
Making the trip are: Gail Alex
ander. John Annis. Mary Dem
mons. Wayne Farley. Stuart Farn
ham. Jr.. Shirlene Heath. Timothy
Jones. Helen Leland. Mary Love
joy. Donna Leonard. Carole Lun
den. John Robinson. Sara Simon
ton and Barbara Wood.

Rugs — Wall-fo-Wall Carpeting
CHURCH WALL TILE
DRAPES - TAPESTRIES - CURTAINS
WINDOW SHADES - VENETIAN BLINDS

VALUABLE CERTIFICATE

■XvvVs C\\\.
—s

WORTH

Measured — Made — InMtalled To Fit
SAMPLES SHOWN IN YOUR HOME

Discover the most
fluttering woy to enter
Spring in our huge
selection of the pretty
Spring hots. Finest
straws end felts, gayest
trims, loveliest
colors and, of course,
most becoming shapes. At
wonderful budget prices!

EPPS’
(Formerly Wotton's)
J30 PARK STREET

TRI.. 275

ROCKIANP, MAINE

38-EOth-tf

DYNEL

A CURE FOR
SPRING

PAINT ROLLER

EXPENSES
get *25 to *1500 in

ROCKlAMDf NtNCTT
Harr hoclkn
ottue stthlc • 428 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
•

ROCKLAND 646

and PAN

1 DAY

A sure-cure for expenses from Auto Repairs •
Tires • Paint • House Repairs • Clothing • or

any other seasonal expense, plus unpaid bills. You’ll
find a sensible plan for any desire or emergency.

SPECIAL

UFE INSURANCE AT NO ADDITIONAL COST THROUGH
JOHN HANCOCK MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

98c

Save time — phone before coming in.

H. H. CRIE & COMPANY

In ROCKLAND:

^HEL9cnwi)ni>
wy'SONITOR
Healing oil storage lanli
corrosion & rust inhibilor

mi

TO OUR CUSTOMERS WITH
SHILL FURNACE Oil

A. C. McLoon & Co.
McLOON’S WHARF

TEL. 01
70*73-Th-tf

359 Main Street
Second Floor

—

PLUMBING - HEATING - ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

Above Latghtoa'i Jewelry Store

Phone: 1720

328 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
MAINE

PUBLIC FINANCE

P AIN T S.... for every purpose

CORPORATION

OF ROCKLAND

Tommy ru»lic loan co»ro«atiqn or tocutANP

I.

TEL.
2 0 6
41-Th-50

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Fairweather

Appleton Club

Rockport's Champ

M. V. L. Officials

Top Spellers

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE RINES CO., BANGOR

Candidate For

Entertained By

In Spelling Bee

Ready For Good

In 'Keag School

(HARCJE OR BUDGET ACCOUNTS WELCOME!

Kiwanis Grant

Bey Scout Troop

Or Bad Weather

Members of the Appleton Com
munity Club were entertained at
the last meeting by the boys of
Scout Troop No. 247 of Appleton
and by Mrs. Natalie Gushee.
The Scouts, directed by Frank
Boggs presented a comedy skit
“The Story of Pocahontas.” Mrs.
Gushee showed some very inter
esting color slides of her trip to
Arizona.
On April 17 at S p. m. the Com
munity Club will sponsor the
presentation of the Troop Charter
for the Boy Scouts. Parents and
Club members are all invited.

The spring meeting of the
Medomak Valley League officials
will be held April 16 at the Rock
port Elementary School.
The meeting, scheduled to get
underway at 7 p. m., will discuss
the spring baseball and softball
schedules and the MVL Field Day
on May 17 scheduled for 10 a. m.
at the Union Fail- Grounds. Earl
Cooper of Bristol High is chair
man of the field day.
The league has worked out two
tentative baseball schedules this
year, one for a short season and
the other for a regular season.
Should inclement weather delay
the opening of the season, the
short schedule of one game bet»veen each of the six MVL teams,
will be played.

CCegaKce ...

COATS
from our distinctive collections

Waldoboro Honor

Roll lists 37
Carroll R. Fairweather
A Rockland High School senior.
Carroll R. Fairweather. son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Fairweather,
has been selected as a candidate
for one of four, four-year college
scholarship to be given by the New
England
District of Kiwanis
Clubs.
First selected by the Rockland
Kiwanis Club, he emerged as the
Ninth Kiwanis District candidate
following a selection meeting held
at Pittsfield Sunday. Other clubs
in Maine, which are a pail of the
Ninth District, also entered candi
dates.
The 15 divisions of Kiwanis in
New England will submit the
names and qualifications of their
candidates to a board which will
meet in Boston in May. During
this meeting, there will be select
ed four scholarship recipients,
they may be either boys or girls.
The four chosen will be extend
ed scholarships of $400 each for
the four years of their college ca
reers for a total grant to each of
$1600.
The Kiwanis scholarship project,
in which all New England clubs
participate, now has nine students
attending
college
under
the
grants.
Serving on the selection board at
Pittsfield, along with other Kiwanians from the District, were Cas
per Ciaravino. Rockland elemen
tary school supervisor, and Princi
pal A. Hamilton Boothby of Roek
land High.

I

X
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Miss Carol G oc d ridge

The honor roll of Waldoboro
High School for the third ranking
period of the year, issued on the
eve of spring vacation, contains
the names of four students who
earned all A’s and 33 who had
ranks no lower than B with a lib
eral sprinkling of A's.
The list, as posted by Principal
Brainard Paul, is published be
low.
All AS

Patricia Cook, Junior; Stanley
F’.agg, Sophomore; Nicole Kim
ball. Sophomore; Madelyn Cun
ningham. Freshman.

Miss Carol Goodridge. 10 year
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Goodridge of Rockport, Orff's Corner
was announced the winner of the
MRS ALBERT ELWELL
spelling bee at Rockport Junior
Correspondent
Telephone Temple 2-9454
H.gh School.
Carol is a sixth grade student
Rev. LeRoy Curtis of the Meth
and will compete May 1 in the
county spelling bee held at Rock odist Church accompanied by the
choir visited Lincoln Home on
land High School.
Sunday afternoon and held a serv
ice for the residents.

friendship
HELEN EALES
Correspondent
Pel Temp'.e 2-9934

“A’s” and “B’s”

Mrs. Louis Seegar is a patient
at Knox Hosptal.
E. Merritt Post of Pleasant
Valley, New York, is at his cot
tage on Little Morse Island.
Mrs. William E. Bramhall has
resumed her duties at Mr. and
Mrs. George Woods alter s» ending
a vacation with her brother,
Luther Wotton.
Miss Katheryn D. Jameson re
turned home from Knox Hospital
Dwight Wotton has returned
home from the Veterans’ Hospital
in Togus.
Mrs. Rufus G. Condon has re
turned home after spending the
winter in Melrose, Mass.. Mr. and
Mrs. Clinton Lawry spent the
weekend with Mrs. Condon.
Miss Mary Jane Neubig of Au
gusta spent the weekend with her
paients, Mr. and Mrs. Jack NeuNothing starts as easily as a big.
Woodrow J. Verge was in Ston
• rumor, and nothing is so unreliable.
ington on Monday.
Mrs. Ruth L. Simmons has re
TRIP TO WASHINGTON HIGHLIGHT
turned home- from Knox Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Simmons
OF SPRING VACATION FOR 25
and Mr. and Mrs. Albeit V. Orff
were in Bangor on Saturday.

priced at

$49.«
each
ti

Seniors:
Patricia
Chapman,
Priscilla Jameson. Eino Leinonen, ;
Doris McLan, Dianne Oliver,
Diana Soule, Linda S -Ivester,
Patricia Orff, and Joyce Thom<pson.
Scphomores: Mary Aho. Vir
ginia Burns. Marjorie Huse, Neil
Lash, Gladys Miller. Janet Sim
mons. and Judith Spear.
Freshmen: Beatrice Jaccbsen.
Harold Benner. Stanley Cohen,
Charles Drew, Janet Eugley.
Deanna French. Sheila McNaugh
ton, Susan O'Connor.
Dianne
Prior,
Marie Prock,
Carolyn
Studley. and Kendall Winchen
bach.
Juniors: Bruce Atkinson. Bea
trice Hoffses, Esther Lowell, and
Deidre March.

Alice Ulienthal

Alice Lilienthal. 14. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. George Lf.ienthal of
South Thomaston is to be the
representative of the
Gilford
Butler School in South Ihomaston
at the county spelldown at Rock
land High School May 1.
An eighth grade student, she
outspelled pupils of the sixth,
seventh and eighth grades at the
school recently. Her tercl.er is
Mrs. Arlene Hopkins.

The Esther circle of the Wo
men's Society of Chiistian Service grandparents, Mr. and Ms. Guy
met at the parsonage on Tuesday Kennedy.
evening for the Secret Pal party
which was much enjoyed. Hos
Films Deve!oped |
tesses were Mrs. Dorothy Prock
and Mrs. Luiu Jackson who
EMAR(.KI)
served refreshments.
EX-.ll MHO PRINTS
IN
ALISl'MS
Sunday visitors at the home of
I* EX I’ «0r — 16 KXP SOc
Charles Merry where his son,
SO EXI’ 61.00 — 3$ KX»‘ * 75
— COLOR OEVEbOPEll —
Ernest Merry and family of Con
K - 1» - 16 EXP KO1.E> $1.00
necticut. The group represented
20 EXP ROI,L> $1.50
36 EXI’ ROLLS $’5O
four generations.
l*lea«*e Remit U ith Coin Or Cheek
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Elwell and
DELUX PHOTO SERVICE
Steven and Susan were in Ten
P. O. Box 546, Dept. A
ants Harbor on Sunday.
BAB HARBOR, MAINE
Miss Phyllis Mank of Groton.
39-tf
Conn., spent the weekend with her

45c

8

“Beneficial”
LIKES t«
say “YES!”
Beneficial makes get
ting a loan a friendly
matter. For prompt

UP TO *2500

cash, phone for 1-visit
service...or come in.

Loans $25 to $2500 — plus life insurance at no extra cost

356 MAIN STREET, 2nd FI.. ROCKLAND
FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BI ”0. . Phene- nry

OPEN SATURDAYS UNTIL NOON
loons made to residents ot oil surrounding towns

•

Loans also modi by

mail

SENIORS OF WALDOBORO HIGH

the soft silhouette

the slim silhouette

Designed to flatter your figure, this spring
charmer of Anglo's Silk and Wool Tweed
with nipped-in waist, slim lines pointed up

with interesting star pockets.

A tonic of clear color, a little less bulk,
enough warmth to take sudden tempera
ture changes. In Forstmann's Virgin Wool
with smart pocket and button detail.

NEW SPRING COLORS

NEW SPRING SHADES

$49.95

Misses' Sizes

$4995

Misses' Sizes

Men't wwt fcfottaig HATS

Twenty-five members of the City with departure at midnight Leinonen, Linden Simmons, Wen
senior class of Waldoboro High for the train ride to Boston, arriv dell Blanchard. Bobby Howe,
David Osier. Donnie Turner.
School leave Sunday on a trip ing at 6.50 a. m. Saturday.
A Greyhound bus will meet thc
which will take them to Washing
ton with stops in New York and train at South Station for the ride
at the U. S. Naval Academy at home which will land them in
Waldoboro about noon of Satur
Annapolis.
*
The trip will start Sunday .at , day.

7.15 a. m. aboard a Greyhound
bus to Boston with rail transpor
tation from their to the nation’s
capital. They will arrive in New
York that evening and spend the
night there.
Monday, they wi'l
go by train to Baltimore and
then visit Annapolis and continue
on to Washington by bus.
Tuesday and Wednesday will be
fpent in touring Washington with
a start home being made Thurs
day morning. Thursday after
noon and evening and all day
Friday will be spent in New York

Chaperones for the trip are
Miss Mary Williams and Robert
Green.

Students making the vacation
pilgrimage will be:
Diana Soule, Cynthia Levensaler, Judy Moody, Doris McLain.
Patricia Wade, Norma Depatsv.
Dianne Oliver.
Donna Mank, Jean Aho Bar
bara Mank, Elsie CoPamore,
Evelyn Eaton. Gloria Thompson.
Joyce Thompson. Linda Sylvester.
Pegg'.e Jameson. Gary R binson.
John Neubig, John Flagg, Eino

finance

co.

Qundiafi, Skoea

arise to the occasion... every time
A formal dance ... at the office . . .
around the house ... or playing your
favorite sport — we have a smart Sundial
shoe to fit the occasion in style!

There's the handsome rugged outdoor
look .

... BEAUTIFUL STRAWS BRIMFUL OF FLOWERS

nefiaal

. the sleek sophisticated lines fqy

evenings ... the smart suburban look

.

. the confident polished leathers for

business wear They're all to fit your
activities as comfortably as they fit your

feet. Come in and treat yourself to a few

in Your Kitchen

pairs and save money, too!

■

3%- * SV*?

in CABINETS
Z'

fey

•Natural Birch for Beauty
■ Available with
Honey Tan Finish

A big bold enchanting hat of import
ed Milan type straw, dipping down
ward and laden with Early Spring
Blooms
et

On Display At

*8.95.*17.95

Saturday Evening 'til 9 P.

$16.95
Other Equally Fetching
FLOWER TRIMMED HATS in smart drapes $i.95 te $12.95

X. ;

Sundiflf, __

(

SUTTON
SUPPLY
‘■
-• "
—)/
CAMDEN

u a i 1 r > // ,
MAUL

FCood'b Skee Sta
351 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND, ME.

Twidoy>Thursday-$aturday
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Bister-in-law and nephew, Mrs.
Berton Turck and Frank Turck of
VINALHAVEN
Schenectady. N. Y,
PATRICIA DUNCAN
David Duncan. Sr., was a din
Correspondent
ner guest of Gilbert Gingras at
Telephone 173
the Islander Hotel on Sunday.
Mrs. Marion Martin and son
Committal services for Mrs.
Byerly were Rockland visitors on
Nellie Little were held on Sunday
Saturday.
afternoon, at 2 with Rev. C. S
Mrs. Vil'a Ames entertained

Gilbert Gingras of Worcester,
Mass., was in town over the week
end and stayed at the Islander
Hotel.
M/s Berton Turck and her son,
Fralnk, of Schenectady, N. Y.,
were in town over the weekend to
attend committal services for Mrs.
Nellie Little, and were guests at
the Islander.

Mitchell officiating.
Interment
was in Cummings Cemetery *with
Mark Amiro. David Duncan, Sr.,
Harold Haskell, Robert Tolman,
and Hudson Conway as bearers.
Those attending were Mrs. Little’s

Mrs. Phyllis Feau'mont of Wor
cester. Mass., is in town visiting
with Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Robert
son.

Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Durkee of
Union, Mis. Alyce Simonton and
Mrs. Lillian Simonton of Rock
port overnight Monday.
They
were in town to attend the East
ern Star installation.

Pog» Btvtf

ning. Lunch waa served and the
evening passed with carda.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Mossman
of Rockland were in town over the
weekend.

s of Mrs. Marion Wood.
She rc- Charlene Grover, 2, were observed
tunred with them for a few days’ Sunday with the surprise appear
visit there and in Farmington.
ance at his home of 31 members
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Fales en of his family bringing an abun
tertained at supper at their home dant dinner, cards and gifts.
on Saturday evening honoring the Others present were: Mrs. Libby,
SOUTH WARREN
birthday of the latter’s father, Mr. and Mrs. George Raatikainen
Mrs. Mary Libby has re-opened Charles Copeland, whose 87th and son Neil. Mr. and Mrs. Milton
her home after spending the win birthday occurred the following Robinson, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Other guests were: Mrs. Kelleren. Mr. and Mrs. Frank
ter with Mr. and Mrs. Albert day.
Charles Copeland, Mr. and Mrs. Beane and daughter Joan, Mv.
Mank in Rockland.
Morris Borneman of East Wal Charles Maxcv, Mrs. Nettie Cope and Mrs. Willard Wight, Mr. and
doboro was a waller in town Sun land, Mrs. Marion Wood, Harry Mrs. Charles Grover and son AI
day.
Lermond and Ricky Fales.
ton, Mr.and Mrs. Gerald Smith
Thc birthdays of O. B. Libby. and children, Libby and David.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton P. Woo'l
of Kingfield were Sunday gudsts 82. and his great granddaughter, Mr. and Mrs. Leland Overlock.

Mrs. Monica Genthner was hostess to the 50 Club on Tuesday eve

daughters Diane and Linda and
A man is often carried under by
son Dwight, Mr. and Mrs. Rob the weight of his own dignity.
ert Ames and son Neil and daugh
The trouble is the police often
ters Jacky, Faye and Marie get those who help themselves.
Emily. Flash pictures of the
group were taken.
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette.

A Lenten
Favorite

s

Pillsbury
Sweet Milk or Buttermilk

' Aluminum

UV IU«II
Bafk a

Free Recipe

Book in Pkg

Chocolate or
Vanilla,

Cream Filled

Joan Carol
Light - Fluffy - Batter is
Mixed with Ground Fresh
Orange-A Big Tasty Cake

Wilbert's
For Spring
Window Cleaning

EACH

‘Cracked Wheat Bread
Strawberry Rhubarb Pie
‘Marble Cake
White Bread
=.-'"rs c..
Joan Carol

EACH

4

* SPECIALLY PRICED THIS WEEK

Maine Corn
Sardines
Margarine
Apple Sauce
Beets

Finast - Cream Style
Golden

3'4 02
CANS

Fishermen’s Net
Maine - Packed in Oil

Sponges
Made by

Bellview

New England

Cloverdale

SOLID

QUARTERS-2 LBS

«7t

ROLLS

1 LB

CANS

Finast Fancy

1 LB

Small - Whole

CANS

Craftsmen
Beet or Ch*ck«n Bouillon Cubes

6 oz

caio

READY FOR

Houle, (Meaning, UaCnel

Westchester

Boned Chicken

O'Cedar Sponge Mops
O'Cedar Sponge Mop Refills

Parson's Ammonia
Oakite All Purpose Cleaner

*ach
each

s4.50

Chicken a la King

* 1.49

Sunshine Hi-Ho

bot

8B« pkg

23i

OTICE:

41 <

WITHDRAWN

Dash

33c w 79c Duz

Automatic Washer

110 9 oz

Detergent

PKG

LGE

Rich
Sale

PKG

33c- 79c Spic & Span

39c Ivory Snow «S 34c™'82c Sunlight
o

I

37c

KITCHEN TOOL OFFER

WILI

APRIL

27th

SATURDAY,

ALL PIECES NOW IN STOCK.

Household Cleaner

LGE
PKG

“ci" 49c

Creckt’S

Lestoil
Noxon Metal Polish

NOTE THE
MONEY SAVING SPECIALS ABOVE
Washes
So White

42c

Westchester

pRlNO

Cheer

iT2 19c

Herbox

COMPLETE YOUR SET NOW!

Cleanser

Plastic
Starch

I Ll
PKG

PINT
BOT

27c Golden

25c Wise

Chips

Cooktes-Cocoanut,
Molasses.
Raisin
S’A oz
BAG

33c

I IB
BAG

29c

6’/, oz
BAG

39c
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TYLER SCHOOL EVENTS
Ronald Wall and Frankie
Bridges brought us our first pussy
willows.
Sally Moody from Boston and
Eileen Easier from Belfast have
joined our group.
We have been decorating our
room for spring with boys and
girls with kites and tulips in the
windows.
We enjoyed very much our
“Puss in Boots’* movie.
Our April birthday children are:
Elwyn Chadbourne. Mark Munro.
Daniel Ames, Vinson Staples,
Barry Chandler, Emery Seavey,
and David Dennison.
Frankie Bridges and Daniel
Ames have brought recess treats
for their group.
Grade 1—Miss Webster

Sue Reichel and James Minott
brought pussywilows for our room.
Rhonda Harrington will be seven
this month.
Mrs. Cooper taught us a song
about Hans and Gretchen so when
Heidi Hodgkins brought her little
Dutch doll to school, we named her
Gretchen. Janet Johnston brought
some little Dutch shoes for us to
see.
.Nancy Vanorse and Linda Di
Renzo have brought candies foi
surprise treats.
We have enjoyed the new library
books which the PTA bought for
our school.
Our favorite one is
“Little Bear Bumble’’.
One day Sue Reichel played her
piano lesson for us. It was fun
having her accompany us when we
sung “America”.
Jeffrey
Thurston
made
the
Easter picture on the easel.
Grade 2—Mrs. Rogers

Mary Rapose
and Julianne
Boothby have recently brought
records for us to enjoy.
The “Making Friends” booklets

Four C.H.S. Musicians At Festival

ROCKPORT

I were very well done. Those who

Sub-Primary—Mrs- Haskell

deserved special recognition were:
John Graf. Kathleen King, Rebec
ca Dorr Julianne Boothby, Wini
fred Falkenmeyer, Robert Minott.
Harold Proctor, Mary Repose.
Vera Wooster, James Learned,
Gail Nicholas, Pamela Randall and
Anne Stratton.
We were glad to welcome David
Easier who came from Belfast, but
sorry that Sterling Proctor was
obliged to discontinue school due
to a chronic illness.
Walter Myrick and Helen Colson
have brought pussywillows and
Pauline McLeod brightened the
bouquet by adding some artificial
red leaves.
April birthdays are those of
Douglas Hall, Gail Nicholas, and
Rebecca Dorr.
Ernest and
Marcia
Fowles
brought their three little puppies
to school and put them on exhibi
tion so all could enjoy seeing them.
Those having the largest num
ber of arithmetic papers displayed
on the bulletin board for the past
month were Winifred Falkenmeyer
first place, Julianne Boothby sec
ond, and Mary Rapose third.

I

The St. George Volunteer Fire •

Mis. Georgie Norwood motored
to Boston Sunday with Mrs.
Hjoidis Thorvaldsen when Astrid
Thorvaldsen returned to Fisher
Business College after a week’s
vacation.
Mrs. Vera Gerrish of Connecti
cut was a guest of her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Wellman, re
cently.
On her return she was
accompanied by her son. Edward
Gerrish. who has been spending

men's Association held its annual

ness of ride and other driving
qualities you want in a car.
Then, Chevy won the Pure
Oil Performance Trophy at
Daytona (left, below) as “best
performing U. S. automobile.”
It’s quite a feeling to know
that you are driving a car that
performs so well, responds so
beautifully and is so finely built.
You feel proud, of course. But
you also enjoy a surer, smoother,
steadier way of going, a keen

Mrs. Myrtle Taylor is employed
at Fannie’s Gift Shop.

Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Eckrich
have returned home after spend
ing the winter at Tampa, Florida.

Miss Edith Harris has returned
to Brunswick alter several days
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Alvah
Harris.

Above are the four Camden High band members who represented the school at the All-State Band
Festival last week in Lewiston. The four journeyed to Lewiston for a three day stay and participated
with the 167 piece hand in two concerts last Saturday at the Lewiston Armory. Left to right are: Carol
Atkins, saxophone, senior; Selma Sherman, oboe, senior; Ruth Lunt, flute, sophomore; and John Pitman,
baritone, senior.
*
Photo by McKeon

a few months with his grandpar
ents.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Daucett
have returned home after visit
ing their daughters, Mrs. Arlene
Pease in Massachusetts, and Mrs.
Chester Emery in Providence,
R. I.

MacWilliams and Mrs. Zelma Wednesday at the home of Mrs.
Dwinal. Refreshments were Carl Small of Pascal Avenue wi*h
served by the hostess.
Mrs. Alice Straub as hostess.
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Lawton,
Freddie Miller has returned
Jr., are spending their two weeks’ home after spending a few days
vacation as guests of Mr. and in Canada.
Mrs. Walter Rees in Providence, I Sunday guests of Rev. and Mrs.
R. I., and Mr. and Mrs. Martin, Carl Small was his sister, Mr.
Dugan of Green Wcod, R. I.
and Mrs. Henry Goodall of South

Dinner guests Sunday of Mr.
Master Kenney Lawton is spend-!
and Mrs. Ralph Wilson were Mr.
and Mrs. Dell Hyssong and chil ing tw’o weeks with h's grand-,
dren Carolee and Dell. Jr.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Well
Mrs. Vinie Johnson and her son, man of Beech Street.
Ray Watts, spent Monday in
Ambrose C. Cramer, who has
Togus on business.
been a patient for the past six
Mr. and Mrs. Harrison Arthur weeks at the Philip Hr use in Bos-1
of West Street were happily sur ton, has returned to his home on
prised Saturday evening when Sea Street.
they received a telephone call
Mr. and Mrs. Ranald Lee. the
from their son, A/3c Melvin Arth former Leona Ames, of Fair '
ur, who had just arrived by air Hope, Alabama, are receiving
in New York from England where congratulations on the birth of a
he has been since January. He daughter, Christina, who weights
will now be transferred to Little seven pounds and two ounces.
Rock. Arkansas.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Baker and
Staff Sergeant and Mrs. Ken daughter Holly spent the weekend
neth E. Daucett of Toul, France, vith her parents, Mr. .and Mrs.
are the proud parents of a daugh R. H. Edwards of Auburn.
ter, Michelle.
\ Sunday callers of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Della Miller, who has been
Charles Carver on West Street
guest of Mrs. Vinie Johnson, has
j were Mr. and Mrs. bene Howe of
returned to her home on Union
; Camden and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Street.
j Wilson.
Dell Hyssong and Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. and Mrs. Raymond Desy
Easley motored to Boston recent
ly. Mrs. Carolee Hyssong return 1 and Charles Cavanaugh motored
ed with them after being a pa to Augusta Sunday.
The Hook Rug Club will meet
tient at the Massachusetts Gen
eral Hospital.
Mrs. Veda Achorn entertained
the T Club at her home on Limerock Street. Those present were:
Mrs. Wesley Thurston, Mrs. Carl
Christoffersen, Mrs. Carl Moran,
Mrs. Rhama Philbrick, Mrs. Earl

cat-quick response of power, and
thc easiest handling you’ve ever
experienced behind a wheel. Just
try this Chevrolet (V8 or Six)
and see!

a

1 USA
CHEVROLET*

Chevy showed H's still the champ...

at Daytona ...and in the Decathlon!

11
ENTER CHEVROLET’S >275,000 "LUCKY TRAVELER” CONTEST!
CHEVROLET

Mrs. Rosalie
Wiley, Mrs. Virginia Fay, Mrs.
Irene Farmer, Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Eaton and Mr. and Mrs.
Merrill Wall. Mrs.
Korpinen.
Mrs. Dowling and Mrs. Watts
served as guest officers and Mrs.
Fay as guest candidate.
Other
lodges represented were Aurora
of Belfast. Golden Rod of Appl*»ton. Bethel of Union, Dorcus of

meeting and election of officers :
'
Thursday evening. April 4. with I
the following officers elected:
Waterville and Miriam of Rock
President. James Murray of Port
land.
Clyde; vice
president. Walter
At Puritan Rebekah Lodge
Bryant; and secretary and treas
urer, Lawrence Watts.
tonight, there will be an Easter

. ....... WB®?

Come ia now—get a winning deal on the champion!

Marion D. Watts.

Tenants Harbor
MRS. HENRY ALIJDN
Correspondent '
Telephone 69

MRS. HERBERT CROCKETT
Correspondent
Telephone CEdar 6-3592

dolls.
Deborah Kaler is vacationing in
Florida for a month.
April pictures and poems are
being brought by each child for
the bulletin board.
Ann Steven’s mother brought
slides to show the class as part ot
Ann’s Friday afternoon program
Ann also showed the class a tab’e
cloth from Turkey and an apron
from France.
Records were brought by Wil
liam Kirk and Richard Gray.
April birthdays are being ob
Grade 3—Mrs. Boardman
served by Lisbeth Dow, David
A fire safety film was shown by Sulin, Jeffrey Newman. Steven
the Fire Department as part of Hodgkins, Barbara McLeod, and
our safety campaign.
Linwood Holmes.
Andrea Heal and David Sulin
Grade 5—Mrs. Hill
brought books for the reading
Rosemary Black and Robert
hour.
Howard Edwards brought Vanorse have birthdays in April.
“The Golden Geography” which we
The
choral
reading,
“Wild
are using as a supplement to our March”, will be presented at as
science and social studies.
sembly by the fifth grade.
Brenda Fogarty brought our first
The boys are ahead in our
pussywillows.
health contest.
Ernest Fowles
Marcia Fowles brought her six brought his pup to schcol. Mura’s
weeks old puppy for an afternoon are being done by four groups. The
visit.
subjects of said achievements are:
Margaret and Elizabeth Nolan transporation by water, car, train,
brought their dolls to show the and plane.
class. Cheryl Ellis and Cathy
Grade 4 Mrs. Wotton
Kwapiszewski brought their bride
We are becoming very interested
in the approach of spring. The
pupils are noting the arrival of
spring flowers and the return of
the birds.
Susan Johnson, Bruce Murgita
and Gary Seavey are celebrating
April birthdays.
In our spelling contest covering
a 12 week period, the winner was
Susan Johnson, Ann Reichel was
second, and Ruth-Ann Johnson was
third.
In our new contest in spelling,
Ann Reichel, Gerald Newhall and
Caroline Radcliffe are tied for first
place.
The weekly paper published by
the four grade has been edited by
Susan Johnson, Gail Jackson, Pam
ela Kennedy, and Larry Hedaa.
Each was in charge for one week.
The class has been doing work
in groups in their study of Maine.
The groups are captained by Eric
Thurston, Caroline Radcliffe,
Susan Johnson and Ann Reichel.
These groups have also done some
fine group pictures illustrating
different phases of life in Maine.

Who rates what for performance
and smoother riding in the lowpriced three? Chevrolet has laid
the answer and the proof on
the line!
First, Chevrolet won the Auto
Decathlon over every car in its
field, and over the higher priced
cars that were tested, too. This
rugged ten-way test (right, below)
showed Chevrolet was the champ
in handling ease, braking, acceler
ation, passing ability, smooth

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Only franchised Chevrolet dealers di-play thi- famous trademark

See Your Authorized Chevrolet Dealer

parade, following the meeting.
Each member is asked to bring
old shoes, a hat and a dress. Also
remember donations
for
the
kitchen s h o w e r. Refreshment
committee for the evening will be
Mrs. Marion Thompson, Mrs.
Ethel Coffin. Mrs. Nellie Boyles
and Mrs. Mildred Eaton. All offi
cers are requested to be present.

Mrs. Georgia Jacobson is a pa
At the last stated meeting of
tient at Knox County General Puritan Rebekah Lodge, March
Hospital.
28th, the degrees were conferred
Attending Guest Officers’ Night on five candidates: Alfred Leppaat Vesper Rebekah Lodge of nen. Malcoln Wiley. Wilfred Kil
Round Pond
Tuesday evening pinen, Nelson Stone and Merrill
were: Mrs. Marilyn Korpinen, Wall. Visitors were present from
Mrs. Gwen Dowling, Mrs. Marion Vcs»per Rebekah Ledge of Round
L. Watts, Mrs. Mary Davis, Mrs. Pond and Miriam Rebekah Lodge
of Rockland. Refreshment com
being gone for six weeks to St. mittee for the evening were Mrs.
Jewel Stone, Mrs. Virginia Wall,
Petersburg, Florida.
Mrs. Eloisa Hupper and Mrs.
Church News
Helmi Kilpinen.
The Rockport Methodist Church
will obseive Palm Sunday at 9.30
Telephone 76 lor all social items,
a. m. with Membership Class and guests, parties, etc., for The
Baptism.
The sermon will be, Courier-Gazette, Mrs. Margaret
“A Day Of Triumph”. The choir Winchenbaugh, 161 Limerock St.
will have special music.
1 social reporter.
tf

Portland.

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Crockett
and son Bruce of Camden were
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Crockett.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Spear
were recent dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. L. True Spaar, Main
Street.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cain, Jr.,
of Orono were callers Sunday on
their aunt and uncle, Eddie Cain
and Miss Etta Cain, Pascal Ave
nue.
The Trytohelp Club met Mon
day evening at the homa of Mrs.
Ethel Spear with 10 members
present. The meeting was called
to order by the vice president,
Mrs. Evelyn Crockett.
It was
voted to bu>’ a Easter Lily for
the church and then to be given
to a shutin. Work was done on a
baby quilt.
Refreshments were
served by the hostess. The club
will meet next week with Mrs.
Edith Buzzell. The club was
pleased to have Edith back after

During spring thaws inferior roads
develop spine-jolting, tire-tearing ruts
and chuckholes, are closed to heavy
traffic and gobble up money for patch
ing and repairing.

But not concrete! Concrete comes
through severest winters undamaged.

Roads of the National System of
Interstate and Defense Highways must
stay open the year around to carry
vital commercial and defense traffic.
This means they should be concrete.

Concrete is the only pavement
that keeps the taxpayer "out of
the red" as well as the mud.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
142 High St., Portland 3, Maine

A notional

organization to improve and extend the uses of Portland cement and concrete
• . . through scientific research and enqineerinq field work
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
which Atwood Levensaler (R.H.S.
1928) sent to The Courier-Gazette
on the occasion of the “Anna E.
Coughlin Night” at the Alumni
meeting of 1S42. It is wonderful
and so wise in the realization of
Miss Coughlin’s unique manner of
teaching and of her own warm
and wise charm. He mentioned in
this letter that sne was a “warm
earthy Yankee with the salty
crackle and tang of New England'
. . . “not the female counterpart
of James Hilton's famous ‘Mr.
Chips’.”
Atwood in his letter
her greatness as a
sPea*ts
teacher—“her unexpectedness, her
originality, the inventive quality
of her wit and charm. There was
none of the text-book-bound dull
ness which is unfortunately char
acteristic of three-fifths of the
people who call themselves teach
ers. They aren’t teachers at all—
merely second-rate retailers of
second-hand ideas.
With Miss
Coughlin in that all too short half
year of English and in my Senior
year in Civics. I was fortunate
enough to be on the receiving end
of an inexhaustible fount of living
ideas, culture in its purest sense,
warmth, humanity, and all things
great and fine. Words are dull
tools with which to express emo
tions. especially in the hands of an
amateur, life myself . . . but I am
trying desperately to make evi
dent with some degree of ade
quacy my great debt to a great
woman. And so to Anna E. Coughin. the finest teacher and one of
the finest women I have ever
known, my gratitude, my respect,
and my deep affection always.”
We so deeply echo Atwood’s
words. We shall never forget her.
May she rest in peace.
From Miss Coughlin’s collection
of poems “Shore Neighbors”.:

Realm
By

GLADYS HEISTAD

Fage Thirteen

New Staff Of Rockland Elks Takes Office

FORMER MAINE FOLK WITH MANY

ENGINEERING AND TECHNICAL

SKILLS WILLING TO RETURN
A new program to help Maine
Under the new program, a
industries locate and offer em monthly newsletter will be mailed
ployment to engineers and techni by DDIC to all professional and
technical persons on the survey
cians has been formulated by the
lists. Included in this letter will
Maine Department of Develop be a listing of the professional and
ment of Industry and Commerce technical job openings in Maine,
and the Maine Employment Se compiled by the Maine Employ
ment Security Commission.
curity Commission

The death of Anna E. Coughlin sons or due to inability to make
brings sadness to us even though the grade.
She was so much more than just
we know it is blessed release
from her many years, of which a teacher, although the quality of
This list of job opportunities will
teaching was ever present in her J
Some months ago. the Maine
the latter were marred by a cloud
life. Her interest in each individu
DDrC uncovered a “gold mine" of include the names of persons to
ed mind. The sadness comes in al as an individual never lagged.
engineers and technicians, for contact in the various companies
that it removes from us a dearly She inspired the love of good
mer residents of Maine, who an and the person to contact at the
loved and revered teacher whose books, good reading, culture. She
swered a questionnaire about MESC State Administrative Office
themselves, their background and in Augusta, so that inquiries and
influence reached out to touch introduced w’ays and means to stir
negotiations may be conducted diavailability.
countless numbers of us who were the curiosity of the young—in his
Nearly 2500 indicated a desire rect’y between principals. The
privileged to be her pupils. It is tory. literature, the arts. She en
to return to Maine if suitable op DDIC stresses that their survey
not amiss to say that not one of couraged the feeling for words
portunities were available to them. list is being held by them in strict
the boys and girls who came under and for expression. Culture was
Friends and others who had heard confidence, the basis on which the
her teaching but felt the influence another important phase of her
about the survey sent in unsolicit program originated.
of her greatness. We would be life—she felt the striving for it
Any Maine manufacturer wish
was
beginning
to
weaken
in
the
ed inquiries about future possibili
amazed could we know all those
ing to make use of the joint
ties of location in Maine.
who have been inspired and en young in her later years of teach
Coded by the DDIC. the total list MESC-DDIC program is invited id
couraged by her teaching and ing. I recall she often deplored
was found to represent nearly notify either department.
counsel to go on to advanced edu that Latin was being removed
every field of science and engi
cation. ambitious careers in teach from the curriculum of many
neering and. in the technician
ing. writing, lecturing, etc., and a schools and colleges. I loved her
Those bundled newsoapen which
group, some 47 key industrial serve a hundred useful purposes,
definite aim in life. And to those very deeply and shall never cease
This year's top incoming officers of the Rockla id Lodge of kiks form to congratulate Joshua N. skills.
unable to undertake what we call to be grateful for the teaching I
are available, though In short
Southard on his 25th year as secretary of the lodge. Left to right are: G. Ronald Smith, lecturing knight;
The DDIC has used the list con supply, at The Courier-Gazette ola higher education, she taught received from her—and think of
Southard; Alfred Pownal of Belfast, installing officer; Carl Blaekington, exalted ruler and Herman Hoffses,
fidentially in the case of indus ice
service—service was an important it—I had four years of English
Six pound bundles of print
loyal knight.
Photo by McKeon
trial, research or engineering ed papers 15c per bundle Six
word with her—it had deep mean with her and a year of Civics. I
Carl O. Blaekington was in 25th consecutive year as secre Edwards. Kenneth Roes. John firms located in or intending to lo- iound bundles of unprtnted plain
ing. More than once I have heard owe her more than can be ex
stalled as exalted ruler of the tary of the lodge. He is believed Ross.
. cate in Maine.
her drive home the value of serv pressed in words.
white news papers. 25c per bundle
Rockland Lodge of Elks Tuesday to be the oldest Elks secretary in
Athletic Committee: John Du
So many things come back to
ice—“Be of use in the world, give
night at the annual installation ex point of service in the nation.
gan. chairman. James Shannon,
service to others.” She
would me from my memories of being a
ercises held at the Main street
Other Elks elevated to office in Fred Madore, Kenneth Roes.
say a college education was not student with her and even of the
BEGINNING MONDAY, APRIL 8 IS OUR
lodge home.
Justice of Subordinate Forum:
the
exercises were:
Herman
necessary to be of service, to give years afterword. A session in her
Domenic
Cuccinello
(Elisha
W.
Conducting thc installation was Hoffses, esteemed loyal knight; G.
service. We little know how’ great classroom was an experience.
THIRD ANNIVERSARY SALE
Afred Pownal of Belfast, past ex Ronald Smith, esteemed lecturing Pike, P.E.R Honorary).
ly this helped the many unable to .Vho could ever forget, for in
alted
ruler
of
the
Sanford
lodge.
knight; Albert Havener. organist;
go to college due to financial rea- stance. reading Shakespeare un
UP TO AND INCLUDING SATURDAY, APRIL 13
Special mention was made of Joshua N. Southard, secretary; C.
der her guidance? The parts as
SAME PRICES AS PREVIOUSLY ADVERTISED.
Joshua N. Southard, now in his Maxwell Ames, treasurer; Arno Glen Cove
signed and positions taken in va
THOENIX ASSURANCE COMPANY
Alsu Super Kem-Tone at Regular Price Less $1.00 Off
„
OF NEW YORK
Knight, esquire; Francis Dyer. !
rious parts of the room, the play
MRS. ANNIE BLACK
55 Fifth Avenue, New York 3, New York
un earh gallon and 25c Off on each quart.
His Eminence Francis Cardinal chaplain;
John Dugan.
inner
December 31, 1956
possibly prefaced by an outline of
Correspondent
THE INN GF DREAMS
REMEMBER EAGLO MAGIC SATIN
Telephone
794-J
ASSETS
Spellman.
Miss
Foley
at
the
pres

guard;
and
Sherman
J.Rokes,
the historical import of the play
My mother told me
Ronds
128.681.182.60
Stocks
ent time is a student at Manhat- tiler.
Net Price $3.95 per gal. Quarts only $1.30 net.
Long ago
12.fifil ,297.75
in hand, and then the reading it
Real Estate Owned
3,389.86
Mrs. Philena Martin of Port
That time would make
tenville College in Purchase. N. I Frank Kaler who will undertake
During our Anniversary Sale we will give away FREE each
self, often more than not highly
Mortgage Loans on Real Estate
0
Cash and Rank Deposits
2,761,750.25
My lamp burn low;
night at closing 8 single rolls wallpaper (your choice up to $1.00
Y . with William Harms professor the office of esteemed leading land, Mrs. Hattie Drink- ater of
exciting. She made Shakespeare
Agents Balances or Uncollected
s:ngle roll), 1 gallon Dutch Boy Nalplex, sells for $6.20 gal.,
But when the wick grew dim
Premiums
4.943.554.69
Brewer, Miss Mabie Seavey and
oi
music
at
the
College.
At
the
live.
And
this
was
true
of
such
knight
was
not
present
at
the
ex

Its gleams
any color yru want. Saturday night we’ll give away 1 gallon
Other Assets
_l.806.0S3.9fi
Mrs. Williard Fales of Rockland
I’,us xn Institute Miss Foley ercises. being in Florida.
classics as “Silas Marner,” “IvanTotal Assets
Would light me to
Dutch Boy Outside House Paint and 1 gallon Eaglo Outside
451.527.260.11
were
dinner
guests
of
Mrs.
Frank
will study piano under the terms
House Paint (your choice of color), sells for $7.10 and $5.75
The Inn of Dreams.
liabilities, surplus and
| hoe” and others—they were never
A lobster salad supper was held
OTHER FUNDS
Gal. . Also 8 Rolls Wallpaper as stated above.
of the grant; the Institute is for members at 6.30 p. m. followed Seavey on Monday.
There is many an Inn,
Reserve for Losses
$11,660,468.88 I dull under her tutelage. And who
Reserve for Loss Adjustment
Mr. and Mrs. Lew's Wincapaw
My mother said,
housed in the Villa Schifonia, for- by the 1036th regular session of
. could ever forget hearing her reWallpapers Marked Down from 10% to 50%
Expenses
1.738.232.00
Where a bit, a sup.
and son of Warren, Mrs. Hazel
Reserve for Unearned
m.ei home of Myron Taylor, per the organization.
j cite poems from her marvelous
Premiums
Perhaps
a
bed
20.637.771.11
Still have some bundles left, $1.90 (10, single rolls)
sonal representative of President
memory?
Reserve for Taxes
It was announced that the Maine ’Trewster of Rockland and Mrs.
760.721.24
Will rest you from
All Other Liabilities
301.877.48
Harry Truman at the Vatican.
) Elks Association Convention will Emma Wincapaw of Glen Cove
I recall, too, an Alumni Asso
Our belter papers are washable and fadeproof. Papers 59c
A
weary
day,
Total Liabilities
$35,099,070.71
single roll and over, buy the second room at Half Price, same
And drive the care
ciation meeting — Miss Coughlin
be held at the Marshall House at vere guests of Mr. and Mrs. RobSpecial Surplus Funds
$ 2.565.053.03
amount and priced same as the first room. During our Third
The Bowdoin College Glee Club
Capital Paid Up or
Of the road away!
rt Roberts of Brcoks Sunday.
was called on for a speech, and
York
Harbor
on
June
21-23
and
Statutory Deposit
Anniversary Sale with every purchase Dutch Boy Paint or any
5.000,000.00
piesented its annual Campus
Unassigned Funds (Surplus) 8,863.136.37
Beneath a vine
Mrs. Louise Ingraham of Rockwhen she arose, she said: “I am
that the Rockland Lodge will in
purchase of $1.00 or over yc«u will receive Dutch Boy Kolorcoat
Surplus as Rep-ards
Concent
in
the
Pickard
Theatre
in
Where
flutes
are
played
and
and
Mrs.
Helen
Hall
Greg

Flower
Seeds (your choice of Asters, Zinnias, Snapdragons,
not
going
to
make
a
speech,
but
$16,428,189.40
i
stall the Belfast Lodge tonight at
Policyholders
And honey-bees
.\b
mortal
Hall
on
Friday.
April
5.
Petunias). You’re invited to come in and look around and
ory were in Gardiner Sunday callTotal
$51,527,260.11
1 want all my boys and girls here
Belfast.
Installing
officer
will
be
Drone in the shade,
see the Savings you get.
at 8.30 p. m.
__ 41-Th-47 j tonight to stand.” I’m telling you
Pas: Exalted Ruler Edward Mean- ng on a friend. M:s. Estabro k.
You'll And a door
On
April
15
the
Curtis
String
With myrtle* hung,
A/2c Garland Crowell of Portsseau.
Come In and Get Information On Free Gilts
WARREN FARMERS ML’TVA’ it was something to see—no one
Quartet will make its 27th annual
And a world-wide song
FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY could ever forget it, for practically
Committees for thc year ap nouth, N. H., leaves for Ger
Forever young.
appearance at Bowdoin College,
Warren, Maine
He will be
every person in the auditorium
TRADE AT CARR'S
pointed by the new ruler are as nany Wednesday.
also in the Pickard Theatre. This follows:
Then one day
ASSETS, DEC. 31.1956
stood—and many of them were no
gone a year and a half. His wife,
Perhaps in rain
Cash in office and bank, $9,451.84 longer young—in fact some of
concert will be open to the public
WKZRE YOU SAVE DOLLARS
Social and Community Welfare J Joan, will make her home with
You’ll slip the latch
without admission charge. Prof.
586 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Committee: Fred Black, chair-, his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Charles
To the road again.
Gross cash assets,
$9,451.84 them were not too much younger
Frederic Tillotson, head of the man.
Stout
heart
be
yours,
than
Miss
Coughlin
for
it
must
be
Orwell.
George
Parsons.
Louis
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31, 1956
Department of Music at the col
My mother said
Due treasurer,
$152.50 remembered she began teaching
Benovitch. Ei land Fish. Clifford i
To step out bold
lege. will join the Quartet in
50 per cent cash premium, 240.08 at the age of 17. With no college
Carroll, P.E.R.. Ralph Clark. Aus-j
Tho’ shod with lead.
Brahms' “Piano Quintet.”
education behind her, she went on
tin Brewer. Lerman Thompson.
$392.58
And then in the west
Total liabilities.
The Quartet appears on Sunday.
from that tender age of 17 to be
Carl Freeman. Willard Estabrook,
Against
the
sky,
$9,059.26
Net cash assets.
April
14,
at
the
Isabella
Stewart
James Burns. P.E.R., William
You’ll see the Inn
I come, as the late Dean Sills of
Premium not*‘S subject
Gardner Museum. Boston .
You are drawing nigh.
Blake. P.E.R., Theodore Benner. J
$18,918.00 Bowdoin College once said, one of
to assessment.
Your staff and scrip
Deduct all assessments
the outstanding educators not only
Ernest Guay, Lewis Cook, Carl
I have befoie me the announce
You may leave
$1,891.80 of Maine but »of the East. She
and payments,
Nelson. Bernard Smalley.
By the door —
ment of the summer school at
was fully equipped to urge service.
Elks National Service Commit
You
will
not
need
them
Balance due on pre
Kneisel Hall, Blue Hill, to consist
Any more.
$17,026.20 I also recall that it was at this
mium notes,
of eight weeks. July 8 to Sept 1. tee: Howard Kenniston. chairman.
Alumni meeting that she related
Call out the host
HAROLD J. WEAVER.
under the direction of Marianne Richard Kaler. Fred Marchant.
With his jangling keys
Secretary. some of the pranks played by her
Supper committee: James L.
Kneisel. Studies will offer inter
And say: “Sir Host,
41-ih-47 “boys and girls” in high school,
Burns, P E R., chairman, Thomas
JUST RECEIVED CARLOAD LOT OF
pretation
of
chamber
music,
en

I would take my ease;
some from classes long since
Anastasio
Anthony
Anastasio.
U. S. BRANCH OF
I need no sup
semble training, piano ensemble,
William Blake. P.E.R., Gardner
SUN INSURANCE OFFICE, LTD. graduated. I remember that Henry
But your chamber best;
string ensemble, interpretation of
Unlock the door
London, England
Bird was one of these “boys” she
cello literature, interpretation of French, Gerald McPhee. Sherman
That I may rest."
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1958
mentioned. And she had such hap
Rokes, Richard Freeman.
viola literature, and chamber
Bonds,
$12,674,195.00
penings to speak of from her first
Relief Committee: Carl Blackmusic
for
instrumentalists
and
Stocks.
4,586,169.00
Those who have been following
classes down to the very present
ington ejtalted ruler, chairman.
Cash and Bank De
pianists. The faculty will com
the career of Kathryn Ann Foley
Frank Kaler. Herman Hoffses, J J
posits,
1,386,466.00 graduating class.
prise: Joseph Fuchs, Edouard
ICO LB.
Emma Cobb Havener, formerly of Winterport, heard in piano re
Agents Balances or Un
N.
Southard, Maxwell Ames, Arno;
Dethier, Artur Balsam. Louis Per
collectedPremiums,
833,614.00 of Rockland, living for some years citals at the Farnsworth Art Mu
KEG
Knight.
G.
Ronald
Smith.
Sher

Other Assets,
744,858.00 in Morgantown, W. Va., has writ seum in past summers while singer. Cart Stern, and Marianne man Rokes, Francis Dyer.
Kneisel. Student recitals will take
ICO LB.
ten more than once saying that the studying at Rockport with William
Visiting
Committee:
Frank
Total Assets,
$20,2,'8.312.00
place during the eight-week ses
Harms, will be most interested to
students
in
their
University
there
Kaler.
chairman.
James
Shannon,
KEG
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
sion in the big Hall. Weekly con
OTHER FUNDS, DEC. 31, 1956 were not nearly so well equipped learn that she ha? been awarded certs will be presented by mem Edward Manseau.
Reserve for Losses. $3,448,634.00 in English as we were under Miss a scholarship for a year of study
ICO LB.
Youth
Activities Committee:
bers of the faculty, assisted by
Reserve for Loss Adjust
Coughlin’s teaching. And I wish at the Pius JH Institute in Flor
Frank Kaler, chairman, Herman
KEG
prominent
guest
artists.
Funds
ment Expenses,
401,245.00 everyone could read the letter ence. Italy, the award made by
derived from these concerts will Hoffses, Maxwell Ames, G, Ron
Reserve for Unearned
ald Smith.
Premiums,
6,676,211.00
benefit the Kneisel Hall Scholar
| Lapsation Committee: Howard
Reserve for Taxes,
333,372.00
Crest
ship Fund.
The
All Other Liabilities,
926,151.00
Anyone desiring more detailed Dunbar, chairman, Carl Nelson,
information
both as to study and Edward Manseau.
of
Good
I
—
ix/it-ig$11,788,613.00
Total Liabilities,
Aud'ting
Committee:
Arthur
concerts may obtain same by writ
Capital Paid Up or
comes t-O
$500,000.00
Statutory Deposit,
ing to Miss Marianne Kneisel—at Jordan, chairman, Gilbert Barker,
Unassigned Funds
New York
the present time, to her New York P.RS.R.. Morgan C. Elmer.
I
(Surplus),
7,939,699.00
Publicity
Committee:
James
i address. 199 Riverside Drive. New
Burns. P.E.R., William Cross, J.
York
(24),
and
later
at
Blue
Hill.
Surplus as Regards
I have been telling you about 1 N. Southard.
Policyholders,
$8,439,699.00
Entertainment Planning Board:
Norman Kelley, a former Bangor
Total,
$20,228,312.00
troy who is making good with the I Tohn Dugan, chairman. Robert
41-Th-47
Metropolitan
Opera
Company. Brewer, Leland Briggs. Howard

NOTICE

BUILDERS - CONTRACTORS - HOME OWNERS

NAILS!!!

3d common
16d common
20d common

$11.60
$11.31
$11.31

SALE
25% OFF

SUN INSURANCE COMPANY OF
NEW YORK
New York, New York

When in New York
Stop at the Finest

ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1956
1
Bonds,
$12,163,403.00
Stocks,
5,092.288.00
Cash and Bank De
posits,
967,134.00
Agents Balances or Un
collected Premiums, 932,968.00
1,002.700.00
Other Assets,
$20,159,115.00
Total Assets
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND i
O1HER FUNDS, DEC. 31, 1936
Reserve for Losses, $3,327,493.00
Reserve for Loss Adjust401,245.00
ment Expenses,
Reserve for Unearned
Premiums.
6.16’ 585 00
257,371.00
Reserve for Taxes.
71., (Wo. 00
All Other Liabilities,

Total Liabilities,
Capital Paid Up or
Statutory Deposit,
Unassigned Funds
(Surplus),

$10,861 789.00
$2,000,000.00

7,297,326.00

Surplus as Regards
Policyholders,
$9,297,326.00

Manhattan's largest

conveniently

located

hotel.

restaurants including the famous Lamp Post Corner, Golden

Thread Cafe, and the popular Coffee House.

Singles
from $7

Doubles
from$]Q

Suites
from $23

Sample and Maefing Rooms for every purpose.
JOSEPH MASSAGLIA, JR.. President
CHARLES W. COLE. Gen. Mgr... JACK WILDER. Res. Mg?.

When traveling, 7s+opvat these? other

MASSAGLIA^
•
•
•
•
•

Sense Meeke. Celit. Hotel MIHAMA. • W.stiinqton, D C. Hotel RALEIGH
Sen Jose. Celit. Hotel SAINTE ClAIRt . H vtlord Conn. Hotel BOND
Long Beach. Celit. Hotel WILTON
• Cincinnati, O. Hotel SINTON
Gallup, N.M. Hotel EL RANCHO
• Pittsburgh. Pe. Hotel SHERWYN
Albuquerque, Hotel FRANCISCAN
• Denver. Colo. Hotel PARK LANE
end in He»s!t Hotel Weikiki Biltmore HONOLULU

CHICAGO

$20,150,116.00
41-Th-47

most

2500 outside rooms, ai! with bath and free radio - television
in many. Direct tunnel connection to Pennsylvania Station.
All transportation facilities at door. Three air-conditioned

AI-J-V

Total,

and

Reading a review in Musical
America of the performance of
"Siegfried” in the "Ring” cycle
it says: "Norman Kelley's expert
ly developed characterization of
the dwarf. Mime, was the out
standing performance of the eve
ning.”

MIDWEST HEADQUARTERS
ROOKING OFFICE • 200 E. Welton

O
c 7 J.344
uc '•***

Wgrld famad Rgfgle—Teletype sendee—TeleeWee

ON ALL RED - TAGGED

Ellery T. Nelson Inc.
First Choice Used Can
I El.

Cressey & Allen is sending out
interesting and timely monthly
bulletins and 1 am glad I am on
their mailing list. In that 'for
March this is noted: “The latest
figures released by the Congres
sional Library show that they now
have 2.000.000 different copyright
ed songs on the shelves. Add to
this another 3 000.000 pieces of
eminent or public domain and you
can see where there is an esti
mated 5.000,000 pieces of music
available.
Music is generally
printed on plates 9"xl2", or
5 000,000 feet of music printed as
of now. If these were placed end
to end there would be enough to
form a path from Boston to
Presque Isle and back again!”

ELECTRICAL
FIXTURES
. H. CRIE & CO.

DODGE - PLYMOUTH
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE
720

ROCKLAND

BT. L NEW COUNTY RD.
104-tf

Plumbing - Heating - Electrical Supplies

ROCKLAND

TEL. 61
106-tf

TEL

328 MAIN STREET

ns

ROCKLAND — MAINE

TEL

*" “J - -i

f
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Fdgt Fourfwi

allen reports on activities of

Camden Police Stage Minstrel Friday

WARREN

CITY DEPARTMENTS FOR MARCH
Tax Collection Department

The report of the tax collector
shows the balance of uncollectea
taxes at the first of the month as
$55,294.47; the amount collected or
placed on lien during the month
was $15,344.39; and the amount
outstanding at the end of the
month was $39,950.08. Excise tax
collections amounted to $4,436 31
and other collections amounted to
$195.91.
The Treasurer’s report shows
the cash balance at the beginning
of the month at $37 950.73. total re
ceipts for the month $106,628.79. of
which $50,000 was from a tax an
ticipation note, amounts paid out
on warrants $91 218.69. with a cash
balance at the end of the month
of $15,410.10.
Records Department

The report from the Records De
partment indicates one regular
meeting held during the month of
March and one commitment hear
ing. Three notices were published
by the department. 63 city licenses
were issued, and 229 state licenses
were issued. There were 58 re
cordings of vital statistics consist
ing of 28 births, 10 marriages, and
20 deaths. There were 157 miscel
laneous records and 46 copies of
vital statistical records were is
sued.
Fees deposited with the city
treasurer amounted to $1,165.95. of
which $441 70 must be turned over
to the State of Maine.

needless calls, and one accidental
alai m. There were two out-oftown calls involving the burning
of grass at the airport. Fire loss
for the month is estimated at $165.
bringing the total for the year to
date to $3098.
Engineering Department

The city engineer’s report for
the month shows his usual duties
of engineering services for the
Public Works Department, for the
city manager, building inspector,
and his meeting with the City
Planning Commission.
He has
done considerable amount of work
locating sewers for the public and
also on street boundaries. He has
been doing some survey work on
the deeds relative to the land
owned by the city and others in
the Bog area and establishing
street boundaries on Wharf street
and Sea Street Place, and made
several drainage survey’s so that
costs can be estimated prior to
the completion of the next city
budget.
Public Works Department

1098 DORIS HTLER

Correapondent
relephone CRestwood 4-3421 office
Telephone CRestwood 4-2038 home

An alarm at about 6.39 Monday
evening called the Fire Depart
ment to the home of Leon Wotton.
where there was a brisk chimney
fire, and again at about 1.15 a. m.
to quell an uprising grass fire,,
near the McKellar Farm on Route
131. This was noticed by James
Kinney, a member of the Fire De
partment on his way home, and
apparently was activated from an
earlier grass burning project by
the uprising wind. No damage re
ported at either fire.
Mrs. Hattie Andrews and Mrs.
Florence Torrey, who have been
patients at the Warren Nursing
Home, are now at the Moody
Nursing Heme in Union.
The annual meeting of the Knox
and Lincoln Past Grands and Past
Noble Grands, will be at the Odd
Fellows Hall, Wednesday, April
17. There will be a 6.39 p. m. sup
per served by the past noble
Robert Farr, right, interlocutor for the giant Camden Police Minstrel Show tomorrow night at the grands of Mystic Rebekah Lodge.
Camde.i O, era ..„uk. , gets help with his music making from four members of the chorus, Bonnie Robinson, Visitors will bring the sweet food.

The Public Works Department
has put in considerable time re Nancy Buck, Helen Aran and Brenda Start. The show s proceeds will
pairing catch basins and storm ment benefit fund.
drains and a sidewalk repair pro
Talented Dorothy Borgerson of partment Minstrel Show at the
ject connected therewith on North
the
Children's Rcom cf the Rock Camden Opera House.
Main street.
General highway’
Billed professionally as “Bonnie
maintenance of graveling, patch land Public Library takes over
ing. etc., has constituted the bulk very’ adult singing < bores in to Borgerson’’, she will sing three
of the work during the month. morrow night’s Camden Police De numbers, including Rogers and
Hart’s, "On Your Toes’’, Noel
Most of the street signs have been
taken down and repainted, re winter recreation program ended Coward’s, “The Physician’’, and
paired. and replaced, and a very on Wednesday, with a banquet for the popular ditty, "The Lady Is
Police Department
The Police Department report negligible amount of time was the basketball league put on by A Tramp".
Another girl with Rockland ties,
for the month shows 34 arrests spent on snow removal when com- the fathers of the players. Awards
consisting of one case of assault; pared with the same month a year were given out to the league win- Patricia Magee, who is a secre
i ners and foul shooting champions. tary at the O'Hara wholesale fish
one, burglary;, 11 drunkenness; 11 ago.
I There were about 135 at the the
plant, is in charge of the music
traffic violations; and four other
Welfare Department
banquet.
for the minstrel show. Miss Magee
offenses; 31 convictions were ob
The Welfare Department reports
The Teen Council put on a rec is a resident of Camden, and her
tained.
a drop in the case load from 29
ord hop for the benefit of the Eas musical talents are well known in
There were 18 accidents during families and 194 persons at the beter Seal drive and paid a bill for eastern Maine where she has
the month involving two cases of ginning of the month to 24 families
damages to the building occa
bodily Injury and $5488 in estimat and 88 persons at the end of the
played with many dance orches
sioned by some of the participants.
ed property damage.
tras and where she teaches the
month. Eighty persons received
The boys from the shop at the
Twenty-one doors were found un full relief and eight received sup
art of playing the piano.
locked at night and thirty-eight in plementary relief. We had one high school did the repair work.
Yet a third Rockland man, V.
The
Teen
Council
presented
the
vestigations were made.
institutional case, eight inmates
B.
“Chum” Crockett has a finger
Parking violations for the month at the City Farm, and 193 receiv High School a baseball batting in the show. A member of the
cage for the Athletic Field.
totaled 45.
ing Aid to Dependent Children.
staff
of
Station
The city-sponsored basketball commercial
Building Inspection
Public Library
team advanced into the semi WRKD, Crockett lives in Camden.
The report of the building in
The report from the Library finals of the Bangor Y.M.C.A. In He has supervised the show’s pro
spector shows 16 building permits shows a total of 4970 books loaned dependent Tournament.
duction. The book for the min
issued during the month for a to during the month; indicates an in
Attendance is beginning to drop strel show was written by Robert
tal estimated value of $24,855. Two crease in registration during the off in the building to the advent of Farr, who recently addressed
of these were for new one-family month with 57 adults registered, good weather and will probably both the Rockland Rotary and
dwellings, and the rest were either 37 withdrawn. 21 juveniles regis continue to do so until the building Rockland Lion's clubs. He also
for repairs, additions, or small tered, 16 withdrawn.
appears as interlocuter.
The staff is closed for>the summer.
I
outbuildings.
has been going over the bookstock
The department has also issued
Starting off with a rousing ren
during the last
two months an appeal for a new floor in the dition of “Mountain Greenery’’
Fire Department
The Fire Department report for and withdrawing worn-out and gym and has submitted a diagram sung by the entire company, in
the month shows 33 total alarms. ! nonused books. The bookstock at showing the location of 44 differ cluding the Camden High School
of which nine were for building the end of the month numbered ent breaks in the floor that now Chorus, the show quickly moves
need repairing.
fires, 13 were brush or grass fires, 24.999.
on to routines by end men Frank
Respectfully submitted,
one miscellaneous outdoor fire. I
Recreation Department
Leonard,
Roland
Mariner,
and one vehicle fire. There were ' The report from the Recreation
Lloyd K. Allen,
Charles Sturdy, Harry Goodridge,
City Manager. True Spear, and Richard Black
six rescue or emergency calls, two Department indicated that the
ington.
Other highlights of the show in
clude specialties by a Barbershop
Quartet which is under the direc
tion of Robert Laite, novelty
songs by June Kincadc, a dance
routine by Yorkie, and the roman
tic duets of Mrs. Jimmy Went
worth and Spouse.

TOP POWER
"XTEVER before has a light-duty
A.N truck packed the tremendous

A fast-ratio cruising axle for up to

wallop of GMC’s 206 horsepower.

Recirculating ball-bearing steering

Mrs. Tillie Christianser and
granddaughter, Anna, have been
visiting friends and relatives in
Boston the past week during the
school vacation.

When two people get wound up
the third is apt to get run down.
The man who is different al
ways does much better than the
man who is indifferent.

RUBBER

STAMPS

All Types and Sizes
ON ORDER AT

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Lloyd Thomas of Lincolnville
was the weekend visitor of Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Norwood and
family.
Mr. and Mrs. Carleton McCobb
of Dresden were the weekend
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Parent and family. Sunday guests
at the Parent home were John
Parker of Augusta, and Mr. and
Mrs. Philip Parent, Phillip, Jr.,
and Susan of Hallowell.
Members of Warren Lodge of
Odd Fellows are reminded of dis
trict meeting at Appleton, Friday.
April 12. Refreshments will be
served after the meeting.
The clinic for pre-school chil
dren will be at the Auxiliary Hall
at 10 a. m. April 15, with Dr. {
Campbell and Mrs. Esther Long in
attendance, and members of the
Health Council assisting.
The White Oak 4-H Girls met
with Cary Moody, April 6, with a
100% attendance. The program
was on safety with Mrs. Hazel
Gammon having a judging con
test on safety. The report from
this will be announced at the next
meeting, which will be with Mrs.
Freda Stimpson. Ranks from the
good grooming contest of the previ
ous meeting showed one girl re
ceived 100 and two received 96.
June and Linda Stimpson served
refreshments of punch and cook
ies. The parents’ supper will be
April 20 at \Vhite Oak Grange Hall.
This will be planned, cooked and
served by the girls. They are
hoping that Mrs. Shibles will be
present.
Miss Tobey Messer, Miss Fay
Chicoine, Miss Carolyn Overlock.
James Kinney, Jr. and Everett
Waters members of the senior
class, with Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Bulter, will leave April 14, for
their Washington trip returning
April 22.
The Knox County Firemen’s As
sociation will meet with the War

> •
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APPLY ‘ WASHABLE

* ONE COAT COVERS * MODERN COLORS
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ANOTHER GREAT PATTERSON-SARGENT PAINT VALUB

STUDLEY HARDWARE CO.
THOMASTON, MAINE

for finger-tip handling. Longer,

easier-riding, heavy-duty springs.
Plus boulevard styling and a luxury

many trucks rated at .} times its
capacity. That means ability to

cab your wife will love to he seen in

move the toughest loads without

you

grunting—and move them at a time

Come in and see why Blue Chip

saving clip.

quality makes the dollar proud of

Then look what goes along with it

its purchasing power. Do it

—boulevard performance to make

proud.

today.

standard equipment:

Now’s the time to check in at your CALSO Station for a
hum|ier-to-bumper look-see and a change to famous RPM
Motor Oils and Lubricants. It’s the money-saving way to
get set for all the warm-weather driving ahead.

1. Drain motor oil and refill with “RPM.”
2. Give chassis complete RPM Lubrication.
3. Clean and repack front-wheel bearings.

4.

GMC Money-Makers for *57
—

ning. Charter Members’, Obliga
tion and Schuyler Colfax Nights
were observed. An apron made
and given by Mrs. Athlene Damon,
with card signed by all present,
was sent to Mrs. Rose Gammon,
the only charter member. Mrs.
Eleanore Perkins read a paper on
Schuyler Colfax, the father of the
Rebekah Degree. The members,
led by the vice grand. Mrs. Lil
lian Simmons, repeated the ob igation in unison, in observance of
this part of the program, and the
roll call of members was made by
the recording secretary. Mrs.

17r/c better gas mileage.

It actually has more power than

—as

WASHING I ON

At the regular meeting of Mys

tic Rebekah Lodge, Monday eve

Don't forget your change!

TOP VALUE
truck ever built.

A surprise feature of the show
was the di covery during rehear
sals of a talented quartet put to
gether by Brenda Start, a Cam
den High School student.
Miss
Start, and thiee other schoolgirls
will sing, “I’m Looking Over A
4-Leaf Clover”.
“The proceeds will go to a
worthy cause”, says Chief of Po
lice
John
Rainferette.
"The
money will provide funds to pur
chase new equipment for the po
lice department that will make
possible better police service for
Camden”.
Not the least of the attractions
of the show will be the colorful
costumes. Endman costumes arc
bright and cheerful. The interloeuter’s costume is a gold satin
outfit with purple stripes, and a
top-hat covered with hundreds of
sparking
gold
sequins.
This
costume has quite a history. It
was worn last year by Jackie
Gleason on his TV show, after
having been made originally for
Dave Gairoway for his appear
ance in an NBC spectacular as a
circus ring-master.
Garroway
also wore it last year when hq ap
peared in the opening night fes
tivities cf the Ringling Brothers,
Barnum and Bailey Circus at
Madison Square Garden.
The
costume is valued at over $350.

Obligation and Schuyler (elfax
Nights Observed

Carrie Smith.
Following the
^meeting,
refreshments
were
served by Mrs. Clara Leach, Mrs.
Eleanore Perkins and Mrs. Min
erva Marshall, followed by a so
cial hour, under the direction of
Mrs. Athlene Damon, the proceeds
of which wi’l go into the presi
dent's project. Past Noble Grands’
Night will be observed May 13.
The anniversary of the Independ
ent Order of Odd Fellows will be
observed April 22 with Warren
Lodge invited to participate. The
noble grand, Mrs. Marion Man
ner. announced the public suppers
would begin Saturday night April
20. Guest Officers’ Night will be
observed May 27. with Mrs. Clara
Leach. Mrs. Edna Moore, Mrs.
Marion Manner and Mrs. Carrie
Smith, committee.
Refreshment
committee for April 15, is Mrs.
Athlene Damon, Miss Bertha
Teague and Mrs. Carrie Smith.

It’s Spring I

makes a GMC

It’s the most powerful light-duty

go to the Camden Police Depart

ren Fire Department at the Aux
iliary Hall April 16.
The Boy Scout Troop gathered
at the Monument lot Sunday
morning for the flag raising cere
mony, in preparation for taking
over the daily flag raising. Call
to the Colors was given by Dana
Smith, 3d. Junior Scout Master
George Lehto. gave the commands
for the Pledge to the Flag. The
Scout Oath and Scout Law. Terry
Overlock and Richard Gist ai e
in charge of the flag this week.

■

5.
S.
7.
8.

Cheek transmission fluid level-add fluid as necessary.
Drain and refill differential.
Check and fill master brake cylinder.
Clean air filter and replace oil in oil-bath type.
Check o|>erating condition of shock absorbers.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Check and fill steering gear.
Use special rubber lubricant on rubber bushings.
Check radiator hoses and fan belt.
Check battery and tires.
Drain and flush radiator and add rust inhibitor for
summer protection.

Don't ferga$>
Bis
vour

At your Dealer's now.
Complete National and
American League Base*
ball Schedule!

See us, too, for Triple-Checked used trucks
PRODUCTS

SMITH’S GARAGE, INC.
10 UNION STREET •

ROCKPORT, MAINE
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